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This month's features include Harmoni, a new MIDI
sequencer program by The Disc Company. Plus, a

Real 3D update which includes faster rendering time.
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by John Steiner
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AmigaVision V1.53G. Plus, an update to
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That which is absent —
like great AC Back Issues —
can be ordered!

Just call 1-800-345-3360.No other Amiga magazine provides as much

video coverage from month to month as AC!
But in the event you have been locked up in
a TV studio somewhere recently, you might

Amiga Computer Expo 91
High noon to 8:00 p.m., Sunday May 5, 1991
Marlborough Inn, Calgary, Alberta, Canada
A special day and a very special event. The first Amiga Expo
ever to be staged by the Amiga Users of Calgary (AMUC)!
Our goal is to heighten the awareness, reputation and
professional image of the Comodore Amiga in Western
Canada.
—over 2000 professional business and creative
people
—visitors can work hands-on with friendly professionals
explaining the broad spectrum of unique and
exciting applications available on the Amiga
—a major appearance by Comodore Canada

As one of the five largest user groups in North America, the
Amiga Users of Calgary are committed to combining our
energy and dedication with the warmth and hospitality

Calgarians made famous during the 1988 Winter Olympics to
make this a very special show.
You are all more than welcome.

Tickets for the show are $3 Cdn. for the Trade Show and
$10 Cdn. including the seminar series.
Tickets can be ordered by mail at this address:
Tickets
Amiga Computer Expo '91
Box 154, Sin ■G1
Calgary, Alberta
T3A 2G2

not be aware that in March, AC celebrated "A

New Era In Amiga Video" with the market's
first working review of NewTek's Video
Toaster - including complete up-to-the-minute
product specifications - as well as a report on
24-bit RGB, NTSC video and digital video.

The March issue of AC enabled Amiga users
to quite vividly "Imagine" Impulse's nextgeneration, 24-bit rendering animation system.
As always, AC included some very helpful
programming articles in March, plus a truly

unique hardware project, and plenty of those
in-depth reviews, columns and features you
just can't find anywhere else.

Don't Ever Feel This Loss Again —
Become An AC Subscriber Today!

Use any order form in this issue, or call

1-800-345-3360
(please have your credit card ready).
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Amazing Computing

AMAZING DEALERS

These worldwide Amazing Healers cairj Amazing Computing"-', iheiiest resource for information on the Amiga™, and

-| _Q("Jf)_

AC's Guide To The Commodore Amiga, the complete Amiga product guide. To become an Amazing Dealer, please call;
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ADMINISTRATION

The problem with publishing a monthly

A Time forThe Amiga

magazine is that things change so quickly. As

The Amiga has always had one solid

I have said in the past, I always reserve this
space (and one other in the magazine) for the
latest information. But, it still concerns me

advantage over its competition. It costs less.

that the words I type today will not be read by

they wish to believe. If a product costs several

you for at least several weeks. This is espe

points less than another, it is easier to assume

cially important with this issue.

that the lower costing product is not as good.

As I write this, the war in the Gulf has

ended and our troops have started coming

home. It appears that life will return to nor

While this may seem an advantage, at times it

has been the opposite. People believe what

This has driven many potential Amiga own
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ers into higher priced computers.
But now, even as the economy does seem

mal. But in the U.S., we approach a drastically

to be turning, the amount of available capital

different problem.

in corporate America is still tight. Just as com

The USeconomy has been, for some time,

panies are attempting to expand to secure

a troubled beast. The main responsibility of

larger market shares as thceconomy improves,
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harder to justify expenses. Enter the Amiga.
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now. Yet, economic conditions have changed
and the price of gasoline is as low or lower

fora higher priced system, businesses can buy

than it was last summer and the interest rates

more computer (or computers, depending on

have begun a slow descent.

your budget). The Amiga still offers one of the
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there is a tomorrow and that everything will

Where else, but in the Amiga market, do
you have the range of hardware from video

Editorial Support:
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work out. It is consumer confidence that al

production to UNIX workstation. Software

lows individuals the freedom to buy a product

such as the Amiga.

and hardware add-ons make the Amiga as
helpful to a teacher or business training execu

The Christmas That Wasn't

tive as it is to a graphic artist.
I have said it often in this column. Any

What does this have to do with the
Amiga? Consumer confidence—the feeling

This past Christmas season was not a

computer is a tool and some computers are

banner success for Commodore and that was

better at certain jobs than others. The Amiga's

a shame. Commodore released their strongest

price may get it in the right doors, but it will

line of machines to date. Last summer, it was

remain up to the determination of this market

hoped tha t CDTV would be on the shelves for

to see that the machine is used fully and that it

Christmas. However, CBM did have a series

maintains the respectand position it deserves.

of Amigas at price points far below similar

The future of the Amiga rest in the hands

machines of their competitors.
No one offered a machine with the ad
vanced capabilities of the Amiga 3000 at its

of its users and i ts developers. The usersshould
demonstrate, wherever possible, how the
Amiga can be used more cost effectively in

price. No one had o full functioning computer

businessesand homes. Thedevclopcrsshould

with the graphics, sound, and expansion ca

provide more of the quality products that will

pabilities of the Amiga 500 which sold in some

keep the professional markets interested after

areas for less than $500. So why didn't we sell

they have been attracted by the price.

more Amigas?

We have seen the Amiga and the Amiga

At the time, the American buying public

market mature in the last few years. Yet, this is

had been hit with six months of negative fore
casts combined with the news of the S&L
crises. Each time they put gasoline in their

the first time that the advanlagesof the Amiga

cars, they felt a iittle poorer. By the Christmas
season, most consumers were in a wait-and-

could be so well played. The next few months
could be extremely helpful to the Amiga mar
ket, if the world remainson its apparent course.
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The Best Assembler

Macro68

'; Resource,

the powerful §

Suggested retail price: US$150

Macro68 is a powerful new assembler for the entire line of Amiga personal computers.

disassembler for I
the Amiga that has
received rave reviews,
now has a big brother.

Macro68 supports the entire Motorola M68000 Family including the MC68030 and MC68040
CPUs, MC68882 FPU and MC68851 MMU. The Amiga Copper is supported also.

Like the original version,
This fast, multi-pass assembler supports bothlhe ofcfand new Motorola M68000 Family
ReSource'030 will tear apart
assembly language syntax, and comes with a utility to convert old-style syntax source
your code like no other program.
code painlessly. The new syntax was developed by Motorola specifically to
And it will do so even faster now,
support the addressing capabilities of the new generation of CPUs.
: because ReSource'030 is written in

Macro68 boasts macro power unparalleled in products of this class.
There are many new and innovative assembler directives. For instance,
a special structure offset directive assures maximum compatibility
with the Amiga's interface conventions. A user-accessible file
provides the ability to customize directives and run-time
messages from the assembler. An AREXX(tm) interface

provides "real-time" communication with the editor of
your choice. A number of directives enable Macro68
to communicate with AmigaDos(tm).
Possibly the most unique feature of Macro68 is
the use of a shared-library, which albws resident

preassembled include files for incredibly

fast assemblies.

Macro68 is compatible with the
directives used by most popular
assemblers. Output file formats
include executable object,

linkable object, binary image,
and Motorola S records.

A

68020/030 board.

ReSource'030 supports the new Motorola M68000
Family assembly language syntax, and is a perfect
companian to Macro68.

If you're new to Resource, here are a few facts:
Resource is an intelligent interactive disassembler for the Amiga
programmer. Resource will enable you to explore the Amiga. Find
out how your favorite program works. Examine your own compiled code.

Resource will load/save any file, read disk tracks, or disassemble directly
from memory. Symbols are created automatically, and virtually allAmiga symbol
bases are supported. Additionally, you may create your own symbol bases,

"If you're serious about disassembling code, look no further!"

The original Resource continues to be available for owners of 68000 based machines,
Both versions of Resource require at least 1 meg of ram.
Suggested retail prices: Original Resource, US$95, ReSource'030, US$150

Requires at least
1 meg of memory.

native MC68030 code. This means that
it won't run on a vanilla 68000, but will fly
on an A3000, or another machine with a

Resource

,

The Best Disassembler
The Puzzle Factory, Inc.

P.O. Box 986

Veneta, OR 97487
Orders: (800) 828-9952
Customer Service: (503) 935-3709

Distributors for the U.S. and Canada
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"Quality software tools for the Amiga"

VISA, MasterCard, check or money order accepted - no CODs.
Amiga and AmigaDOS are trademarks of Commodore-Amiga, Inc.
Circle 129 on Reader Service card.

tence of NTSC video and Amiga RGB

Saturation. Stop standing in a dark room

I've been bemused by the strong

monitors. The scan lines come off too

turning the light on and off (the whole

words that have been crossing the table

quickly. Long persistence monitors are

world will flicker after 5 minutes of that).

regarding the true origin of flicker on the

more expensive but they keep the scan

Turn down brightness and contrast on

Amiga. However, it seems to now be

lines up longer, refreshing the display

monitor. Avoid highly contrasting colors

getting a little out of hand, with each

more effectively and reducing the flicker

when painting. Buy a high persistence

explanation in "Feedback" being more

effect.

FLICKER DEBATE

complex than the previous. I'd like to try

While there is some truth to the
theory that some colors flicker more than

resolutions. When doing video work al

others, it's not really certain colors, i t's their

ways simultaneously view work on a

tions or resolutions on any computer will

amount of chroma (color) and luminance

composite monitor. And lastly, relax.

never match the resolutions of NTSC.

(brightness). Greyscale colors have no

Rather than debate the issue, let's work to

NTSC, by nature, is lo-res, it creates the

chroma so they seldom flicker. Red is

cure the problem.

"effect" of higher resolution by compris

very bright with a high chroma level, plus

ing each frameof two fields. The first field

it usually breaks past the safe NTSC

Frank McMahon

carries the odd scan lines; the second

bandwidth. That's why it's so "danger

Video Consultant, Amazing Computing

carries the even lines. Every computer

ous." RGB can create higher chroma/

and every Amiga resolution creates its

luminance signals than the NTSC band

to settle the debate once and for all.
First things first. The Amiga resolu

own number of horizontal scan lines, none

width can take, resulting in a different,

of which match NTSC's exactly. NTSC

but no less annoying, flicker.

STATING THE FAX
I usemy Amiga mainly for program
ming and telecommunications. My ques

does its best to compensate, but usually

Those tearing the Amiga apart with

what happens is that, for example, asingle

video test equipment need not. Every

tion: Is there available a fax-modem for

whi te pixel on a black background that is

time you switch resolutions you're

the Amiga (in addition to Applied

scanned onto the monitor on an ODD

switching the amount of lines the Amiga

Engineering's DataLink)? Also, what ad

field scan line may not appear in the

is trying to squeeze into or line up with

ditional hardware or software is needed

EVEN field of the same scan line. Forget

NTSC video. It's never going to do it. As

with a fax-modem? Can a fax-modem be

Amiga clock cycles and analog sync sig

I stated, other computers (e.g., Macs and

used as a "regular" modem? And what is

nals; this on/off pixel appearance is what

IBMs) have the same trouble trying to

the difference between a fax-modem and

causes flicker. To demonstrate this flicker

match up to NTSC, so there is nothing

a send-fax-modem?

effect, go into a dark studio with a

"wrong" with the Amiga. In fact theclock

vectorscope, waveform monitor, sync

cycle/frame rate compatibility with NTSC

Mark Schmitz

generator, an Amiga and a monitor. Now

puts the Amiga ahead of the computer

Swannanoa, NC

turn everything off. Walkover to the light

pack.

switch. Turn it off and on. Repeat exces

Now, time to regroup. The three main

— In addition to AE's efforts, Picture Vision

causes of flicker are:

also supplies a fax-modem, imageMaker 96.

one-pixel-high line across the screen in a

1. Non-compatible resolution (to NTSC).

a modem, an RS-232 cable and a telecommu

hi-res paint program, transfer it to tape,

2. Chroma/Luminance exceeding the le

sively.
A less embarrassing test is to draw a

and then use your VCR to slow the tape
down to view it. You won't see a frame at

Typically, fax- and send-fax-modems require

gal NTSC bandwidth.
3. RGB/NTSC short persistence scanning.

your line will disappear every other field.
An added problem is the short persis

Amazing Computing

nications program ofsomesort. A fax-modem
can indeed be used as a regular modem. Re
garding the difference betiveen the two types
of devices, a fax-modem can send and receive

a time, you'll see a field at a time...and

6

monitor. Use smoothing features. Avoid

hi-res interlace if possible. Stick to lower

Cures? Plenty. Anti-alising. Avoid-

ingone-pixel lines. Lower Chroma. Lower

a fax, whereas a send-fax-modem can only
send a fax. — Ed

Trumpcard Professional
0
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Full implementation otRDBs

Direct SCSI interface.

SCSI bus arbitration allows multiple
. supports all drives an:
fastest data transfers possible

• Full Mac emulator support
labor.

Naturally, Trumpcarp^
and Trumpcard 50^
owners can

upgrade

with IVS'

Trumpcard
plus $100
upgrade

policy. Call IVS
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for details.

Upgrade available
from manufacturer only.

Trumpcard Professional
List Price: $279.95
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140 on Reader Serv.ce card.

by John Rezencles

interface. Musicians using synthe
sizers, drum machines, and any
other MIDI-equipped instruments

will be able to record and edit

music sequences composed of up to
24 tracks.

DISC COMPANY DOUBLE-PLAY
The Disc Company has both a
new release and an updated version
of a product coming your way. First
off there is Harmoni, a new MIDI
sequencer program that combines a
full range of professional features
with an easy-to-understand user

An "Environment Window"
allows the MIDI channel assign

ments to be fully orchestrated and
played back with a full complement

of instruments. The editing tools,

four types of velocity scaling, three
ways of arpeggiating chords, and
the ability of combining tracks are
all benefits to the program.

Harmoni is contained on a single
3.5" disk and runs on any Amiga
with a minimum 512K of memory;

however, 1MB is recommended. An
Amiga-compatible MIDI interface,

MIDI cables, MIDI-equipped
instruments, and any equipment

capable of sending and/or receiv

ing MIDI data are also required.
Also from The Disc Company

comes their updated program

Maxiplan Plus 2.0, a full featured
integrated spreadsheet/database
program. With this program the
user is provided with an integrated

set of tools which stores text and
numerical data, performs analysis
and calculations based on that data,
and displays the results graphically
in more than 100 different chart
styles. Maxiplan Plus allows
spreadsheets and databases to be
created with up to 512 columns by
65,530 rows, and there are over 70
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Beauty and Functionality Redefined

SERIESUA500-HD+

THE NEW
IMPACT

The Next Generation in Amiga 500 Add-On Peripherals

Turn your A500"■ into a
Serious and More Fun
Computing Tool Today!
GVP's New SERIES II

A500-HD+ is The Ultimate in
Hard Drive, Memory and

Expandability for your Amiga 500.
Major features include:
Leading Edge

Same high-tech custom VLSI and
FaaastROM* features as GVP's new
Series II A2000 SCSI-RAM Products.
Foresight
Unique new "Mini-Slot"1" brings out

all the A500 expansion bus signals,
allowing for exciting future expansion
options-the only intelligent

alternative to risky "Pass-Through"
functionality.
Reliability
Includes internal fan to keep you cool

and robust power supply ensuring your
A500 power supply will not be

overloaded. GVP will not compromise
on quality and reliability!

Memory Expansion
Internal RAM Expansion up to

8MB using easy-to-install SIMM
memory modules.
Sleek
Custom injection-molded styling

Take a Look under the Hood

perfectly matches your A500 for
unequaled beauty and elegance, setting
a new standard for A500 peripherals.

k
r

State-of-the-Art
New l"-high internal hard disk drive;
available from 40MB through 100MB.

*

Performance
Provides no-compromise hard disk
performance which until now has
never been seen on the A500.
Seeing is Believing

Game Switch: Enables RAM while
enabling full game compatibility.

K External SCSI Port AJlows up to 7
SCSI devices to be attached.
>1 "-High Factory-installed Hard Disk
Drive: 40MB through 100MB.
K "Mini-Slot": For future
expansion options.

£► GVP's Custom VLSI Chip.
£> GVP's FaaastROM SCSI Driver.

Take one for a Test "Drive" at your

Internal RAM Expansion: Up to 8MB

nearest GVP Dealer today!

Internal Fan: Keeps you running cool

/for Special End-User
Trade-Up Details!
NR". ■ i

K
r

Dedicated Universal Input Power Supply:
Included.

o Reinforced 86-PIN Card Edge Connector

--

Educational pricing program now available.
Series II, FAASTROM and GVP ate trademarks of Great Valley Products. Inc.

Amiga and A500 are tegislered trademarks of Commodore-Amiga. Sic.

GREAT VALLEY PRODUCTS INC.

600 Clark Avenue, King of Prussia, PA 19406

For more information, or for nearest dealer, call today. Dealer inquiries welcome.

Tel. (215) 337-8770 • FAX (215) 337-9922
Circla 123 on Reader Service card.

built-in functions for performing a

graphics, music, and sound effects.

bevy of scientific, statistical, and

Also, an automatic loading feature

IFF pictures and place them in free-

financial operations.

of upcoming segments allows for

form on pages, a wide variety of

Features of Maxiplan Plus

support, the ability to quickly crop

long-running, continually playing

drawing tools, and the capacity of

include an English-like macro

animations without having to wait

scaling, moving, and changing a

language, creation of professional-

for the usual disk loads. Another

design at any time.

looking charts, two-way linkage of

program feature is a built-in video

data and charts so that the spread

titler for overlaying text on top of

Amiga with at least 1MB of RAM

sheet data is automatically changed

movies with special effects such as

and is Workbench 2.0-compatible.

as the chart is altered, simultaneous

multi-colored extrusions, shadows,

MediaShow, price: $129.95, Inquiry

ascending and descending sorts on

and outlines.

any number of fields, and quick

Plus, there is a wide variety of

HyperBook will run on any

#215, HyperBook, price: $99.95,
Inquiry #276, Gold Disk, 20675 South

sorts based upon any column

built-in wipes, fades, transitions,

Western Ave. Suite 120, Torrance, CA

information.

and dissolves which give the

90501,(213)320-5080.

Maxiplan Plus is contained on a

presentations or movies a profes

single 3.5" disk and runs on an

sional look and feel. MediaShow

Amiga 500,1000, 2000, or 2500 with

supports files from most paint

a minimum 512K of memory and 1

programs, 3-D rendering and

disk drive; however, 1MB of

animation programs, music pro

memory and 2 disk drives are

grams, and sound digitizers/

recommended. Harmoni, price:

editors. It will run on any Amiga

$99.95, Inquiry #208. Maxiplan Plus,

that has at least 1MB of RAM and is

price: $99.95, Inquiry #209. The Disc

Workbench 2.0-compatible. A hard

Company, 11040 Santa Monica Blvd.,

disk is recommended, but not

Los Angeles, CA 90025, (213) 478-

required.

6767.

Also from Gold Disk comes

HyperBook, an application genera

16 CARAT GOLD...DISK
Gold Disk has announced

tor that simplifies the process of
creating, developing, and using

MediaShow, a multimedia se

personal and business applications,

quencer for creating presentations

presentations, and interactive

and desktop video productions of

learning "books".

all kinds quickly and easily.

Users of all levels will be able to
create personalized appointment

Hyperbook
. .v ;

calendars, address books, interac
tive greeting cards, visual multime
dia inventory lists, business
presentations with interactive charts

and graphs, custom teaching
"books", and free-form educational
presentations.

"Books" can be created by
n

linking text, graphics, pictures, and

scrollable lists together. Buttons can
be created to launch actions (show

ing a picture or additional text),
DOS and ARexx commands, ARexx
macros, or moves to other pages of

10

MediaShow allows the user to

a book for more interaction. Other

harness the Amiga's power in

features include control buttons for

combining and playing animations,

incremental control, full Amiga font

Amazing Computing

DID YOU HEAR THAT?
Commodore has released
Amiga Clips, Volume 1: Sound
Effects, the first set of multimedia

building blocks creates sound
effects to enhance any presentation.
Some of Amiga Clips' sounds
include cymbals, bells, whistles, fog
horns, gongs, pistols, thunder,

wind, car starting, car horn, cat
meowing, dog barking, rooster
crowing, cougar roaring, clock
ticking, alarm sounding, snoring,
sneezing, applause, sonar pings,
computer sounds, and a phone

ringing. Human audio feedback
such as "choose an answer",
"correct", "try again", "click to
continue", and "incorrect" are also
part of the program.
Amiga Clips, Volume 1 will

work with any Amiga product

which supports 8SVX sounds.

Bible, commentaries, Bible study

Amiga Clips, Volume 1, price: $29.95,

books, and sermons in both class

Inquiry #213. Commodore Business

and at home.

Machines, 1200 Wilson Drive, West

Chester, PA 19380, (215) 431-9100

THIS IS FOR REAL...3D
Activa's Real 3D 1.3 is an

Features include interactively
linked diagrams and charts, an

"1

Cr Commodore

AMIGA,

MEMORY CHIP

$8.00

256K x 4-80 DIP

$9.50

256K x 4-80 ZIPP

$10.00

256K x 4-80 (Static for A3000)

instant jump cross-references to

1 MG x 8-60 SIMM

S69.00

1 MG x 4-80 (Static lor A3000)

S42.95

verses, words, and topics, up to 30

NEW FATTER AGNUS

levels of selectively revealed

$99.95
$49.00

Amiga Mouse

5199.00

External HI Density 1.52 MG Dr.
1.5 MG Insider Board lor Al000

$299.00

Keyboard for A1000

S139.95

updated version of the original

outlines, search, sort, edit, and

program designed for solid model

index. You can also underline, bold,

A2000 Power Supply

ling, ray tracing, and animation.

italicize, color code, and link

4 MG Base Board (for A500 w/2 MG)

$249.95

4 MG Base Board (for A500 w/ 4 MG)

$349.00

Features of Real 3D include a
faster rendering time (by 50%), anti

aliasing adjustable in eight levels,
support of 24-bit in IFF ILBM and

favorite verses, key words, and
notes.

The Context Bible comes on 17
disks and part or all can be re

Targa format, bump and clip

assigned to a hard drive, RAM, or

mapping, 2-D animation in 3-D

other disk without changing any

animation, turbidity, specularity,

cross-references. Thinker 1.2 is

and specular brightness, polygon

required. New features of that

drawing, icon selection, and fog.

program include a structured

Real 3D, update price: $69.00, program

drawing program with ARexx

purchased before 10J30J90 update price:

control for interactive diagrams,

$149.00, Inquiry #210. Activa

links with sub-jumps and searches,

International, Keienbergweg 95,1101

and a browse mode. The Context

GE Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

Bible, price: $120.00, including

Neuralink has announced the

Neuralink, P.O. Box 16311, Lubbock,
TX 79490, (806) 793-0423.

$99.95

$29.95

Amiga Janus 2.0
SUPRA

2 MG Expandable to S MG

'S210.00

4 MG Expandable to a MG

$349.00

40 MG Hard Card

$549.00

40MGHD{A500w/512K}

S699.00

GVP

£699.00

40MGHDforA500

$599.00

40 MG Hard Card
100 MG Hard Card
A3001 4/0 2B MHz

$899.00
$1699.00
$99.95

DeluxePainl III

$109.00

A500 Internal Drive

"Special sales this month while supplies last.

ASI
Ainptx Systems, inc.

(Not affiliaicd wiih Ampcx Corp.)
5344 jimmy carti:k iilvd.
NOKGIOSS, GA HWi

Thinker, price: $160,00, Inquiry # 212.
YOUR PRAYERS ARE ANSWERED

$139.95

Power Supply A5O0 {Heavy Duty)

(Orik-rs Only) (HIM>) 962-1189 • Fw ('101) 263-7852

L

(Information A I'riccs) Of01) 263-9190

J

Circle 197 on Reader Service card.

availability of The Context Bible,
New International Version, in

Thinker hypertext format and with

CLEAR FOR TAKE-OFF
Spotlight Software, a division

search files. Bible students, mem

of Cinemaware Corporation, has

bers of schools and churches,

released a combat flight simulator

theologians, and missionaries will

called Air Strike USA. This game

be able to write their own reference

blends both arcade action and

strategy into a modern-day flying

combat adventure. The player is in
control of an Advance Tactical
Fighter (ATF II), with his combat
arena encompassing the entire
globe. The pilot will find air bases,
fuel dumps, communications

points, and factories strategically

CORRECTIONS
It has been brought to our

placed on the continents and
Workbench screen to conserve

islands. The goal is to assist the
allied forces in the destruction or

attention that the following error

memory this may not have been

appeared in AC V6. 3, March

apparent to the reviewer. The

1990.

Workbench screen will not be

The AFT II is equipped with

closed if it is in use by another

machine guns, air-to-air missiles,

In a review of Macro Paint, if
was stated that 'As of now, the

program (Macro Paint) does not
multitask.'
Macro Paint does indeed

multitask under both 1.3 and 2.0.
Because Macro Paint closes the

application (or even an idle CLJ
window).

We apologize for any confu
sion this may have caused.

capture of these installations.

AMRAAMS, and Maverick missiles.
Points are awarded for each

successful mission. Air Strike USA,
price: $39.95, Inquiry #214. Spotlight

Software, 4165 Thousand Oaks Blvd.,
Westiake Village, CA 91362, (805)
495-6515.

,AC.
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Make it a point to get to the second annual

WORLD OF AMIGA innewyorkcityi

A PHIL O~/ 5 lyyi FRIDAY, SATURDAYS SUNDAY, 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Pier 90, New York Passenger Ship Terminal, New York, NY

Daily Prize Drawings!
Over S7.500 worth of valuable products to be given away - including a new CDTV player!

All seminars are FREE with registration!
Free seminars with famous Amiga artist Jim Sachs and many other prominent, talented
Amiga personalities. Multiple dates and times for your convenience!

See, hear and experience the latest from Commodore!
Be the first to own CDTV - on sale for the first time ever at WOA New York!

Low, low show prices on hardware, software and accessories!
Manufacturers, distributors, developers and retailers from across North America will be
at WOA with their products!!

Free seminars with Jim Sachs!

Keynote Address by Commodore President & General Manager Jim Dionne •

World of Amiga New York Seminars:
Cli Clips, Tips and Tricks • Jim Buttcrfield • Friday 10:30 a.m., Saturday 11:00 a.m. &
Sunday 10:30 a.m. • Seminar Room A

Join Jim Bullerfieid for a brief introduction lo ihe Amiga's CLI (Command Line Interface)

and its cousin, the Shell. Some of the mosi popular commands will be demonstrated Next,

Saturday 12:30 p.m. ■ Seminar Room B
Long-time Cii.M employee Jim Dionne has worked in several divisions of Commodore

OVE( ihe years, and was one of the main people responsible for Commodore's successful
presence in the Canadian market. Now, as President and General Manager of Commodore
Business Machines USA, Mr. Dionne is faced with the task of bringing the Amiga lo [he

a "Tricks and Tips" discussion will locus on how io make effective use of ihe CLI.

attention of mainstream America.

Complete Multimedia Solutions -ShowMaker • Friday 11:30 a.m. « Seminar Room B
The hot topic of the 90s comes lo life here! See real-world applications of multimedia. Find
out how to fully exploit the power of the Amiga lo assemble, edit and play presentations

This liridgeboard tutorial is hosted by the publisher of CtOSSttlgS, the newsletter for

Integrating video, sound animation, text :md music. See how ShowMaker talks to and
controls external devices like the Video Toaster, laser disc players, VClis and more with
unparalleled ease, for dynamic and exciting presentations and video productions,
CDTV • Gail Wellington • Friday 12:30 p.m. • Seminar Room A

Meet the lady who delivered "Baby*. Gail Wellington, Director of Special Projects for

Commodore international, is the person whose key responsibility was to create and deliver
CDTV software. Catch this rare glimpse of the magic lady as she demonstrates the amazing
power of this remarkable new Amiga advance.
Amiga Graphics, Animation and Video ■ Jim Sachs • Friday 1:30 pjl, Saturday 2:00
p.m., Sunday 1:30 p.m. • Seminar Room II
This is an intensive ilirec-huur session with renowned Amiga artist Jim Sachs, who has

worked on Roger Rabbit. Ports of Call. Defender of the Crown, and' 20,000 Leagues Under

the Sea; he's also creator of the visual user interfaces for CDTV. Learn firsthand from an
expert who's teen highlighted in Amazing Computing and Amiga World magazines. Ilring
in your own artwork for critique by an expert.

The Personal Information Revolution & HypcrBook • Saturday 10:15 am. • Seminar
BoomB

This is the age of interactive information. And with the introduction of HyperBook you can
handle, manipulate, and create information in ways you never thought possible, without

Bridging the Gap • Marion Dcland • Saturday 1:00 p..m. • Seminar Room A

Amiga/PC compatibility. Learn lo use the Bridgeboard to transfer and convert files, run PC

software and take advantage of low-priced PC hardware. This seminar is a "must attend"
for Bridgeboard owners!

Publishing on the Amiga & Professional Page 2.0 ■ Sunday 11:30 a.m. 'Seminar
BoomB

Learn how to keep the edge in a highly competitive environment by crealing professional

documents, from livers to newsletters to full-color ads. Using the Pantone Color Matching
System, high speed test editing with the Article Editor, pre-press preparation, better and

easier layout, through frame-based design. These are fust a few of ihe subjects to be

covered as publishing on ihe Amiga is taken to new heights with Professional Page 2.0.

AmigaVision Workshops offered all 3 days!
Cost: $25 per session. Extensive hands-on activities will be offered in diese workshops
conducied by Commodore representatives. Class sizes are limited lo 20 people per

workshop; each workshop will he supported by at ieasl two instructors.
Workshop 1: Introduction lo AmigaVision ■ Friday, Saturday & Sunday 9:00 a.m. lo
noon

Experience the advantages multimedia lias over traditional presentation aids, and learn
how easy it is to reap [he benefits of these advantages with AmigaVision. Use
Commodore's proprietary authoring system to create and present linear and branched

learning any complex commands or scripting. Also, a discussion and demonstration of how

presentations, see how to incorporate previously created graphics, sound effects,
animations and transitions, and morel

Introduction lo Workbench 'Jim Buttcrfield • Saturday Ilr45 a.m. & Sunday 12:30

Workshop 2: AmigaVision Tips & Techniques • Friday, Saturday & Sunday 1:30 to
4:30 P.M.

lo create new ways of looking at and linking the information that affect! your life.

p.m. • Seminar Room A
Commodore expert and well-known Compute! Publications writer Jim liullerfield will

provide an introduction to the Amiga and its first-level user interface. Ihe Workbench. The
session will show the use of ihe mouse :o manipulate icon, gadget and menu elements of

the Workbench screen. A few simple programs will also be demonstrated.

WORLD OF

AMIGA

IN NEW YORK CITY

For those already using AmigaVision, an opportunity lo learn more by working with oilier

experienced users. Key topics include creating special effects with brushes, using IF
THEN and IF 71 EN ELSE in the proper situations, achieving variable timeouts, working
with the AmigaVision database manager, and more!

Register at the door: $15 per single day, $30 for all 3 days.
Admission includes exhibits and seminars. World of Amiga in New York City is restricted to
persons 12 years of age and older.

Produced by The Hunter Group.
For more information, call (416) 595-5906 or fax (416) 595-5093.

This is one extravaganza no Amiga user should miss!

Written with SAS/C under AmigaDOS 2.0, Ami-Back is ...

NOT JUST A PRETTY FACE!
TM

Operates on any Amiga computer running AmigaDOS 2.0 or greater.
Elegant user interface for easy operation.
Allows multiple configurations for a wide variety of backup and restore options.
Backs up to floppies, high-density floppies*, harddrives, and SCSI tape drives.
Performs complete, incremental (by date or archive bit), and selective backups.
Allows up to 100 file exclusion conditions during backup.
Allows you to replace defective media without interrupting backups.
Performs complete or selective restores.

Allows control of protections bits and file datestamps during restores.
Allows you to Write-Over, Skip-Over, or Rename files during restores.
Allows you to compare backed-up data to system data if data loss is suspected.
User-configurable scheduler, Ami-Sched, allows unattended backups.
Index files are saved after each backup.
Log file keeps track of background scheduler operations.
Background backups may be performed manually.

Technical support for registered users is provided by phone, support BBS, GEnie, or BIX.
Ami-Back is extremely fast.

Ami-Back
is multitasking° friendly.
._
, .
/

Ami-Back is not copy protected in any way.

' ^T°6°7
^mS?" Y* Engineering's
HD floppy does NOT work with some versions
of Krckstart 2.0 at this time.

Ami-Back is a comprehensive hard drive backup utility with a number of powerful features that make it the most

professional program of its type on the market. Ami-Back has been thoroughly tested with a large number of hardware
configurations. Some of the tape drives tested include the WT-150 from Great Valley Products and the A3070 from
Commodore Business Machines (both are QIC-150 type drives).

AmiComp
Send us the original disk from
your present hard drive backup

Suggested Price

program, and upgrade for only

oftware : evelopment

a division of AmiComp Multimedia Group, Inc.

$49.95 (limited time only).

Dealer Inquiries Invited

AmiComp Software Development • 2925 East Colonial Drive, Orlando, Florida 32803 • Voice: 407-895-3500 - Fax: 407-895-3510
AMI-BACK and AMI-SCHED are trademarks of Moonlighter Software Development
and AmiComp Software Development

Amiga and AmigaDOS are trademarks of Commodore-Amiga, Inc.
Circle 199 on Reader Service card.

REVIEW

Get) processor. Text justification, line
spacing, styles, margins and tabs are all

controlled by the increasingly common
(albeit functional) word-processing
ruler, which sits at the top of the screen.

QuickWrite
Good Things Do Come in Small Packages

Any format changes made therein are
instantly reflected within thedocument.

Simple icons on the ruler allow
these changes to be made, although
pull-down menu options can accom
plish thesame tasks. One useful feature
is the ability to automatically insert a
space before and/or after the start of a

by Rick Broidn

new paragraph. The ruler itself may be

modified to display in inches, centime
AMID THE PLETHORA OF word processors available for the
Amiga, not one is targeted specifically to the low-end user. For

those who don't need sophisticated graphics capabilities, dozens
of fonts, or a table of contents generator, New Horizons Software
has created QuickWrite, the first powerful, yet simple word
processor for the Everyman.

The diminutive sibling of New Horizons' ProWrite,
QuickWrite's distinction is definitely its size. Amiga 500 owners

will bedelighted to hearthatit runs flawlessly with only 512Kand
is contained on a single disk (For the first time in years, having

only one disk drive is not a hindrance). Even more impressive,

ing.

QuickWrite offers all of the basic

features you'd expect in a word proces
sor. In addition to the simplicity of

modifying text with the ruler, text may

be easily selected for cutting and past
ing. The standard bold, italic, and un

derline styles may be invoked as you
type or entered afterward through a

the single disk also supplies a 50,000-word spell checker.

simple editing procedure. Colorizing

HONEY, I SHRUNK

center, and decimal tabs are selectable,

your text is also an option. Left, right,

and text may be justified to either or

THE WORD PROCESSOR
New Horizons may have crammed everything onto one

disk, but they didn't skimp on anything. Like ProWrite,
QuickWrite is a true WYSIWYG (What-You-See-Is-What-You-

both margins or centered. In short,
QuickWrite leaves nothing to be de
sired in the area of basic operations.
Speed and simplicity are the motif.

SHAKE HANDS WITH DTP

New Horizons"

li

QuickWrite
combines
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tor is all that's really needed during the
writing phase; mail merge, footnoting,

the lor
graphics
nerator,

Nm Horizons Software has created QuickHrite, the first pmM

y*t sinplistic wrd processor for the Evepynin
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desktop publishing word processor. A
material knows that a simple text edi

11

Pages

This ease of operation makes
QuickWrite an ideal candidate as a
writer intending to typeset his/her

;:

i ■:';';

ewi as?r..
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for the
low-end user.

H

i

1 .

speed

14

ters or 10- and 12-point picas, or it may
be made invisible for full-screen edit

1

J

and

the

like

are

superfluous.

QuickWrite has the right stuff: quick
and dirty operation and a spell checker.
The programmers must have realized
its potential as a desktop publishing
word processor, having added the ca
pacity to import and export Profes
sional Page text files.

Trumpcard 500 ...
The Only A500 Expansion System That Offers Free
Hardware Upgrades for the A2000 andA3000!
Trumpcard 500 expansion cards are the same cards sold by IVS
for the A2000 and the A3000. The ultra reliable Trumpcard
SCSI disk controller, Trumpcard.Professional, the
ultimate high performance SCSI disk controller,
and Meta4, a 512k - 4M fast RAM expansion card,

-

all work flawlessly in the Trumpcard 500 expan
sion chassis. So when you upgrade to an
A2000,2500, or 3000, just pull the cards
from the Trumpcard 500 chassis and plug
them into the new computer. No
problems, no sw eat, no charge.
It's that simple.
• Trumpcard 50(1 can house a
Trumpcard or Trumpcard

Professional SCSI disk
controller. Meta4 RAM
board, and a 3.5"
SCSI hard disk
drive.
• Totally flexi-

^

ble. Trump

card 50(1 allows
you to add up to
-IMbytesoffest
RAM first
then add

SCSI

drive

*

Meta4 and Meta4/5OO provide 16 bit. 0 wait state, low

and

power fast RAM. Meta4 is available populated or 0k and is

Trumpcard
controller later.

expandable in increments of 512k, 1M, 2M. or 4Mbytes
using 256k x 8 or IM x 8 SIMM memory modules.

Or add hard drive

Trumpcard 500 autoboots into FFS and in

and controller first, then

cludes lull support of removable

add up to 4Mbytes last

media drives at no

RAM later.

extra cost.

INTERACTIVE VIDEO SYSTEMS
7245 Garden Grove Blvd., Suite E • Garden Grove, CA 92641 • Phone: (714) 890-7040 • Fax: (714) 898-0858

Circle 114 on Reader Service card.

SMALL MIRACLES
This interchangability is unique for
a "small" word processor, perhaps ex

cessive for those who don't need it but

have been removed or simplified for
use within QuickWrite proper.

Also, certain parameters are not
retained when you save a document.

appreciated by those who do. Some of

Under the View menu you may elect to

QuickWrite's other minor, yet useful

make page guides visible or alter the

features include automatic time and

ruler's measurements, but when you

date insertion (available in eight differ-

reload a document created with these

QuickWrite isn't a heavyweight

but it can go the distance.
ent formats, including automatic up

settings you must set them again. This

dating); document information, which

is a minor glitch, but annoying none

offers amongotherthingsaverage word

theless.

and sentence length and grade level

Finally, although much appreci

readability (right now it reports that

ated, the spell checker leaves some

I'm writing at a college level--what an

thing to be desired. It is understand

ego boost!); and a wonderfully written

ably slow when run from disk (a hard

instruction manual, representative of
the QuickWrite philosophy — quick,
easy, and complete.
Printing is another trouble-free
procedure and offers still more clever
features. Pages may be printed in re

verse order and even collated for mul
tiple copies. And, although not many

Amiga 500 owners use laser printers, 1
must add this note: QuickWrite does
not suffer the same affliction as
WordPerfect and

Professional Page

"complements," and "icons". To fit the
program on one disk, the dictionary
couldn't be much larger than its 50,000
words. The programmers essentially

had to rob Peter to pay Paul, but what
Paul ended up with was a functional,
yet incomplete spell checker.

THUMBS UP
Anyadditional imperfections (I've

yet to discover any) are overshadowed

when utilizing the HP_Laserjet printer

by QuickWrite's versatility and sim

driver. These two programs cause text

plicity. Some word processors are

to print way off center; a QuickWrite-

overloaded with features, to the point

printed page is perfectly centered.

of being overbearing. QuickWrite isn't

Congratulations, New Horizons, for

a heavyweight but it can go the dis

hurdling a silly problem that the giants

tance. This is the perfect word proces

keep stumbling over.

sor for beginners, low-end users, and
those who don't need all the bells and
whistles. It may even be the perfect text
editor for desktop publishing.

SIBLING RIVALRY
Because it's an imperfect world,
QuickWrite has a few minor imperfec
tions. First, the option to create macros

(single-key commands which replace
oft-typed phrases or keystrokes) is
available, but only if you have the
ARexx programming language at your

disposal. The manual defends this
shortcoming by suggesting that both

macros and ARexx are for advanced
users; I suggest that the option should
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drive speeds it up significantly) and

misses words like "increasingly,"
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New Horizons has joined the min

iaturization trend with aplomb, suc
cessfully enabling the casual writer to
get the most from a bare bones Amiga.

•ACQuickWrite

Price: $75.00
Inquiry #201
New Horizons Software Inc.

206 Wild Basin Road Ste. 109
Austin, TX 78746
(512)328-6650

IF A PICTURE IS WORTH A 1000 WORDS,
and you enjoy reading about the most important computer
of the 90's, imagine the thrill of watching a television show
dedicated to the Amiga.

VIDEO
AGAZIK
L If

1

-<=r^...ll

That's right, Amiga lover. Once a month, the first Tuesday of each month, at 11pm EST, for an entire hour, the
AMIGA VIDEO MAGAZINE is now being broadcast into your home, via satellite, on Spacenet 1, Channel 21 to over
5.5 million receiving dishes in North and South America. Don't have a satellite dish on your roof? No problem! Order

Video Tapes of the show! VHS tapes of the AMIGA VIDEO MAGAZINE can be mailed to your home, each and
every month, so that you can keep abreast of the latest and most exciting developments in the Amiga community.

What does the AMIGA VIDEO MAGAZINE cover?
Software and Hardware Reviews, User Profiles, Tutorials, Application Features, Game Reviews, AMIGA News, the
AVM Art Gallery and much more. From the latest 3D ray-tracing and animation package to the most powerful
productivity programs to the fastest hard-drives to the neatest games. The AMIGA VIDEO MAGAZINE covers the
newest and most exciting AMIGA applications, in a moving video medium that lets you see how these programs and
peripherals really work!

Don't wait! Order your first issue now and get a glimpse of the hottest television show around.
The only television show dedicated to the AMIGA computer.

AMIGA VIDEO MAGAZINE!!!

Don't miss our March 91
show exploring NewTek's
VIDEO TOASTER

Group Discount available to AMIGA USER GROUPS

Dealer Inquiries Welcome. Call (212) 724-0288

_ONE Month-$15 _ 6 Months-$75 _ 1 Year-$120
Name

.

Address
City

State

Zip.

Make check or money order payable to:
CVF PRODUCTIONS
200 W, 72nd St.,, Suite 53
New York, NY, 10023
Amiga is a registered trademark of Commodore-Amiga,

Inc., and is useq with their permission. AVM is produced

by Computer Linked Images and is not connected with
Commodore-Amiga, Inc.

Video Toaster is a trademark of NcwTek Inc
Circle 109 on Reader Service card.

It may sound far-fetched, but that

REVIEW

is the basic function of ImageFinder
from Zardoz Software. When I first
heard about this program, I ordered it

ImageFinder

almost instantly. I publish several
newsletters each year, and I have over
20MB of clip art and Amiga IFF images
on my hard disk. I felt the program

would make finding images much

by John Steiner

easier. My feelings turned out to be
correct.

ImageFinder can also automati

I

F YOU PUBLISH A NEWSLETTER that requires clip art, you have

probably been frustrated on numerous occasions by the difficulty of

cally call up a viewer program that will
quickly load the selected full size im
age for closer examination. This is es

searching through your large clip art collection to find just the right

pecially useful if you have images that

piece that is appropriate for a particular story. Or, perhaps you have

look similar but have different text or

prepared a slide show of Amiga images and animations and have

small details that are not readily appar

forgotten the name of a specific image you need to insert in your
presentation. Now imagine this scenario: You open the Load File

ent on the miniature screen. Zardoz
refers to these as thumbnails. The
thumbnail images can be saved in eight

requester in your desktop publishing or paint program. Instead of

or sixteen colors, black/white, or gray

searching up and down the directory tree while trying to remember

scale modes, and the size can also be

which image fits with what filename, you simply hit the Alt-Left

specified when creating them. You can

arrow on the keyboard. A screen similar to that shown on the

select a thumbnail image by clicking on

opposite page appears. You use the slider to browse through the

it once, and you can have ImageFinder

miniature images until you find the drawer and filename of the
image you selected, and filename is automatically entered into the
requester. The requester closes automatically, and the image is
quickly loaded into your application.

provide you with important informa
tion about the image, including the
filename, drawer location, comments

field,

width,

height,

number of

bitplanes, image type (high res, low
res, HAM, etc.), creation date, and file
size. On color images, the entire screen

palette shifts to the palette of the se
lected image, so that you can use color
to help identify the correct image. Im
ages with more than sixteen colors are

mapped to allow the thumbnails to
simulate the original picture as closely
as possible.
ImageFinder works well but re
quires a little preparation to be useful.
Before you use the program for the
initial time, you must first create an
index file of images. This index file is
composed of the thumbnails, as well as
the other important image characteris
tics mentioned above. You can create

multiple index files so that all your
images don't have to be stored in one
index. You can have several indexes
open at one time in case your current

task needs access to more than one set
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of images. The program is a function
that can be selected and sorted based

Browse through, select
and load clip art from
Index files of

upon filename,drawer,commenr,date,

thumbnail Images

ally complete database of file images

or even picture information character

with ImageFinder.

istics like image height, width, depth,
density, brightness, or color.

Creating an index takes time, es
pecially if many of your images are

high resolution 640 x 400 or greater.
Fortunately, the program builds in
dexes automatically. You can tell
ImageFinder to start creating an index
in the evening, and when you awake

the next morning, the index will be
done. Even in a 68030- based Amiga, it
can take quite a while to generate an

index. Once the index is created, how
ever, index maintenance is very simple.
There are several update options that
allow you to update the index easily.

ImageFinderautomatically remembers
all directory paths and researches those
directories, adding and deleting im
ages from the index as necessary.

ImageFinder is best suited for use
with a hard disk; however, you canalso
run the program on a floppy- based
Amiga. The manual, nearly 50 pages

long, is complete with descriptions of
each menu item in the program, and

includes a four page tutorial on pro
gram operation. Also the manual is

amply illustrated with screen images

of the major file requesters.

The program also has an ARexx

matic update feature, it will constantly

port that can be used to operate

monitor your operating system for ad

ImageFinder remotely. When an im

ditions, modifications, and deletions of

age is selected from the ImageFinder,

images that are stored in the directory

an ARexx program can be executed

paths of the currently active index files.

with the selected image's drawer and

ImageFinder can even sense file re

filename as an argument. The ARexx

names and, in all cases, will automati

program can then execute other pro

cally update your index files. The only

grams or operate on the image file di

caveat toautomaticupdates mentioned

rectly. The ARexx drawer on the disk

in the manual is that the feature only

includes several simple ARexx com

partially works under Workbench 1.3

mands which can be executed from

or earlier. According to the manual,

ImageFinder's pull-down menu.
ImageFinder is meant to be run
ning constantly, and it installs easily

files created by your paint program

will bedetected correctly, but files cop
ied using the AmigaDOS COPY com

mand will not be. On systems with low

YoUCANTELLlMAGEFlNDERTOSTARrCREAnNGANINDEXINlHEEVENING,
AND WHEN YOU AWAKE THE NEXT MORNING, THE INDEX WILL BE DONE.

memory, there may also be problems

when ImageFinder loads overlays in
handling the index modification.

[Editor's note: A number of timing prob
Several image formats are sup

under Workbench 2.0. You simply drag

lems that resulted in hung systems or gu

ported includingallstandard IFF ILBM,

the ImageFinder icon into the Work

rus when running under version 1.3 of the

HAM, Extra-halfbrite, and 24-bit IFF

bench Startup Drawer on the System

Amiga operating system have been fixed.]
A configuration menu allows you

images. ANIM files may also be in

2.0 partition and drag the IView pro

cluded in your index, and you can even

gram into the SYS:Utilities drawer.

to adjust many preferences and set

specify which frame number in the

Under Workbench 1.3, things are only

tings so that the program automati

ANIM to use to create the thumbnail.

a little more difficult. You must also

cally starts with the program operating

Zardoz included the frame number

edit your startup-sequence file to ex

under your favorite conditions. Another

option because many ANIMs might

ecute ImageFinder upon system

important selection is Hotkey Configu

start with a blank opening frame or

startup. While you don't have to run

ration. You canchange the hotkeys that

relatively simple image that makes

ImageFinder constantly, you will miss

ImageFinder uses as they take prece

identification of the ANIM by its first

one of the major advantages of

dence over your program's hotkeys. If

frame quite useless.

ImageFinder'sautomatic index update.

the software you are using requires

When you enable ImageFinder's auto

Alt-Left Arrow to perform a function,

April 1991
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45 Meg hard drive for A500
Drive
Quantum
Fujitsu
Quantum
Fujitsu

DELIVERED

Quantum
Quantum
Fujitsu
Quantum
Fujitsu
Quantum

MS

42
45
84

25

90

105
120

136
168

182
210

19
19

25
<15

<15
25
<15

25

<15

A500

S309

$458
$428
$638

alone
$279

S489
S449

KIT

$598

S499

$648

$649
$549
S749
$739
$839

$798

restoi us can afford! Expansion Systems and MCS

have teamed up once again to bring you the all new

Data Flyer 500. Housed in an attractive case that

matches the height of your A500, the Data Flyer
contains an autobooting SCSI controller that can be
expanded to hold up to 8 MEGABYTES of ram! The

Data Flyer is compatable with Workbench 1.3, 2.0

and AMAX! Gall now for more information concerning

the latest in affordable Amiga hard drive technology.

$698
$898
$888
$988

" A2000 owners deduct $50 from kit price

CUTTING EDGE
STORE
HOURS

MB

Drive

Finally! A hard drive system for the Amiga 500 that the

W - F lVOOam - 900pm E S T
Sat Noon-6 00 CLOSED SUN

WARNING
Don't be fooled by companies that advertise great prices
only to tack on HUGE setup and delivery charges! Our

drives are formatted, tested and delivered complete with a
one year warranty at NO ADDITIONAL COST TO YOU!

1 -800-878-8933
ability ■
oys tor >
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Circle 124 on Reader Service card.

for example, you can change that hotkey

properly. The Art Department Profes

than the IFF filename. The only reason

in ImageFinder so that the application

sional won't load the file names auto

I haven't attempted this yet is the rela

works properly.

matically but will load easily with the

tively large amount of time it will take

hotkey workaround. [Editor's note:

me to create IFF equivalent images for

some regularity for over a month and

Problems involving certain file requesters,

ImageFinder to scan.

have several separate index files for

most notably Tlxe Art Department, have

both my clip art images and my IFF

been fixed.]

I have been using the program with

20

Though

I

have

not

tested

ImageFinder with more than half a

graphics files. It's easy to change from

If your work frequently demands

dozen or so applications, it has worked

one index to another as the application

that you hunt through hundreds of clip

with everything I have tried. Zardoz

demands, and so far the program has

art or image files, you will surely find

seems to have done their homework

worked as advertised. The system I am

this program to be a real time saver.

when designing the program's inter

using is an A3000 with 6 megabytes of

With a list price of $65.00, ImageFinder

face into the Amiga's operating sys

RAM. An acquaintance of mine who

might be a little expensive for a casual

tem. This program has already earned

also uses the program has been run

user, but for anyone who spends any

its spaceon my hard disk. [Editor's note:

ning an A2000HD with 3 megabytes of

time with Amiga graphics files, the cost

The 1.0D update fixes several problems

RAM, and he reports having few prob

is easily justified. The major limitation

that were encountered in the initial release

lems with the software as well.

to the program is its inability to work

of the program. A problem with some vol

There are a couple of problems

with any file format other than IFF.

ume names having garbage characters in

that might occur with the automatic

Admittedly, if ImageFinder were to

the file requester was fixed. Also, if a large

filename and directory insertion fea

support Sculpt, Turbo Silver, Profes

number offiles ivere in the Rexx:directonj,

ture. Some applications do not create

sional Draw, Draw 2000, and several

not ail names with an "Amf" extension

standard Amiga DOS file requesters,

other graphic file formats, it would be

appeared in the menu; this has been fixed.

and therefore they may not accept di

prohibitively expensive. I use Profes

Anyone having an earlierversion that sends

rectory and filename entries from

sional Draw extensively and would love

in the registration card receives a neiu disk

ImageFinder automatically. Zardozhas

to use the program in helping me search

free of charge. A final update will be avail

built-in a workaround for this problem

through my large collection of struc

able in the early summerfor users who have

that lets you use your mouse to click in

tured clip art. One solution to this is to

the initial version of ImageFinder.]

the directory gadget, hit a hotkey and

create IFF versions of all of my struc

load thedirectory path, then clickin the

tured clip art, and then use ImageFinder

filename gadget, hit another hotkey to

to create anindex of those. Then I could

load the filename into the requester.

use the individual hotkeys to load the

The program automatically loads file

drawer location, then the filename. I

requesters in

Page,

could then edit the filename to select

DeluxePhotoLab, and DeluxePaint III

the Professional Draw filename, rather

Professional

Amazing Computing

•ACImageFinder

Price: $65.00

Inquiry #224
Zardoz Software

6114 La Salle Ave. Suite 304
Oakland, CA 94611
(415)339-6280

AC Disks

Source code and executable programs included for all articles printed in Amazing Computing.

1

AC V3.8 and V3.9

ACV4.12andV5.1

Gels In MultiForlh Pans I S li: Learn How to use Gels in MuliForth. Author: John Bushakra

Arexx Part II: Information on how to set up your own ARexi programs with examples. Amhon Steve GSmor

FFP & IEEE: An Example ol using FFP a IEEE math routines in Modula-2. Author: Steve Faiwisiewski

Leggo Uy LOGO: A Logo program that generates a Christmas tree with decorations. Author: Mike Morrison

CAI: A Computer Aided Instruction program with edict written in AmigaBASiC. Author: Paul Castonguay

Trees and Recursion: An introduction to binary trees and how to use recursion. Written in C. Author: Forest AmoW

Tumblln' Tots: A complete game written in Assembly language. Save the falling babies in ihisgame.

C Notes: A look at two daia compressing techniques in C, Author; Stephen Kemp

Author: David Ashley

Animation? BASICally: Using cell animation with AmigaBASiC. Author: Mike Morrison

VGad: A gadget editor that allows you lo easily create gadgets. The program tnen generates C code lhai you

Menu Builder: A utility to help build menus in your own programs. Wntten in C. Author: Tony Preston.

can use in your own programs. Author; Stephen Vermeulen

Dual Demo: How to use dual playfiekJs to make your own arcade garres. Wntten in C. Author: Thomas Eshelman.

UenuErJ: A menu editor [hal allows you to easily create menus. The program then generates C code that you

Scanning the Screen: Pan four in the fractals series. Ttis article covers drawing to the screen. In AmigaBASiC and True

can use in your own programs. Author: David Pehrson

BASIC. Author: Paul Caswnguay.

Bsptead: A powerful spread sheet program mitten in AmigaBASiC. Author: Bryan Cately

2

C Notes: Recursive functions in C. Author: S!ephen Kemp.

AC V4.3 and V4.4

8

Fractals Pan I: An introcuction to the bases of fractals with examples in AmigaBASiC. True BASC. and C.

Author: Paul Castofiguay

Shared Libraries: C source and executable code thai shows the use of shared libraries. Author: John Baez
MuttiSorl: Sorting and intertask communication h Modula-2. Author: Steve Farwiszewsto
Double PlayfieW: Shows how to use dual playfields in AmigaBASiC. Axhor: Robert D'Asto

Conundrum: An AmigaBASiC program that is a puzzle-like game, similar to the game Simon. Author Dave Senger.
Music Tiller: Generates a tiBer display to accompany ifie audio on a VCR recording. Author Brtan Zupke
Screen Saver: A quick remedy lo prolong the We ol your monitor. Author. Bryan CaUey

Args; Passing arguments 10 an AmigaBASiC program from the CLI. Author: Brian Zupke

9

AC V4.5 and V4.6

Digitized Sound: Using the Audio.device to play digitized sounds in Modula-2. Author: Len A. White
'881 Math Part II: Pan II al programming the 68BB1 math coprocessor chip using a fractal sample.

Author; Read Predmore

Al Your Request: Using the system-supplied recueslors from AmigaBASiC. Author: John F. Weiderhirn

AC V5.4 and V5.5

Bridging The 3.5" Chasm: Making Amiga 3.5" drives compattole with IBM 3.5" drives. Author: Karl D. Beisom.
Ham Bone: A neat program that illustrates programming in HAM mode. Author: Robert D'Asto.

Handling Gadget and Mouse IntulEvenis: Maw gadgets in Assembly language. Author: Jeff GlatL
Super Bitmaps in BASIC: Holding a graphics display larger than the monitor screen. Author: Jason Cahill
Rounding Off Your Numbers' Programmina routines lo make rounding your numbers a little easier.
Author: Sedgwick Simons

Insta Sound: Tapping sound from AmigaBASiC using the Wave command. Author: Greg Stnngletow
MID! Out: A MIDI program that you can expand Lpon. Wnlten in C. Author: Br. Seraphim Winslow

Mouse Gadgets: Fasier BASIC mouse input. Author: Michael Fahrion

Diskless Compiler: Setting up a compiler environment that doesn't need Poppies. Author: Chuck Raudonis

4

Call Assembly language from BASIC: Add speed to your programs with Assembly. Author: Martin F. Combs.

C Notes From the C Group: Writing functions that accept a variable rumber ol arguments. Author: Stephen Kemp

"681 Math Part I: Programming the 58881 math coprocessor chip inC Author: Read Predmore

3

AC V5.2 and V5.3

Dynamic Memory!: FexiHe string gadget requester using dynamic memory allocation. Aulhor: Randy Fmcn.

Print Utility: A homemade print utility, with some extra added features Author: Brian Zupke
Bio-feed back/Lie detector Device: Build your own lie delector device. Author John lovine.

AC V4.7 and V4.8

Do It By Remole: Build an Amiga-operated remole controller lor your home. Author: Andre Theberge

Fractals Part li: Pan II on fractals and graphics on the Amiga in AmigaBASiC and True BASIC.

Aulhor: Paul Castonguay

Analog Joysticks: The code for using analog joysticks on (he Amiga Written in C. Author: David Kinder

10

C Notes: A small program to search a die for a specific string in C. Aulhor: Stephen Kemp
Better Siring Gadgeis: How lo tap the power ol string gadgets in C. Author: John Bushakra
On Your Alert: Using the system's alerts from AmigaBASiC. Author: John F. Wiederhirn
Batch Files: Executing batch files from AmigaBASiC. Aulhor: Mark AydeMte

AC V5.6 and V5.7

Convergence: Pan five ol the Fractal series. Aulhor: Paul Caslonguay
Amiga Turtle Graphics: Computer graphics and programming with a LOGO-like graphics system.
Author: Dylan MnNamee

C Notes: Doing linked Its! and doubly linked lists in C. Author; Stephen Kemp

Tree Traversal & Tree Search: Two common methods for traversing trees. Author: Forest W. Arnold

C Notes: The beginning of a utility program in C. Aulhor: Stephen Kemp

Exceptional Conduct: A quck response to user requests, achieved th-ough efficient program logic.

5

Author: Mark Cashman.

AC V4.9

Memory Squares: Test your memory with the AmgaBASIC game Aulhor Mike Morrison

Getting to the Point: Custom Intuition pointers in AmigaBASiC. Author: Robert D'Asto

High Octane Colors: Use dithering in AnugaBASIC to get the appearance ol many more colors.

Cruncfiy Frog II: Adding windows and Other odds and ends. Author Ji-n Fi«e

Aulhor: Robert D'Asto

Synchrofiiclty: Right and left bran laieraliMton. Author: John lovine

Cell Animation: Uwig cell animation in Modula-2. Author: Nicholas Ciraselta

C Notes From the C Group: Doubly linked Ists revisited. Author: Stephen Kemp

Improving Graphics: Improve the way your program looks no matter what screen it opens on. In C.

Poor Man's Spreadsheet: A simple spreadsheet program thai demonstrates manipulating arrays.

Author: Flchara Manin

Author Gerry L Penrose.

Gels in Multl-Forth-Part 3: The third and final part on using Gels in Forth. Author: John Bushakra

AC V5.8, V5.9 and AC V5.10

C Noies V4.9: Look at a simple utility program in C. Author: Stephen Kemp

Fully Utilizing the 66381 Math Coprocessor Part III: Timings and Turbo_Puel Function. Author: Read Predmore.

iD_Cells: A program that simulates a one-dimerBianal cellular automata Author; Russell Wallace
Coburscope: A shareware program that shows different graphic desgns. Author: Russeil Wallace

C Notes From the C Group 5.B & 5.10: Functions supporting doubly linked lists, and a program that wil examine an
irchive file and remove any files that have been extracted Aulhor: Stephen Kemp

ShowllBM: A program tha: displays lo-res. hi-res, ntertace and HAM IFF pictures. Author: Russell Wallace
LabyrinlriJI: Ro:l playing t=it adventure game. Author: Russell Wallace

Time Oul!: Accessing tie Amiga's system truer device via Modula-2. Author; Mark Cashman

Most: Text file reader thai will display one or more files. The program will automatically format the text for you.

Siock-Portfolio: A program to organize and track investments, music toraries, mailing lists, etc in AmigaBASiC.

Terminator: A virus prelection program. Author: Russell Wallace

CygCC: An AReu programming tutorial. Authoi: Duncan Thomson.

ACV4.10andV4.11

Programming in C on a Floppy Syslem: Begin to develop programs in C with just one megabyte of RAM.
Author: Paul Miller.

Glatt's Gadgets: Using gadgets in Assembly language. Author: Jeff Glatt

Audio Illusion: Experience an amazing audio illusion generated on the Amiga in Benchmark Modula-2.

Author; Russeil Wallace

6

Typing Tutor: A program written m AmigaBASiC frai will help you improve your typing. Author: Mike Morrison

More Requestors: Using system calls in AmigaBASiC to build requestors. Author: John Wiederhtm
Multl-Forth: Implementing the ARP Ibrary from Forth. Author: Lonnie A. Watson
Search Utility: A file search utility written in C. Author: Stephen Kemp

Fast Pics: Re-writ:ng the pixel drawing routine in Assembly language for speed. Aulhor: Scott Eteinman

Koch Flakes: Using the preprocessor lo organize your programming. Author: Paul Castonguay
Author: Craig Zupke

Function Evaluator: A program that accepts mathamaSca! functions and evaluates them. Written in C

Aulhor: Randy Finch

Fractals; Part 111: AmigaBASiC code shows you how to save,Toad pictures to disk. Author: Paul Castonguay

Author: G. L Penrose.

Pictures: IFF pictures from past Amazing Computing issues.

12

64 Colors: Using extra-hall-brite mode in AmigaBASiC. Aulhor: Bryan CaSey

ACV5.11,V5.12&V6.1
Keyboard Input In Assembly: Fourth in a series ol Assembly ESOOO programming tutorials. AuJwr: Jeff Glatt.

A Shared Library lor Matrli Manipulations: Creating a shared library can be easy. Author: Randy Fnch.
C Notes From The C Group: A discussion on cryptography. Author: Stephen Kemp
ZoomBox: Attaches a loom box to an [nturKm window and allows the user to toggle the window's size and
its po&ton. Author: Jorn Leonard

Fast Fractals: A fast fractal program written in C wnh Assembly language subroutines

Author: Hugo M. H. Lyppens

Multitasking In Fortran: All the hard work is done here so you can multitask in Fortran. Aulhor: Jim Locker

13

AC V6.2 & V6.3
C Notes 6.2: A reminder program to display messages Author: Stephen Kemp
More Ports For Your Amiga: Files to accompany artide. Author: Jeff Lavin
Ultra Sonic Ranging Syslem: BASIC Sonar Ranging program. Author: John lovine

Writing Faster Assembly: Continuing the discussion ol speeding up programs. Author: Martin F. Combs
C Notes 6.3: Working wish functions. Author: Slephen Kemp

For PDS orders, please use form on page 95.

Digital

Creations'
Digital

DCTV

Composite
Television

by Frank AVcAiahcn

IN THE WORLDOF AMIGA VIDEO there has always been one complaint among users: color limitation.
It used to be that 32,64, or even 4096 colors once seemed like more than anyone would ever need. These

days, that's just not enough to be competitive — it's not enough to render realistic computer drawings,
digitized frames, or 3-D images/animations. Now, with the current popularity of 24-bit boards and
hardware devices, 32 colors in lo-res is quickly becoming a thing of the past. New advances are allowing

for millions of colors in high resolution. DCTV has certainly had its share of hype centered around its
avowed ability to digitize, paint, and animate in full NTSC color and resolution. The ability to manipulate

millions of colors in real time on an Amiga was a claim I approached with some skepticism. Is it possible
for such a relatively inexpensive hardware device? We're all in for more than a few surprises.

SETTING UP

Installation takes about five min

utes. After the cables are hooked up,

The ability to

manual, four disks containing the pro

digitize, paint,

gram (along with plenty of example

the sharpness of the program output

pictures), and a black box with several

with the Pixel Adjust knob. The manual

connections. The box has a Video In

states that this adjustment is necessary

and animate in

the user must load a test pic and adjust

(RCA jack) for inputting a camera/la

due to differences among Amiga mod

full NTSC color

ser disc/VCR for digitizing, a cable

els.

that runs out to the Parallel Port and is

One thing we learned last month

and resolution?

also used for digitizing (users of the

with the Video Toaster is that you can't

DCTV proper

1000 will require a standard gender

use a genlock with the Toaster. DCTV

changer), an RGB Port cable which con

suffers from a similar problem. Since it

nects between the Amiga RGB output

uses the RGB port, it will not work with

and monitor cable, a Tint Adjust screw

RGB-port genlocks. However, Digital

driver-adjustable pod (all DCTV units

Creations has remedied this by offer

are factory preset and should not re-

ing the "DCTV-RGB Converter" (avail

quireadjustment),a Pixel Adjust knob,

able separately) which allows compat

and a Video Out (RCA jack) for output

ibility with their SuperGen genlock

to a monitor or VCR.

products. This device, the DCTV

meets the hype
head on.
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The DCTV package contains a
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manual states, converts the video out

For 1 -meg users, the program is broken

put of DCTV into an analog RGB sig

up into two parts, but almost all fea

nal; it also allows DCTV output to be

tures are still available. The main fea

mixed with outside video. This adapter

ture missing for 1-meg users is a swap

was not included in the review pack

screen. As in any paint program, the

age, and a call to Digital Creations'

moremegthebetter,and touseDCTV's

customer service line revealed that the

swap screen a minimum of 2 meg is

unit is not even available but should be

required.

out in "a few months."

After setting up options such as

While the package is easy to hook

closing the Workbench, allowing a

up and only requires a minimum of 1

Swap page, and designating the quick

meg, there is another necessary item

save path (it's usually RAM:), you en

which canbeeasily overlooked: a good

ter the Digitize-and-Process element of

multitude of demo shots

monitor. The Amiga monitor will only

the program. You can choose from

evincing its capabilities.

The DCTV program
comes complete wilh a

do a substandard job in handling video
through the composite inputs. Most

RGB computer monitors are not de
signed for video use, but a composite
input is a inexpensively added feature
for manufacturers.
There is an easy way to test your

monitor. First, get an RCA cable and
run it from the mono output on your

Amiga (or your genlock ou tpu t) to your
composite input on your monitor.

Switch from RGB to composite mode
and then load up a paint program in hi
res mode.
Some monitors will provide a crisp
display, but most will suffer blurring
and ghosting. (You can also test regular
RF TV's by running the video out of
DCTV and into your VCR.) Since the
regular RGB Amiga signal is ghosted,
and the painting and digitizing take
place in real time on the composite
screen when using DCTV, I would rec

Camera or Tape for your source input.

ommend a high-quality video monitor

You can also select Interlace or

for professional use. Also, the RGB

Overscan. AFilterisadded to decrease

Converter may fix this problem by let

noise in your captured image.

ting the user work in RGB mode with

Quality and Speed allow you to

DCTV, which is the ideal situation.

make some sacrifices if your video sig

DIGITIZING

3) will produce a more useable frame of

nal is not up to par. A quicker speed (1Detailed tutorials of almost all the

an unstable video source, but there will

program's features constitute a good

be a lack of quality. Capturing an im

portion of the first half of the manual.

age is as easy as entering scan mode,
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Back to the quality issue: it's en

tirely dependent on your source. If you
have a nice stable source, your quality
will be stunning. Because you are

working in hi-res overscan with 16 mil
lion colors, the image you grab will
appear very similar to the original. No
more settling for HAM mode or trying

to squeeze a frame into 32 colors and
dithering it to death in a desperate at
tempt to produce a hint of realism.

With this program there are no sacri

fices in digitizing quality, to which
Digital Creations'demo pictures readily
attest (of course, transferring to video

or videotape from any analog source
does result in some loss of color and
resolution).

What about grabbing off video
tape? Well, I decided to capture some

frames from a cable TV series I direct.
The masters were on 3/4-inch SP, but I
Scenes from a
cable TV series
directed by
author. Images

were scanned in
non-interlace
mode and

assembled on a
hi-res screen
with a gradient
background.

and then hitting the left mouse button to

used a S-VHS dub of the shows. As 1 paused each image and

digitize or the right mouse button to cancel.

scanned it, I got mixed results each time. Since each video

After an image is captured, the color

frame consists of two alternating fields, scanning from tape

amount, tint, brightness, contrast, sharp

with interlace turned on provided unusable results. I found

ness, and the red-green-blue volume can

that the best results with videotape were achieved with the

easily be adjusted through a panel of slid

followingsettings:source:tape/lace:off/filter:on/quality:hi/

ers. You are only altering the screen display

speed:1/depth:4.

(shown through the video out) and not the

After several tries, the end result was a good quality,

internal buffer. This provides an excellent

non-interlace screen. I found that if I grabbed a frame from

opportunity for experimentation. Only af

tape in non-interlace mode, halved it, and then placed it in an

ter you've hit the "Commit" button will the

interlace hi-res picture using the paint program, the results

buffer be altered and your captured image

were excellent. Digital Creations promises better tape results

permanently changed.

in future updates. As for Camera/Still Frame results, the

So how's the quality? Well, it's impor
tant to understand that DCTV is a "still-

quality is about as good as a computer can get. Scanning and
processing takes 10-30 seconds in most cases (dependent on

frame" capture system. The source being

memory/processor), with the hi-res/overscan and millions

captured must remain still (free of move

of colors making the pictures truly realistic.

ment) for 6 to 10 seconds while the program
scans. Examples would be any video cam
era or special laser disc/ VCRs that feature a
digital freeze frame. This is different from
pausing a tape because the digital freeze

frame is stored internally with a consistent

ON YOUR SOURCE. If YOU HAVE A NICE

time base, allowing for perfect scanning.

STABLE SOURCE,

Pausing a tape would not produce a consis

tent signal because the heads would be con
stantly moving across the tape.
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Digitizing quality is entirelydependent
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THE RESULTING IMAGE

WILL BE STUNNING.

PAINTING
The core of DCTV is its included paint system. The screen
can be 3 or 4 bitplanes with options to turn on/off interlace
and overscan. The paint panel takes up the lower half of the
screen and can be easily moved via the function keys or the

mouse. The top of the panel includes paint tools like Flood
Fill, Text, Scissors (clip), Tack (paste), Magnify (2x, 4x, or 8x),

PHIHT

OPTIONS | PflLETTE

Dotted/continuous freehand line, Straight line, Curve, Rect

DIGITIZE

angle, Ellipse, Draw filled, Stencil, Stencil draw (for creating

COIIfERT

your own 1-bitplane stencil mask). Swap page, and Quick

PRINT OPTIONS
Draw

jFast Feedback

JO taw Fro« Center
JHide Pointer

J

save/load. To abort operations, just hit the space bar. There is

Clips

ML',

no true Undo command, but one is promised as a feature in

MflGNIFICfiTIOH

the next update.

A palette of 36 colors can be on screen at once with the

sets DCTV apart from existing Amiga paint

option to load or savea palette. To the right of the palette is the

programs. Color can also be controlled by

"mixingarea". This truly incredible feature allows you to add

sliders featuring the red-green-blue, cyan-

any of the 16 million availablecolors and spread them around,

ma gen ta-yel low, hue-saturation-value, and

via a command like Watercolor, to create custom colors.

hue-lightness-saturation options.

Once a new hue is created, just click on it (holding down

Eight different brushes come in 20 sizes

the shift key) to add it to the palette. This is the video

each. X/Y lets you change the height and

equivalent of mixing oil paints on a palette board and really

width of the brush by percentage. Flow ad-

The core of
DCTV is Its
included
paint system.

Continue the Winning Tradition
With the SAS/C Development System for AmigaDOS""

Ever since the Amiga* was introduced, the Lattice1 C Compiler has been the compiler of choice.
Now SAS/C picks up where Lattice C left off. SAS Institute adds the experience and expertise
of one of the world's largest independent software companies to the solid foundation built by
Lattice, Inc.

Lattice C's proven track record provides the compiler with the following features:
► SAS/C Compiler
► Macro Assembler
► Global Optimizer
► LSE Screen Editor
► Blink Overlay Linker
► Code Profiler
► Extensive Libraries
► Make Utility
► Source Level Debugger
► Programmer Utilities.
SAS/C surges ahead with a host of new features for the SAS/C Development System for
AmigaDOS, Release 5.10:

► Workbench environment for all users

► Additional library functions

power programmer
► Improved code generation

default options
► Automated utility to set up new projects.

► Release 2.0 support for the

► Point-and-click program to set

Be the leader of the pack! Run with the SAS/C Development System for AmigaDOS. For a
free brochure or to order Release 5.10 of the product, call SAS Institute at 919-677-8000,
extension 5042.
SAS and SAS/C are registered trademarks of SAS [ostftOta [DC
Gary, NC. USA.
Other brand and product names are trademarks and registered
trademarks of their respective holders.

SAS Institute Inc.
SAS Campus Drive

Cary, NC 27513

Circle 126 on Reader Service card.
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justs the rate at which the paint is applied to
the canvas for airbrush effects. Tint uses the
chrominance (color) level of your selected
color to paint, and Shade uses the lumi

Images from DCTV can be loaded into

nance (brightness) amount. Watercolor cre

OTHER PROGRAMS AND DISPLAYED IN FULL COLOR

ates beautiful effects as it smears and, with

AND RESOLUTION PROVIDED THE PROGRAM DOES

more than a hint of realism, runs out of paint

as the stroke progresses. Blend allows for

NOT ALTER THE PICTURE AS IT IS LOADED.

the mixing of adjacent colors. Smooth
smooths out whatever is underneath your
brush strokes, and Rub Thru lets you re

tions. Warp simulates perspective by wrap

move part of the canvas to reveal the same

ping a clip (brush) around an object. Warp

part of the swap page. Filter attempts to

Factor (how severely the clip will wrap) is

correct false colors, fringing, or other unde

also available.

sirable effects in pictures that are imported

Stencils are available, allowing the user

to choose any color as the stencil color and

into DCTV.
DCTV's Fill options are extensive. They

create mattes to protect the current drawing.

include Solid (Color/Rub Thru/Filter),

You can even make the Stencil transparent

Gradient (Border/Horizontal/Vertical/

so that, althoughitisstill visible, you cansee

what is underneath it. Stencils can also be
saved and loaded. Text support allows any
Amiga font to be used. Words are typed in
and then turned into a clip. This clip can be
*r

■

■

«

-A.

then manipulated and stamped anywhere
on screen. Style and Aspect Ratio controls
are also available. A Display area previews
the size, style, and aspect of the currently
■ ^HBCft3F

' Deri-

selected font. Clips can be picked up from
any where on screen. Clip optionsare Rotate

Free, Rotate 90 Degrees, Flip X, Flip Y, Bend
X, Bend Y, Shear, Resize, Halve, Double,
Restore, and Paste. AH Clip features can be
used on text as well.

CONVERT
DCTV includes a Convert section that
There are no
sacrifices in

Linear/Radial/Four Point), Pattern (Tile/

lets you transfer created images to standard

Brick/Wallpaper), and Warp (Horizontal/

Amiga graphic formats. Options include

quality, to

Vertical/Point/ Four-Point). Highlight is

full color adjustment as well as brightness,

which Digital

also available with options for highlight

contrast, sharpness, and dithering. Almost

direction.

any resolution and number of colors (2-

digitizing

Creations'
demo pictures

readily attest.

TheGradient panel is perfectly executed
with smooth transitions of up to 25 colors in

move the first color and will not allow video

one spread along with a Dither slider. With

to show through when using a genlock.

the millions of colors, the Dither slider actu

Color controls included are Copy, Swap,

ally "roughs up" the transitions rather than

Keep, and Free. Moving from the full color

in traditional Amiga programs where it tries

and resolution of a DCTV image to lo-res or

to "smooth out" the color spread. Experi

32 colors is kind of a letdown in the quality

mentation with the Gradient spreads and

department, but Convert does a fine job and

multitude of colors, combined with the dif

provides great results with options like

ferent options such as Linear and FourPoint,

Sharpen and Dither.

can produce some fantastic color combina-
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4096) are available. "No Color 0" will re
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COMPATIBILITY AND
24-BIT ANIMATION

System Integrator

By now, we've all seen the slick DCTV

cations and was the first one avail
able for the AMIGA 500. It features

them was the claim that DCTV "works with
all 3-D programs" and "animates in full

one IN, one THRU and two switch-

NTSC color." Well, the good news is it does!

able THltU's or OUT's. It also has
a

Images from DCTV can be loaded into other

^

not alter the picture as it is loaded (you must

tion, which is located on the top scan line

and along the side of the picture. (I should
mention that even though it's a "bad" ex
ample, 'The Art Department" is an excellent
conversion program that I use at work on an

almost daily basis.) Most programs don't
alter the picture; the manual lists several
programs that have been used successfully:
DeluxePaint III, Disney Animation Studio,

Sculpt,

Turbo

Silver,

Imagine,

and

Amiga Vision.

and

a

G foot

u.s.

$ iio.no

CI1N

$100.00 + taxesy

>

We had many requests for a MIDI
Interface with no passthru for

have a DCTV unit plugged in as well).

routine corrupts the DCTV control informa

passthru

PIUCE:

resolution provided that the program does

converts it to a 24-bit IFF. This conversion

serial

serial cable.

programs and displayed in full color and

Art Department", which loads an imageand

INTERFACES

I'OR ALL AMIGA COMPUTERS
Our Deluxe MIDI INTERFACE is
used in many commercial appli

magazine ads. What intrigued me most about

The manual gives as an example "The

MIDI

System Integrator Is a software/hard

Kta^eandsUiriio applications. Our

Pro-MIDI INTERFACE has become

ware combination that attaches cxlera standard.
iiiilly lo all current AMIGA computers

It features one IN,

[Internally for A500). Developed for one THRU and two OUT's and a
cable television companies and Inter 6 foot serial cable.

active multi-media displays. It is also a

must for bulletin boards, ray-tracing,

PRICK:

scientific or industrial data acquisi

tion find oilier applications that re
quire Hie AMIGA to be left running
unattended. ItwiURESBTUieAJW/CM
A'hen an error condition, system lock
up or even a complete system crash

occurs. Kyslem Integrator will have
you up anil runningagnIn in seconds,

b no human Intervention. The
software includes a lool kit lo lotf
errors, blank tlic display or display
your own custom message screen.
nun::

U.S.

$ in».oo

cnx

$240.00 + taxes

To test this, I first went into Imagineand

U.S.

$114.00

Cl)\

$70.00

Direct your orders to:

Pro-Tronic Systems Ltd.
720 - Gth Street, #227,

New Westminster, B.C.
^

Canada

V5L 5C5

PHONE! (004)200-1031
FAX:

(004) 524-9384

White cxi.siing slocks of MIDI Inter

faces last, deduct 30% on orders
prepaid by cheque or money order.

Circle 190 on Reader Service card.

rendered a couple of spheres with various
textures such as wood and glass. Instead of
HAM I rendered the picture to RAM as a

necessary to use expensive single-frame controllers to dumpeach

ILBM 24-bit file containing information for

frame to videotape;you simply saveall24-bit frames to hard disk,

16 million colors. I then loaded the file into

load them into DCTV, save them in DCTV format, and compile

DCTV, and it displayed without a hitch on

them using your favorite Amiga programs!

the video output monitor in full hi-res with

The program even comes with a sample animation created

millions of colors. I then saved it back to

with the scene generator program "Vista", which is a pan around

RAM as a DCTV display file. Booting up

a realistic million-color mountainside. The current version of

DeluxePaint III, I entered hi-res mode and

DCTV does not support animation (the program "DCTV Anima

then loaded in the Imagine pic saved in

tion" is in the wings), but this mountain animation is easily

DCTV format.

loaded into DeluxePaint III or any ANTM-compatible program

The RGB screen displays what it thinks

for viewing.

is a typical 640 x 400 hi-res image, although

A few caveats: since this is hi-res animation, a fast processor

due to the control information the screen

is just about essential. Flipping a large amount of complex hi-res

image consists of a bunch of jumbled colors.

frames is not going to clock in at 30 frames per second on a stock

However, since DCTV is hooked up, it senses

Amiga. It is possible to adjust the DCTV images and create 3-

that the file is being displayed, is activated

bitplane frames instead of 4-bitpIane ones. This has the animation

by the control information, and displays

program flipping 8-coIor pics instead of 16-color pics, thus saving

perfectly on the video output monitor, in full

lots of memory. You'll still have millions of colors either way on

NTSC color and resolution!

your output, and the loss of resolution will hardly be noticeable

The ability to display a 24-bit file in

due to the amount of colors. A hard disk for storing frames is

millions of colors in DeluxePaint III is a huge

needed for any serious animation creation as well. Also, you

step in Amiga animation. It is no longer

cannot alter a DCTV frame in DeluxePaint; you can only display

April 1991
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it's nowhere near the type of HAM fringing

BRIDGEBOARD USERS!
Don't waste money, slots, or desk space buying extra
IBM-compatible or Amiga floppy drives! The Bridge Drive
Commander + gives you direct access to all your internal
and external Amiga drives from the Bridgeboard, and direct
access to IBM type 360K and 720K drives from AmigaDOS.
Bridge Drive Commander + is totally transparent and

automatic. Put an IBM type disk in any drive and use it just
like on any IBM compatible! Put in an Amiga disk and return
to Amiga use! Just that simple, just that fast! One drive can
use Amiga disks at the same time another is using IBMcompatible disks. Disks are completely usable by other

Amiga and IBM-compatible computers. All hardware, no
software drivers to load, no precious memory or expansion
slots used up. Plugs onto motherboard at internal drive con
nector. (No soldering or wiring changes.) Compatible with
all Bridgeboards {8088, 80286), SideCar, all accelerator
boards (any 680x0). hard disks and other hardware and
software.

we're accustomed to; rather it is smooth and

actually appears to be anti-aliasing the col
ors. Luckily it's not noticeable on the regu
lar video output, and it seems to work in the

video's favor. Had I notdoneany 8x magni

fication work, I would have never noticed it,
but it is there and it's not mentioned in the
manual.
I'd like to see S-VHS compatibility, al

though the RGB Converter should allow
use with S-VHS genlocks. Also, video edi
tors be warned: DCTV does not automati
cally output an interlaced signal. If you turn

off interlace in the program (640 x 200), you
will not get it on your video output. The

whole interface of the program is very intui
tive and easy to get around in. Painting in

real time with this resolution and color is

Bridge Drive Commander+

S 97.50

MJ SYSTEMS

Dept 10A, 1222 Brookwood Road, Madison, Wl 53711

1-800-448-4564

(24 hours

MasterCard/VISA)

Producl names are trademarks ol Iheir respeciive companies.

video heaven. It's a little sluggish on a stock
Amiga, but it is a hi-res paint program with
a slew of features manipulating 24-bit color
information.

Between the text in the manual and the
printout addendum, the enthusiasm is very
catching. Digital Creations has plans to sup
port this product in a big way with updates

Circle 149 on Reader Service card.

(the next update has over 100 new features
slated) as well as additional programs like
DCTV Animation, DCTV Paint (a high-end

it. Drawing on the frame usually produces weird colors and

version), and DCTV RGB Paint (a high-end

almost certainly will corrupt the essential control information. The

system for desktop publishers). Some of

animation programs are only for arranging, displaying, and play

these new programs will require 3-5 meg of

ing animations.

memory.

COMPARISONS AND CONCLUSIONS

I'll comment on what's hereand now. DCTV

But rather than speculate on the future,

DCTV isastrongentrant in the arena of 24-bit paint programs.

former with beautiful output. The ability to

DCTV's paint program has professional features and was written

animateinmillionsof colors for under $1000

from the ground up for this unit, while ToasterPaint is just a

is a tremendous advantage to Amiga video

converted version of Digi-Paint III. DCTV is real-time paint on a

users. Most important is that the 24-bit file

hi-res screen. ToasterPaint is not real-time, and it features annoy

with advanced color information is finally

ing scrolling on a lo-res screen. DCTV's color control is top-notch

becoming the accepted standard. With stiff

and its features, like Watercolor mixing, Gradient, and Stencil

competition in the wings, it's exactly what

options, leave ToasterPaint toasted. ToasterPaint does have a

the Amiga needs to remain the video leader,

cleaner signal though. Signal quality for DCTV is good to very

and DCTV is making it happen.

good with ToasterPaint coming in very good to excellent. DCTV
and ToasterPaint both support Commodore's IFF 24-bit standard
so DCTV files can be displayed with the Video Toaster or vice
versa.

One thing I did notice in DCTV was the color fringing. Most
of the time when I examined solid lines with the magnifying
option, there was a sort of fringing going on. I say "sort of because
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is here and I'm impressed. It's a solid per

Compared with, for example, the Video Toaster's ToasterPaint,
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DCTV (Digital Composite Television)
Price: $495.00
Inquiry #200

Digital Creations
2865 Sunrise Boulevard Sfe. 103
Rancho Cordova, CA 95742
(916) 344-4825

UPGRADES
FIXES
UPDATES
*

NEW
RELEASES

A LETTER I RECEIVED a short time

Sound v2.3 and R.L. Stockton's

ago via CompuServe Email reports

Sound program. I noticed the same

of a bug fix to one of the separately

problem with my AmigaVision. The

available loader modules for The

easiest and most obvious

Art Department, from ASDG.

workaround is to reverse the left

The bug originally appeared in

and right speaker connections at the

early versions of The Art Depart

rear of the computer. Of course, this

ment Targa Module, and caused

will cause all other applications that

some Targa files to appear very

use Amiga sound and music files to

dark when imported. This was not a

have reversed left and right out

problem with The Art Department

puts.

but with the Targa loader disk itself.
The problem has been fixed, and the

GEORGE BAILEY of Deleon

fix is available at no charge. You can

Springs, FL, writes to report a

This month,

get the bug fix by returning your

workaround for a problem he found

old Targa loader disk. Both The Art

involving Imagine, Impulse, Inc/s

helpful reports on

Department and The Art Depart

new ray tracing and 3-D animation

The Art Department,
AmigaVision, Imagine

and six other products.

by John Sleiner

ment Professional are image

program. He writes that a new

processing utilities for the Amiga.

object file format used by the

ASDG, Inc., 925 Stezvart St., Madison,

program causes crashes when used

WI53713, (608) 273-6585. Inquiry

with Interchange, the 3-D object

#203.

converter program by Syndesis.

CHECKING OTHER electronic mail

employs two new object editors.

Mr. Bailey writes that Imagine
this month, I received a letter from

One is the Detail editor that imports

Howard Audet reporting a curious

standard Turbo Silver Object files.

bug in AmigaVision version 1.53G.

The second one is the Forms editor

He writes that "... it appears that

which can only load its own object

left and right [channels] are back

files. Objects created in Forms

wards when using sounds." He

remain compatible with the Detail

verified that his speakers were

editor for further manipulation. The

wired correctly by using Perfect

problem comes when you go to
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convert an object created in Forms

A MR. S. C. SKIRVIN of Scottsdale,

provided with Disk Mechanic. He

with Interchange to another file

AZ, writes about a problem with

reports that he has had no difficulty

format (Sculpt-3D, for example).

"The Art of GO" from A-Squared

with TuneUp.

He has an A2000HD with three

This causes a system crash. Appar

Distributions. He has both written

ently, Imagine is using a new type

and called the company, and has

megabytes of RAM and two floppy

of file format for the Forms objects

not received a response. He reports

drives. When running TuneUp on

that the Interchange Turbo Silver

that the built-in file requester puts

floppies, he writes "I normally raise

module is not aware of.

superfluous slashes in the path

the CACHE from the default 256K

names that it generates, with the

to 896K, enable VERIFY, specify the

object created in Forms into the

result being that file load failures

correct floppy drive, and execute

Detail editor and add a new axis to

occur. Once you edit out the slashes,

Cleaving the other options de

it using the "Join" command. This

a file can apparently then be loaded,

faulted). The 896K CACHE allows

acts to permanently combine a new

but a requester with the following

TuneUp to perform all block

axis to the object, and also makes

text appears: "Ignoring rest of line

movements in memory; the opti

the object file more compatible with

starting with , to long OK". Clicking

mized disk contents are then

the Turbo Silver 3.0 format. The

on "OK" causes an endless loop

written as track-images (similar to

object can then be converted back

which continues to present the same

the WorkBench DiskCopy). When

and forth between differing file

requester. Please write if you have a

tuning the 40MB hard-disk, I follow

formats by Interchange with no

workaround for this problem.

The workaround is to load the

the same procedure but set the
CACHE to 2048K."

additional problems. Impulse, Inc.,
6870 Shingle Creek Parkioaij #712,

I WAS CONTACTED BY a Dennis

Minneapolis, MN 55430, (612) 566-

Lee Bieber of Sunnyvale, CA, who

DCTV from Digital Creations is a

0221. Inquiry #204.

wanted to comment on the report of

video display and digitizing system

problems with TuneUp, a program

that uses Chip memory for its frame

Did you know that there is something FREE for
you inside every issue of Amazing Computing?
AC gives you a direct FREE line to the top Amiga product developers worldwide!
We encourage you to take advantage of the nearly limitless source of valuable

Below or somewhere within every advertisement, at the end of every product

information offered by the interested, progressive Amiga developers you see

review or specific product mention within ACs multi-subject columns, and as

featured in Amazing Computing by using the Reader

Service cards appearing in this and every issue!
You don't have to be ready to make a purchase to
request additional information on any of the products
and companies you read about and see advertised in AC,
AC sTECH and ACs GUIDE.
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pan of many of ACs Amiga show reports, you will
find an Inquiry or Reader Service number for the
product or company featured. If you want to learn
more about that product or company, simply circle the
corresponding numberon the ReaderService card, fill
in your name and address, tear out the card and drop
it in the nearest mailbox.

^

Just look forthe convenient, postagepaid ReaderService
card, bound between pages 80 and 81 of this issue. It's
yourtickeitoall sorts of FREE Amiga product literature
- reports, specifications, photographs and more - thai represents an invaluable
complement to the wealth of information AC already provides!

That's all there is to it! And by all means, circle as
many numbers on the Reader Service card as you wish
-thereisnolimit!Assoonaswereceiveyourcard,we
process your requests and forward them to the appropriate companies. Shortly
after that, the information you want is in your hands!

It's easy! It's quick! Best of all, it's FREE!!!
Learn more than you ever have before! Use ACs Reader Service cards every issue!
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buffer. It captures images in 24-bit

NEW

NTSC color. Recently it was

discovered that DCTV doesn't work

NEW
MATHASAURS

properly with the Amiga 2002

NEW FOR KIDS

monitor, though it works fine with

'AGES 3 AND UP; MATHASAURS is an acton adventure^

the 1080,1084, and 1084S.

'game, that kids can actually play, ieam addition, subtraction,*

According to a posting found

and expand their minds. Real digitized voice sounds,
Babysaurs, Aliens, Dragons and much more make it

on PeopleLink's Amiga Zone

arcade fun: Order now.

Professional, Digital Creations has a

FRANK MICHAELS
4I5-134-4247
MONEY ORDVi
CAN COR

solution that will allow DCTV to
work with a Model 2002 monitor.

OR VISi

The problem results from improper

14 GARRARD RD. WH1TBY, ONTARIO
CANADA LIN 3K3

termination inside the 2002 monitor

NEW

itself, according to engineers at
Progressive Image Technology, the

NEW

Circle 193 on Reader Sen/ice card.

hardware firm that makes DCTV.
The repair is a hardware

to spin up. It takes so long, in fact,

modification that can be made to

crash on Amiga systems with the

that the operating system fails to

either the monitor or the Amiga.

68000 CPU. This version was the

recognize its presence, requiring a

Alternatively, an adapter cable can

first to be shipped to dealers and

warm reboot immediately after

be made that repairs the incorrect

end-users.

power up.

termination. The fix is relatively

A public domain program is

Computers effected by the
problem will crash when you try to

inexpensive, and is required if you

now available that changes a

wish to use DCTV with a 2002

parameter stored in battery-backed

monitor. Digital Creations, 2865

the system date is set for 1991.

RAM which causes the A3000 to

Accelerated machines (those that

start up Professional Page 2.0, and

Sunrise Blvd. suite 103, Rancho

wait longer before assuming there is

Cordova, CA 95742, (916) 344-4825.

use a 68020 or 68030 CPU) are

no SCSI drive connected to each

apparently unaffected. According to

Inquiry #207.

SCSI port. The program, called

the notice, a free bug fix is being

AN UPGRADE TO Electronic Arts'
DeluxePaint III that repairs prob

lems with DPaint when running
under Workbench 2.0 is now

available. Version 3.25 offers a
choice of three screen sizes for
overscan: OFF, STD, and MAX. The
file requester has been modified,
also. Registered owners who want
to upgrade to Workbench 2.0 can
contact the company for details.

Electronic Arts, 1820 Gateway Drive,
San Mateo, CA 94404, (415) 571-4525.
Inquiry #217'.

BATTMEM, can be found on

provided to all registered purchas

PeopleLink's Amiga Zone Pro. The

ers automatically. If you haven't

program works only under Work

registered your software, you

bench 2.0, and though it delays

should do so. Gold Disk will

system startup, a warm reboot is no

provide upgrades and upgrade

longer necessary when using the

notices only to registered users.

ST1096N.

If you need to run under

The report goes on to provide a
simple workaround: "... you can get

Workbench 1.3 on the A3000 and

around this problem by setting the

you go through the usual procedure

system date to sometime in 1990."

of holding both mouse buttons

Gold Disk, 5155 Spectrum Way, Unit

down while powering up, wait until

5, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L4W

all hard disk activity stops before

5A1, (416) 602-4000. Inquiry #206.

selecting Workbench 1.3 from the
menu. This will assure that enough

If you have any workarounds or bugs to

ONE RELATIVELY INEXPENSIVE

spinup time has been allowed, and

report, or if you know of any upgrades

hard disk that is finding its way into

when Workbench 1.3 initializes, it

to commercial softivare, you may write

Amiga computer systems is the

will sense the presence of the

to John Steiner, c/o Amazing Comput

ST1096N, a 3.5-inch 80+ MB SCSI

ST1096N without difficulty.

ing, P.O. Box 869, Fall River, MA

GOLD DISK HAS announced that

on People Link or 73075,1735 on

the 12-20-90 release version of

CompuServe.

drive that can be found for well

under $500.00.
The drive appears to have a

02722 ...or leave EMail to Publisher

problem with the A3000, however,

Professional Page 2.0 had a major

in that it takes a relatively long time

bug that caused the program to

•AC-
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Once you've made the commitment to scale the heights of personal computing
with your Amiga, it's important to allocate your time and your money efficiently
You also want to .come to play with as many quality tools as possible on a daily

A one-year subscription to Amazing Computing fulfills these

requirements completely and intelligently: AC is sent to your door
monthly, and you pay just $2.00 per issue! And as an AC
subscriber, you get maximum, timely coverage of important ne1
products, technologies, and trends. You get fully detailed reviews,
techniques, projects and analyses that help you develop and refine
your skills on the Amiga every day.
Include AC's GUIDE in your subscription for an informative and
unsurpassed overview of the growing and ever-changing Amiga
marketplace. At 320 pages, AC's GUIDE lowers as the world's largest and

most complete reference to everything presently available for the Amiga. And no
other Amiga publication gives you complete contact information for every
known product developer and hundreds of users groups worldwide!
And when you 're ready to broaden the scope of your knowledge and ability to
the maximum degree, expert technical proficiency is also within your grasp,
thanks to AC's TECH. It's the first and best disk-based, all-technical,

applications-intensive Amiga journal!
Gather the skills and sharpen the tools you need to get the most from your Amiga
as you accept the challenge of ascending to new heights! Subscribe to Amazing
Computing. AC's GUIDE and AC's TECH- today's incredible power trio of Amiga
publications.
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I commend M.A.S.T. for honestly

REVIEW

describing their product as a program
ming environment intended specifi

cally for "people eager to take advan
tage of the Amiga's unique capabili
ties", rather than as a full-fledged pro

Blitz Basic

gramming language for designing ap
plications software. It is, of course,

great for games. It provides very good
control over the Amiga's animation ca
pabilities without the complexities of
the Amiga's graphical user interface
(GUI) in C or Modula-2.

by Paul Castonguay

INTEGRATED ENVIRONMENT
An integrated environment is a
compiler that works in conjunction with
an editor and debugger, allowing you

to compile, link, and execute your pro

T

his recently introduced integrated BASIC environment (editor/

grams with a simple command invoked

from within the editor. If you make a

compiler/debugger combination) from Memory and Storage

mistake—perhaps a programming

Technology (M.A.S.T.) boasts fast animation and good sound

syntax error—the debugger responds

capability. There are several reasons for Blitz Basic's great

speed. First, it takes complete control of your machine. When
"BB" executes a program, it places all other programs on tempo

rary standby. Second, BB is a subset of the BASIC language,

providing limited but faster capabilities. Third, it uses fourdecimal, fixed floating-point math for all its calculations. Finally,
BB is a compiler, although certainly not the only one available
for the Amiga.

by identifying the problem and then
returning you to the proper line within
the editor for correction. The only no
ticeable difference between BB and a
traditional

interpreter

like

AmigaBASIC is the slight delay be

tween the moment you tell the editor to
runyourprogramand the timeat which
execution actually begins. It is then that
compiling and linking take place. The
longer and more complex your pro
gram, the longer the delay. Of course,
BB can also be used to produce self-

standing compiled programs which run
Search and

«'

Replace

s

g, o

functions are
■MM

SLOH

E SENSIIIVEl PREVIOUSl C wall1

*«Hm£!.4tf'i 3

ffiaBH ■

SFWU 1. 8. ti 1

I'f J9M

LET ■;.. = -Ul

souki e, e

EOIF

■

EDITOR
BB's editor is good! It has all the

:

! B^ ~"^

without any delay in execution.

■I

fully supported

in BB's Editor.

on their own, without the editor and

■■CAH

■

■

■

hoped-for features, selectable from ei

I
- .|

1 '•■■■■■:=■

Bran

ther pull-down menus or correspond
ing "hot keys". Most functions also

I

IB

work the way you would expect them
to; for example, [Right-AM1GA]-Ssaves
a file. But a few are implemented in
unexpected ways. [Right-AMIGA]-L,
rather than the usual [Right-AMIGA]-

1

O (Open file), loads a file from disk.

[Right-AMIGA]-0 is reserved for se
lecting compiler options in BB. Also,
there is no "hot key" for "Compile &
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Run". [Right-AMIGAJ-R, which you

The Compiler menu handles the

would expect to use to activate that

way your program is executed. I again

WordPerfect. However, once the pro

function, is tied to "Replace" in the

commend BB for defaulting to conser

gram stopped executing, I was again

gram, I was not able to switch back to

"Search" menu. The Editor uses a nice

vative compiler settings, like having

able to see the editor and switch back

dialogue box for loading and saving

error checking turned on and allowing

and forth between it and WordPerfect,

files. Also, as you enter the lines of code

[Ctrl]-C to interrupt program execu

and my document in WordPerfect was

in your program, all key words are

tion. You can compile with those op

faithfully restored.

converted from lowercase to upper

tions turned off, once you are certain

case, just like in AmigaBASIC. I find

your program has no bugs. There is

that feature to be extremely helpful

also a selection for a code optimizer,

because it reduces typing errors, and

something which produces more effi

part of Blitz Basic. The BB display is

prevents the accidental useof key words

cient, executable code at the expense of

handled differently from Amiga-

as variable names.

slightly longer compile time.

BASIC's because when BB executes a

PROGRAMMING THE DISPLAY
This is perhaps the most attractive

The first thing you will notice in
this editor is the tiny sizeof the font. By

default it is only 6 pixels high, allowing
you to see more of your document on a

single screen. If you find that too hard
to read, you can switch easily to an 8-

pixel font by selecting the "Productiv

Blitz Basic is an excellent product for
designing pixel-dependent piayfieid

animation programs (games).

ity" item in the "Misc" menu.
The operations of Cut and Paste

The last menu—Misc—has some

are slightly different from those in

neat features, like one which lets you

program, it bypasses the normal exec

AmigaBASIC. To move a block of code

close and reopen the Workbench (great

fault display is a 640 x 200 pixel, 8-color

here, position the cursor at the first line

if you don't have much memory). But

display. To get others, you use the

and intuition system routines. The de

of your block and select Mark. Then

what do you do if you want to execute

SCREEN, DISPLAY, USE^ and SHOW

move the cursor to the last line of your

an AmigaDOS command? No prob

statements. In BB, SCREEN defines an

block and select Mark again. This both

lem! Just select "GROOVI CLI" and

highlights the block and copies it to the

AmigaDOS commands become ex

clipboard (edit buffer). Now position

ecutable directly from the editor. I have

the cursor where you want the block to

noticed, however, that while in

appear and select Copy, and the block

GROOVI CLI my current directory is

is Pasted into the document at the new

frozen to SYS:, the root directory of the

location. Copy is not used to copy blocks

Workbench disk. The AmigaDOS CD

of text into the clipboard from a docu

(Change Directory) command has no

ment, as you might expect, but to place

effect. To copy and move files, you

blocks already copied to the clipboard

must use their complete path names. A

back into a document. So, BB's Copy is

minor inconvenience, considering the

really a Paste, and it represents a differ

system memory saved by running the

ent approach to document editing that

Blitz Basic editor with the Workbench

has some merit, once you get used to it.

closed. As far as I know, the CD com

Finally, select Kill to remove the block

ma nd is the only AmigaDOS command

fromits original position. To "unmark"

which does not work normally from

a selected block without deleting it,

the GROOVI CLI. Finally, the MISC

select Forget. Another nice feature is

menu has support for PAL or NTSC

BB's ability to save and read blocks to

displays.

and from disk. Blitz Basic fully supports

When you are in BB's editor, BB

Search and Replace functions used to

runs under the normal Amiga operat

find and replace strings in your docu

ing system. That being the case, I was

ment. Though these final two features

able to write this article in WordPerfect

are missing from AmigaBASIC, they

while at the same time using BB's edi

are not unique to BB, either. They are

area of Chip memory called a bitmap.
USE causes your graphic images and
text to be stored in the bitmap. DIS
PLAY controls the resolution and dis
play mode. Finally, SHOW causes what
is in the bitmap to appear on your
monitor. The beauty of this is that the
bitmap can be any size—much larger,
in fact, than the size of your monitor.
Here is a simple example:
SCREEN 1,1280,600,1
DISPLAY
USE

320,200,0,0,1,1

SCREEN
0,5

LOCATE

FOR

i=l

TO

"

■|

FOR j=l

TO

PRINT

PRINT

1

60

3

" This

is a big image,

";

NEXT
PRINT

NEXT

FOR

y =

0

TO

399

VWAIT

tor. Once you ask BB to run a program,

SHOW

standard features in several other ver

however, it takes over the machine.

NEXT

sions of BASIC for the Amiga as well.

Thus, while BB was executing a pro-

1,

END
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The above program defines a

same thing with graphic objects like

bitmap of 1280 x 600 pixels, prints

sprites as well. No more do you have to

something to it, displays it, and then

reboot just to get rid of a sprite that got

finally, scrolls it. Designing scrolling

left on the system just because your

displays for arcade style games is a

BASIC program terminated prema

snap in BB. Scrolling is very smooth

turely, without formally closing it.

thanks to BB'sV WAIT statement, which
delays program execution until the

ANIMATION SUPPORT
Sprite and playfield images are

created. Other traditionally complex

brought into your program by reading

display modes are also available and

them from disk in IFF format. The idea

are equally easy to setup. Dual Play field

available simply by specifying a 1 or 2
in the mode argument of the DISPLAY
statement. Extra Halfbrite (EHB) is
available by specifying a 6 for depth in
the SCREEN statement.

Notice that the above example uses
low resolution. Unlike AmigaBASIC, it
does not require any closing of screen
memory before exiting. In BB, screen

memory gets properly returned to the
system whenever your program stops

executing. No extra programming ef
fort is required on your part. It does the

0,

320,

DISPLAY 320,
USE

200,

230,

3

0,

0,

COLOR

5

PRINT

"This

is iny

first

LOCATE
SHOW

9,2-1
"Preas

0,

SPLOAD

0,

[CTRLJ-C

"mysprite",

I,

"soundl.def",

1

SLOAD

"sound2.def",

2

is that you design them using all the

SLOAD

"sound3.def",

3

interactive facilities of DeluxePaint, as

SPRITE

do. The sprite demo "spritemove.src"

on BB's Diskl is a good demonstration
of how a single image can be used to
define 8 sprites. The following, more
simple example (which I wrote) shows

how easy it is to animate a single sprite.

0,

LET

x

=

LET

y

=

LET

dx

=

4

LET

dy

=

4

QUIT";

0,

20

0

2

1
1

loop
IF

x

LET

>
d>:

SOUND

304
=
0,

-dx
0

END IF
IF

x

<

1

dx

=

Motion is both fast and smooth. The

LET

SOUND statements will be discussed

SOUND

below.

1,

to

0

SLOAD

creating complex graphics is easy to

SPRITE

program."

"soundO.def",

program. The advantage here is that

0

LOCATE 4,10

SLOAD

opposed to specifying them within your

0,

SCREEN 0

PRINT

current display has been completely

and Hold And Modify (HAM) are

SCREEN

1,

-dx
1

ENDIF

WE INTERRUPT THIS HIGHLY INFORMATIVE ARTICLE
FOR A VERY SPECIAL PROGRAM ANNOUNCEMENT!
We want to publish your very special program in an upcoming issue of AC.
Or, your highly informative article on any topic of interest to Amiga users of all skill levels!
The fact is, Amazing Computing has always published the most unique, most detailed Amiga
programming articles and tutorials found anywhere! AC pays competitive per-page rates to
its authors, but publishes more and longer programming articles per issue than any other

Amiea monthly. That's great news not only for our readers, but also for those of you who
are thinking about achieving fame and fortune as freelance writers! And now, the more

complex works of high-level programmers are considered for publication in AC's TECH.
The fact is. AC's TECH is the #1 all-technical, disk-based Amiga journal.
Whatever your areas of greatest interest or proficiency on the Amiga, there are probably any

number of tips, techniques and tricks you can communicate to Amiga users worldwide, in
the pages of Amazing Computing.

Even if you have never been published before, you should consider writing for AC. Our
knowledgeable, experienced editors are the most helpful in the business.

Call our editorial offices during normal business hours at 1-800-345-3360 to have
the Amazing Computing Author's Guide information packet sent to you TODAY!
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IF y >

190

LET dy - -dy
SOUND 2,

2

END IF

IF y < I
3,

gram to see whether it exceeds the time
used by the computer to draw a com

must loop constantly to animate the

plete frame. BB also has support for

sprite.

animating blitsthrougha concept called

Since sprites have a size restriction

LET dy = -dy
SOUND

for it to have a collision with a screen
edge. As a result, the above program

3

QUEUES.

on the Amiga, BB allows another type

END IF

of graphic object called a blit. A good

SOUND SUPPORT

LET

X ■ X + dX

demonstration of BB's ability to ani

BB can load sounds in IFF format.

LET

y = y

mate large graphic objects is the pro

Just as you produced sprites and blits

gram vballz.run provided on Disk2.

in DeluxePaint, you can produce sound

It's very impressive. Another fancy but

effects in Audio Master or Perfect

easy-to-use feature is BB's VERTICAL

Sound. The results are very realistic

BLANK interrupt, which allows you to

sounds without any programcomplex-

process subroutines during the time

i ty. In my above sprite example, I loaded

+ dy

VWAIT

SPRITE
GOTO

1,

X,

y,

2

loop

END

The file "sprite" is provided for

you by BB at the root directory of Diskl.
Or if you like, you can create one of
your own in DeluxePaint. BB also sup
ports the animation of more than 8
sprites using a concept called SLICES.
Check out their slices.src on Diskl.
Note that BB has no equivalent to
AmigaBASIC's COLLISION interrupt
feature for sprites. You cannot, for in
stance, give a sprite a velocity and wait

period between successive frames on

four sound definition files from BB's

your monitor. The result is smooth ani

defender game (I copied them from the

mation. And just in caseaverticalblank

defender directory to my current

time period is too little to perform

working directory) and used them in

whatever processing your animation

my own program. They are played

loop requires, BB also supports double

whenever the sprite collides with the

buffering, the ability to alternate be

screen edges. The SLOAD statements

tween two display screens and switch

read the sound files from disk while the

from one to the other during the verti

SOUND statements play them. BB also

cal blank time period. The WAIT state

comes with a somewhat primitive mu

ment is useful for measuring the execu

sic editor called MAESTRO.

tion time of any section of your pro

Picture Vision Introduces the IMAGEMAKER 96
ImageMaker 96 3 -in-1 FAX PROCESSOR
•Full Group III Compatibility
•Display a Received FAX

•FAX Capture Video
•Receive & Print FAX on Plain Paper

•FAX Mixed Text and Graphics
•What You Print is What You FAX

•High Definition FAX Processor

FREE! 9600 BAUD DATA MODEM

•Background Operation

With the purchase of the ImageMaker 96

•9600 Baud Modem
LED Display

FIVE-YEAR WARRANTY

V.29 - 9600 bps Compatible

30 Day money back no risk offer

•2400 Baud Modem
Hayes AT

•ImageMaker 96 sends S receives FAX Documents at 9600 baud!

Auto-Answer

•Communicates with any FAX machine.
•Fax from within an application.

•No extra software required.
•ImageMaker 96 modems can communicate at 9600 baud using any

Picture Vision

communication program.

2006 Hogback Road « Suite 7 • Ann Arbor, Michigan 48105

•ImageMaker 96 works with any Amiga-

Buy the ImageMaker 96 Fax Processor for $299, and a 9600 Baud data modem is yours FREE! For $69 more get the optional 2400 baud modem.
COD/CHECKS ACCEPTED

TO ORDER, CALL 1-800-242-3587

Inquiries Call 1 -313-971-0207
Fax Orders 1-313-971-1205

Circle 191 on Reader Service card.
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LANGUAGE STYLE

the description of the difference be

documentation warns you that while

Although BBisa traditional subset

tween compilers and interpreters. The

BB programs areexecuting, you should

of BASIC, you can expect some slight

overview of the BASIC programming

not have any other applications on the

syntactic differences as well. For in

language is also very good. However, I

system which are performing file I/O.

stance, there is no INPUT statement.

do not particularly like the section

Finally, since BB bypasses the exec op

BBusesafunction called EDIT$() for the

which describes display modes and

erating system, there is no support for

same purpose. Block IF constructs do

resolutions. One of the most important

Amiga-style windows, screens, and

not use the key word THEN, and FOR-

properties of any programming envi

pull-down menus.

NEXT loops do not accept a variable

ronment is how it interacts with the

BB gave me one operational prob

specification after the NEXT statement.

computer's display, and BB has some

lem. It occasionally crashed the com

exceptionally attractive properties in

puter from within the editor—once

that regard. Unfortunately, they are

when I tried to delete a line, another

FOR

i

=

1

to

PRINT

100

i

NEXT

If you try writing "NEXT i", the
compiler will not accept it. BB also
makes use of a number of statements
unique to itsanimation and sound sup

port, like QUEUE,

BL1T, SLICE,

VBLANK, XFLIP, SLOAD, SPLOAD,
MOUSEWAIT, VWA1T, etc. Finally,

there are the MCLOAD and MCJSRO
statements, which allow you to load
and execute your own machine code
subroutines from within your program.

EXAMPLE PROGRAMS
I really applaud M.A.S.T. for the
included demonstration and example
programs. The defender game is quite

good, and they give you every bit of
source code. There aren't any secrets

with this product—you can see exactly
how everything is done. And their Ex

tras disk has even more of the same. If
you are itching to design your own
arcade-style games, these will provide
excellent guidance. And just in case all
that stuff is too complex to begin with,
there are several simple examples that

show you exactly how to set up fea
tures such as dual playfields, queues,
double buffering, or smooth scrolling.
Each one represents a simple building
block which can be incorporated within
your own programs.

DOCUMENTATION
The docs here are generally too

brief for a product intended for the
Amiga. Most Amiga users are hobby
ists and many purchase a product like
this for the express purpose of learning

more about computers, or even for
learning how to program. Some parts

of the manual meet that goal well. I like
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described much too briefly and incom

time when I tried to switch the size of

pletely in the manual. I had to hack

the font. In each case I rebooted and

around quite a bit before realizing ex

immediately tried to recreate the crash.

actly how the different statements work

In each case I could not. I advise you to

together.

save your source code often.

WHAT'S THE BAD NEWS?

WHAT'S THE GOOD NEWS?

BB is not a general purpose pro

Blitz Basic is an excellent product

gramming environment. It lacks many

for designing pixel-dependent play field

of the features which my experience

animation programs (games). In im

dictates all programming languages

porting IFF images, it frees you from

ought to have in order to solve complex

having to resort to complex analytic

problems.

geometry and mathematics within your

Take BB's fixed-point math, for

program. In playing realistic sounds, it

instance. It greatly improves speed,but

adds a high level of professionalism to

restricts the language's ability in many

your programs (I am presently design

situations, such as in the generation of

ing my own version of Pong! in BB,

fractal images. BB would not do well

complete with humorous sounds).

there. True, you could design a few
fractal demonstrations in BB at specific
coordinates and magnifications and,

THE FINAL ANALYSIS
Many interesting phenomena in

yes, they would execute more quickly

computer science rely heavily on pro

than the examples in my series of ar

gram structure for their implementa

ticles for this publication, written in

tion, Recursion is an example of that.

either AmigaBASICor True BASIC. But

The ability to produce graphic images

you could not perform any serious

from mathematical equations is an

mathematical experimentation in BB.

other. Since it's not a general purpose

Missing are features like math over

programming language, BB lacks these

flow protection, local variables, recur

characteristics. I do recommend BB for

sion, and screen scaling. Worse, there is

pleasure, but not to the exclusion of

no provision for user-defined functions

other versions of BASIC (or even other

that allow you to design your own

languages) from which you can gain a

screen scaling functions. What that

much higher level of expertise in work

means is that graphic images based on

ing with computers.

•AC«

mathematical equations are difficult to
draw. All PLOT and LINE statements
must use pixel numbers directly.

BB's standard input/output (I/O)
statements are the most limited that I
have seen in any version of BASIC.

Blitz Basic

Price: $149.00
Inquiry #216
M.A.S.T.

Memory and Storage Technology, Inc.

Disk I/O does not support random ac

1395 Greg Street

cess files. It will not even conveniently

Sparks, NV 89431

APPEND to a file. In addition, the

(702) 359-0444

ProWrtie
by

Kim Schaffer

Right from the start, ProWrite uses

the printer parameters to define the
page. The page-setup menu displays
which printer you have selected in
"preferences", and lets you change the
paper size, orientation, and dot den

All programs dither the output to

IF YOU'RE LOOKING for a full-fea

sity. The page-setup menu also allows

tured word processor with graphics

produce shades of gray for a mono

you do an overall size reduction if you

capabilities that gives you a good feel

chrome printer and intermediate col

need a little extra room for graphics

for what your printout is going to look

ors for a color printer. ProWrite is

and such.

like, perhaps you should look at

unique in that it actually processes the

In addition, the aspect adjustment

ProWrite by New Horizons. ProWrite

graphics input file,displayingonscreen

can be turned on or off, depending on

has enough word-processing features

a dithered picture of what you should

whether you want a corrected aspect

to make anyone stand up and take no

expect to see come off your printer —

ratio (truer circles) or exactly what is on

tice. It's a powerful tool tha t can coexist

black and white or color, depending on

screen. You can even adjust the screen

practically with your other programs.

what you initially select.

colors to match that of your output

Processing

KjndWords
by
Style

Help

Page Size...

Chuck Raudonis

Fornat...

Insert Page Break

Header..,
Footer..,

THE DISC COMPANY'S entrant into
ords 2,8

Uiankyo Page Nunbering...
strives Rewove Title Page

The Disc CoHpany continually
-- .
ft ware. He value your counts
ani suggest you call our technical support departitent should you have
m probes or suggestion to ivptm KinUords. You can call m
technical support nuriber listed on your sarranty card.
KindWords'
options are
accessed

He dill distribute upgrades to registered users containing
iwrowsnts and new features as they cone available, Iherefere w ask
you to send us the enclosed Warranty card,

the graphic word-processing category,

KindWords, is a good entry-level
WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You

Get) word processor. Like other gTaphics-based word processors, KindWords

provides the user with the tools needed
to integrate graphical elements with
text in an easy-to-use package.
Entering, editing and formatting

easily

text in KindWords is a very intuitive

through

operation. Selecting text to be edited or

pull-down
menus.

formatted is accomplished by the now
familiar "click and drag" highlighting
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3.1.1 ~ i I""* "<" Horizons senvare,

inc.

6

7

a

ProWrite imports IFF and HAM graphics. After being
imported, graphics can be resized and/or moved. Color text

can be used to enhance graphics with transparent back
grounds by using the text either as labels or as titles. Also, by

modifying the margins, text can be made to follow the

i! a - —

graphic's outline rather than the square border of the graphic

Januartj 31, fflQ

insert.

However, a graphic word processor isn't just graphics;
it still has to deliver the text. ProWrite's editing functions are

On Harsh L m, the national

well thought out, integrating the keyboard and mouse so

you can generate output with minimum fuss. Screen speed

office iill be launching a new

and exciting sales incentive

program, The grand prize is

is acceptable, even in high resolution; though it lags some

l-,

times with text refiow and spell checking, it quickly catches
up. You can cut, copy, paste, or mod ify the style or format of

Vtfl

sections of text using either the mouse or the keyboard.

Text can be modified in ProWrite through changes in
font or size, or by the implementation of bold, underline,
italic, shadow, superscript, or subscript. Text can also be in
one of seven colors. All these text modifications can be
from the "options" window. New

ProWrite combines

Horizons has made it possible for you

powerful word-

to maintain the "link" of screen and
printerbysettingthecolorsofthescreen
to that of your printout.

, Processing

features with

unique graphics
capabilities.

copied from one place to another and are referred to as a
"style". Multiple styles are not defined within ProWrite so
they cannot be easily retrieved. Styles can vary throughout
the document, but only onestyleat a time can be selected and
overlaid on new or existing text.

Processing

method (the cursor is placed over the

vidual paragraph is very important. This allows the user to

first character to be manipulated, and

set up both the right and left margins and the first line

the left button is held down while the

indent/outdent as a default for the whole document, but

pointer is "dragged" over the desired

then individual paragraphs can be formatted as needed by

text). This operation highlights the text

setting custom margins and indents.

and prepares it for the desired opera

For example, if a direct quote is to be included in a

tion. The program also features a "Se

document, the right and left margins can be set five spaces in

lect All" menu option to provide an

from the default margins. This will produce an island of text

easy method of selecting all the text in

that is visually isolated from the rest of the document to draw

a document for purposes of manipula

attention to the quote. If a "bulleted" list is to be included in

tion. This is handy if the user decides to

a document, the right and left margins can be set to 10 spaces

change the pitch or font style of the

in from the default, and the first line of the paragraph can be

entire document.

set for a two- to three-space outdent, and the result will be

Margins and tabs are set very eas
ily. Across the top of the document

40

a "hanging indent" that will organize the text into anordered
list.

window is the ruler. On the ruler, two

Tab stops are easily set using the two gadgets on the

orange triangles represent the right and

ruler that represent left and decimal tabs. The document can

left margin settings for the current

be set up with default tabs set at every "n" spaces. To place

paragraph. A small blue triangle repre

a custom tab, the desired tab format is picked up by clicking

sents the left margin setting for the first

on the gadget and placing the tab stop on the ruler in the

line of the current paragraph. The fact

desired position. If the tab is not placed in the correct posi

that the margins can be set by the indi

tion, just grab it with the mouse and drag it to the desired

Amazisg Computing

Font support is excellent in

ProWrite supports text alignment with four types of

ProWrite. For selecting fonts, ProWrite

tabs: left, center, right, and decimal. The first three are self-

presents you with a window contain

explanatory. The decimal tab is usually used to align num

ing a scrolling list of fonts. As each font

bers so that the decimal point is the same for a column of

is selected, the available sizes are dis

numbers. New Horizons added a twist to the decimal tab,

played, along with sample text corre

however, by letting you specify the character to center the

sponding to the font and the size se

text. Tabs are easily placed, moved, or removed using the

lected. If you plan on switching be

mouse to select the type of tab you want to use, then clicking

tween fonts often, you might consider

on the ruler where you want the tab, and dragging the tab

adding the font to the hidden menu.

along the ruler to change the location, or dragging the tab off

This is easily done by clicking on the

the ruler to remove it.
Margins, indents, justification, line spacing, and para

gadget in the font select window.

New Horizons also included a set

graph spacing can also all be selected from the ruler. This is

of fonts for pica and elite, in normal and

referred to as the "format". The format of the paragraph is

wide, to help in using the printer fonts

maintained until you change it, at which point the format

for quicker printing. These work well

changes the whole paragraph you are currently in, including

for my printer but have aggravated my

any previously selected paragraphs, and any new para

font problem. Access to all my fonts is

graphs that are started from the selected paragraph. For

not possible. Since I use many fonts, I

mats, like styles, can be copied in ProWrite.
Columns are also supported in ProWrite. Up to five

have divided them into several direc

columns can be defined on a page in two different styles. The

tories. Unfortunately, ProWrite opens
only the directory assigned to fonts.

first is similar to a newspaper: the type goes down one

One possible way around this is to as

column to the end and then starts a new column. The second

sign fonts to the directory you wish to

style is more like a table: the column goes down until the

use prior to starting ProWrite.

column break is inserted, then it goes to the next column.

GO
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High quality RGB output for your Amiga
These images arc completely unretouched photos taken from a stock 1084s RGB monitor.
They are pure RGB. not smeary composite. No other graphics expansion device offers so
much performance and costs so little! And all the software to run it is free. Even upgrades!

There's not enough room to cover all the great features of this system, so here are just a few
System Features:

Paint Features:

Image Compatibility:

• Paint, render, cvt ip s/W

• Custom brushes use blitler

• 24 bit IFF. 24 bit IFF with CLLT

• 1824 bit "pure" modes

• RGB. HSV. HSL.CMV palette

chunks; 2 to 256 colorstan-

• 256'5I2 color register modes

• RGB and HSV spreads

dard IFF. half bright. HAM.

• RGB pass through

• Extensive ARexx™ support

DKB and QRT trace: RGB8

• Screen overlay underlay

• 10 Color Cycle/Glow ranges

and RGBN: Targa™; GIF"*;

• Screens pull up down &

• Range pong, reverse, stop

Dynamic HiRcs™ SHAM,

• Smooth zoom, rotate or scale

ARZO. ARZ 1. AHAM. 18 bit

go front back
• View with any IFF Viewer

• Area, Edge, outline fill overfill

ScanLab™: LTB8 brushes;

• Animate via AN1M or

• Dithered 24 bit fill mixing

All of the 12 different HAM-E

• Anti-alias with any tool or brush

format Image file types.

Page Flipping

• Works with DJgiVIew™

• Loads, shows GIF™ exactly

• Completely blitliT-compatible

• "C" source code available free

• NTSC encoder compatible

• Upgrade from BBS 24 hrs, day

• S-VHS encoder compatible

• Color or 256greys painting

• PAL & NTSC compatible

• 256 color stencils

• Uses only RGB port

• Matte color anti-alias cycle draw

• FCC Class B.UL Listed

• Prints via printer device

• Works w/std AmlRa monitors

• Auto enhance std IFF palettes

hancement, blur, various con

• Does not use Amiga power

• Writes IFF24. GIF™ HAM-E

volution;., and much more.

BLACK

BELT

• Images may be scaled and
converted to 24 bit IFF flics.

> Image processing software
supplied provides edge en

SYSTEMS

Call [406) 367-5509 for more information. 398 Johnson Rd.. Glasgow. MT 59230
SALES: [800)TK-AMIGA International Sales (406] 367-5513
BBS; (406) 367-ABBS FAX: [406] 367-AFAX

oprrllti'Tnie Villon,

<HAH. AH/11 AH? I - ASI1G. HAM-E" Black I

Circle 101 on Reader Service card.
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This style, however, keeps the rows of
columns together, and allows for more

With ProWrite, text

than one row in each column. The only

can be made to

drawback to the use of columns in

follow the

ProWrite is that they must be used

graphic's outline.

exclusively throughout the document.
Time, Date, Page Number, and
Page Count are options available to
you through the Insert submenu. Time

huh r.
. !■ :
11-11 .hnl
lk).j-iht out.

and Date can either be inserted as func

hoiivh

It

I.I-J-.

'.in-l

tions, being updated as needed, or as
fixed numbers. Page Number inserts

hn

'.PLtinn

■ UmIoii

the number of the page you are typing.

III

-..i-.l

-ml

->t

inn

.>

rijnl

ilrJ-i

l|«.

to

to

th.- •ml

,l,.,il.lp

uf

;|lt).

t|v

th*

tiaiYaii

Hint,

'i i h«- Miner iff |tell M ■#n<#ncf
DuuMr
l»Mu..| Hi., m.l toil .ill icUei u_. ,,„„,
■ li..( uith Ih.. ftLT I'rs mil %^lrcl 11-- -t-,1
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These functions are usually inserted
into the header or footer of a document.
The formats for the time, date, and
page number can be chosen from a
fixed list, and the number for the first
page can be set.
Page Count isone of those features

on each page{i.e., 1 of 6 pages). Page Count totals the number

that is almost impossible to find in word

of pages in the document and inserts the number using the

processors. Suppose you want to have

same format as the Page Number. Page Count also adjusts

not just the page number, but also the

thenumber if the firetpageisnotset to l.Alsounder the Insert

total number of pages in the document

menu is an item called "Literal", which displays a table of all

Processing

location. The inclusion of center and

alignment. Text can be set as single or double spaced by

right tabs would have allowed for even
easier formatting.
The ruler also has gadgets to set
the line spacing and paragraph text

KindWords'
thesaurus contains

selecting the text to be affected, and clicking on the appropri
ate gadget. Paragraphs can also be set to ragged right,

over 470,000

centered, ragged left, or full justification. Ragged right places

synonym listings.

all of the text aligned with the left margin with the right end

of the lines falling wherever the last character of the last full
- hirefacrd.txt

word ends up on the line. Ragged left aligns all of the text on

Ihesaums

Thesaurus:

1) noun,' southing
Next Meaning

Replace

If

preserved and serving as

evidence (as of an event,
a situation, or the

culture of a period)

blue triangle represenis the left mrgin setting For the first line
of the current paragraph, The fact that the Margins can be set by
the indiui&al paragraph is very irportant. This allous the user to
set up both the right and left Margins and the first line

indenf/outdent as a default for the uftole | ■, but then

individual paragraphs can be formatted as needed by setting custon
Hirgins and indents. For exaMple, if a direct quote is to be
included in a docunent, the right and left Margins can be set 5

the right margin with the left end of each line being adjusted

to align the right. As would be expected, the center command
organizes all text evenly between the preset margins —

especially useful for headings and titles. Full justification
adjusts inter-word spacing to align both the right and left
margins evenly, providing a very professional look.
KindWords will load and save documents either in its

own proprietary format or in standard ASCII files. One of the
drawing features of a graphics-based word processor is the
ability to combine graphical elements with the text in the
document to provide a custom look. KindWords will allow
the user to import an IFF file in ei:her low (320 x 200) or
medium (640 x 200) resolution. Either of the high-resolution
interlaced formats can be loaded, but the program will
convert the high-resolution image to the non-interlaced for-
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symbols that are part of the font set

tions of correctly spelled words, multiple user dictionaries,

selected. You can insert the character

and word lookup. Suggestions are made automatically for

you want with the mouse. However,

word lookup; however, the spelling is changed to the closest

the table is only accurate for the output

word ProWrite can find, leaving you to determine whether

if you print in the Normal printer for

or not the word is spelled correctly. When spell-checking a

mat, or, if your printer has the same

document, you will be presented with words that are possi

character set, you can use the NLQ or

bly misspelled without alternatives unless you have selected

Draft printer format. ProWrite also

theGuess option. This could well bea relief for those without

supports PostScript printers using an

a hard drive. ProWrite includes an excellent thesaurus that

other New Horizons package, ProScript

displays synonyms in list form to choose from, and catego

(although I wasn't able to try the

rizes similar words by parts of speech. For example, the word

PostScript options).
ProWrite also supports case

"professional" canbeused as a nounsimilartoadviser, guru,
or specialist; or as an adjective, such as able, accomplished,

changes of selected text, either all up

or expert. Of course, these synonyms were chosen from a list

per case, all lower case, or what New

provided by the ProWrite thesaurus.

Horizons refers to as "mixed" case (the

If you write to different audiences and often have length

first letter of each word is capitalized).

requirements, ProWrite can provide you with the size of a

Whether you want to have your

document and its level of difficulty, or reading grade. The

spelling checked as you type or just

size of your document is given in characters, words, lines,

before printing, you probably should

sentences, paragraphs, pages, and pictures. The reading

look into into the spelling checker. The

level grade is based on the length of the words and sentences,

spelling checker has a full complement

an acceptable gross measurement. All this information is

of features including the continuous

provided in a single display, providing you with an excellent

checking as you type, as wellas sugges

summary of your efforts.

Processing

mat by removing every other horizon

the fastest print mode the printer supports. The final quality

tal line of the image. This can obviously

mode uses the best quality font that is built into the printer.

be disastrous to highly detailed im

Depending on the capabilities of the printer, this mode can be

ages. If the image being imported has

slower than the draft mode, but the output quality can be

horizontal lines that are only one pixel

much higher.

wide, there is a 50% chance that a given

If speed of output production is not a concern,

horizontal line will be removed entirely.

KindWords includes the "SuperFont" technology, which

Once the image is brought into

uses custom printer drivers supplied with KindWords. The

KindWords, it can be cropped, scaled

combination of the custom drivers and KindWords allows

and moved horizontally in the docu

the system to produce a high-quality font that is printable in

ment. An important feature missing is

several point sizes.

the ability to flow text around a graphic

KindWords includes several fonts with the package.

that is narrower than the current mar

Two text font faces, Roman and Novell, are included. Novell

gins.

is a sans-serif font, while Roman is a serif font. Both text fonts

Printing a document in KindWords

are provided in 8-, 12-, and 14-point variations. In addition to

can be accomplished with a number of

the two text fonts, KindWords provides superscript and

options. The document can be printed

subscript fonts, and Math, Greek, and Symbol font sets.

in draft mode, final quality, or in a

While the quality of the SuperFonts is high, the fonts are not

special format known as "SuperFonts".

proportional. Though they look good, they lack the polish of

Draft and final quality modes utilize

a proportional font. Imported graphics are printed in full

the abilities of the standard Amiga

color, but text is limited to black.

printer drivers. The draft mode uses
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One option you may not use very

macro up by name. Two macros —

up of several fields. Records are sepa

often is that of having the Amiga read

transposeandmath—are shipped with

rated by carriage returns; fields are

to you. ProWrite supports either se

ProWrite. The first one transposes

separated by tabs or commas. Quotes

lected text or the whole document in

characters while the other per foms math

can be used for fields that contain tabs

this capacity. ProWrite is theonly word-

functions. The math macro is quite

or commas. The first record of the data

processing package I know of that not

powerful as it supports all the ARexx

file consists of the name for each field.

only supports the speak port, but al

math capabilities.

The merge file contains the name of a

lows you to use ProWrite as a phonetic

ProWrite will sort paragraphs in

field surrounded by « and » for each

editor as well. Often your eyes may

either ascending or descending order.

place where ProWrite is to substitute

jump over faulty text, so there's an

Since theonly thing that defines a para

the contents of the field into the print

advantage to theoral check (despite the

graph is a hard carriage return, the Sort

file.

obvious limitations of the speak func

function is very flexible and can be

Most ProWrite functions have

tion).

used for many different things, like

keyboard shortcuts. Unfortunately, a

If you want macro capability for

alphabetizing mailing lists or catalog

few often-used functions, such as look

ProWrite, you must use ARexx. That

ing programs. The mailing lists are es

ing up a word or applying a style, have

means two things: you can't do macros

pecially well-suited for Pro Write to use

no keyboard equivalents. ARexx mac

as easily as pointing and clicking, and

as inputs to a report blank.

ros can be used to overcome these limi

the program has the capability for very

Print merge is supported and is

powerful macros. Up to ten macros can

easy to use. Two files are required for

available should meet most require

be called directly through the keyboard

print merge — the data file and the

ments. However, the keyboard short

or the hidden menus. Many more can

merge file. The former is an ASCII file

cuts that exist are well-documented in

be called by using the menus to call the

containing several records, each made

the manual, which is well laid out and

tations, and the ten macro assignments

Processing

KindWords supports headers and

Another feature of the program is

databases, with KindWords' ability to

footers nicely. Headers and footers are

its ability to hyphenate documents "on

load ASCII files directly, a report could

limited to 15 lines of text. The header

the fly". Many other word processors

be produced out of the database, im

and footer can contain fields that reflect

require hyphenating as a separate step.

ported directly into KindWords, and

the current page number, date, or time.

KindWords will hyphenate the docu

used as a data document. Once this

This is helpful for denoting revision

ment as it is entered and updated. There

report was defined, the transfer would

levels of a document.

is a slight performance degradation

be very easy on an ongoing basis.

KindWords has a comprehensive

when this option is turned on, but it

search -a nd-replace feature that allows

allows the user to view the document

product's

for replacement withor without confir

in its true form while it is being worked

KindWords on a stock Amiga 2000HD

mation. This allows the user to process

on.

with 3 MB of memory. The system can

mass changes when needed but still
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A final word

regarding

performance:

I

the

tested

The system also provides a mail

keep up with your typing adequately,

exercise control when the situation de

merge function. KindWords uses the

but I found selection of items via the

mands it. Also included in the package

standard format for mail merge, data

mouse to be sluggish at times.

isalookupdictionary with over 100,000

document, and merge letter. The data

This package is a good entry-level

entries and an electronic thesaurus with

document contains all the data records

word processor. While it may lacksome

over 40,000 words and over 470,000

that are to be merged into the shell

of the sophisticated features of some of

synonym listings. Users with over 1

document. The merge letter provides

the more powerful word-processing

meg of memory can load the entire

all of the constant text and indicates

packages, its "point-and-shoot" orien

dictionary and thesaurus. This will

where theda ta from the data document

tation makes it easy to use. And the

speed up access and allow for easier

should go. While this system does not

good-looking results don't hurt either.

use of these features.

interface directly with any of the Amiga

•AC-
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spell checker by putting the dictionary

in RAM. This last option is especially
helpful for those without a hard drive.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Perhaps inevitably, there were a

KIN DWORDS

PROWRITE

Price: $99.95

Price: $175.00

Inquiry #226

Inquiry #202

few areas in which I felt the program

was lacking. I wish New Horizons had
incorporated into ProWrite the use of

The Disc Company

New Horizons Software

timed backups and backup files for

11022 Santa Monica Blvd. Ste. 440

those of us who get involved and for

Los Angeles, CA 90025

206 Wild Basin Road Ste. 109
Austin, TX 78746

(213)478-6767

(512) 328-6650

getful. Also, the screen resolution can
not be changed while in ProWrite. Also,

pictures cannot be cropped, although
they can be expanded or contracted.
contains several helpful charts. The

memory, ProWrite lets you save space

keyboard shortcuts, for example, are

by not displaying the graphics, just the

listed by function and by key, with the

outline and sizing tools. You can also

definition for each function.

set the resolution of the screen and

You can, however, use a paint program

to save the area as a brush. A final
complaint is the lack of "bookmarks"
which presents a problem in getting
around quickly in a large document.

As with any graphics utility,

even use the Workbench screen to

ProWrite certainly answers the

memory considerations are always

minimize ProWrite's requirements. If

mail formost jobs that require graphics

important. New Horizons lets you cus

you have extra memory, you can use it

and a full function word processor. It

tomize ProWrite to your needs and

to display the graphics, show more of

just may be the best marriage between

limitations. If you have minimum

the document, and even speed up the

the Amiga and printer yet.

MegAChip 2000 ™

Insider II

2 Meg of Chip Ram for the A2000

1.5 Meg in the A1000

If you use your Amiga ® for Desktop Video, 3D

From the maker of the first internal Ram
board for the Amiga 1000, the original

Rendering & Animation, Multimedia or Desktop

Publishing - Then you need the MegAChip 2000 ™

Insider™ by DKB Software. Allows
A1000 owners to add up lo 1.5 Meg of

Doubles lhe amount of memory accessable to the

custom chips. Uses the 2 Megabyte Agnus that's in

Fast Ram internally. User expandable in
512K increments using 256K x 4 Drams.
Includes battery backed clock calendar.
Comes with software for the clock and testing ram.
Simple installation, no soldering required. The Insider
II1" is compatible with the KwikStart™ Rom board.

the Amiga * A3000. Greatly enhances multitasking
capabilities. Fully compatible with Workbench 2.0,

and the ECS Denise chip. Lets you stay current
with the latest technology. Fully compatible with
the Video Toaster and other genlocks and framebuffers.
Fully compatible with GVP's and Commodore's 68030

Retail Price S 249.95 w/0K

KwikStart ™
VI3 or V2.0
Allows

accelerators. Why upgrade to 1 Meg of Chip Ram when

you can have 2Meg of Chip Ram like the A3000?

MultiStart II ™
A500&A2000
Allows A500 and

A1000

A2000 owners to

install Kickstart
install VI.3
V2.0andV1.3
orV2.0
Roms and switch
Kickstart in
between them with
Rom. Frees
the keyboard. Can
up 256K of
also install a third
memory to use as Fast Ram under Rom.Lets you stay
V1.3. Upgrade to the latest operat compatible with your software.
owners lo

n

ing system and still be able to use N'o external wires or switches
Kickstart from disk if needed.
required.
Retail Price S 99.95 w/oRoms

Dealer Inquiries
Welcome

Retail Price S 99.95 w/oRoms

All Products come with a
Full One Year Warranty.

Contact your local dealer or

call for more information.

MqtAChy HMO. B«Dirt. landerH. KwiSna ut) MufaSua Q ui inknuda of

DKB Seftwwe Amq It«npwend ii-<-™* d Caemalm-Amitl Inc

«AO

Retail Price 5 299.95
w/Memory w/o 2Meg Agnus
Coming Soon/or the

Amiga * A500.

The BattDisk ™

Battery Backed Static RamDisk
Super fast Static Ram Disk for the A2000 & A3000. Operates as a silicon hard disk. The
BatlDisk™ will survive a warm boot or power down. Anything that you have saved on

your BattDisk™ will still be there when you power up. Can be used to autoboot your
system. Allows you to have up to a 2Meg RamDisk without using any of your Fast Ram.
Easily expandable in 64K or 256K increments to 2 Meg. Excellent for working with
Multimedia or Video Graphics where you need fast access to files. Data transfer rates up
to 2.7 Meg per second.
Also can be hardware or
software write protected.
Programmers - Keep your
source code in a fast, guru

safe. Static Ram.

DKB Software
832 First
Milford, MI 48381
(313) 685-2383

For European Distribution
contact Pulsar International

Retail Price S 269.95 w/0K

Circle 194 on Header Service card.
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current time, and down the left side, a

Processing

tool box (graphics gadgets).
A few seconds later, a new docu

Pen Pal

ment window opens on the screen. Be-

sidesalltheusual window gadgets, there
are rulers across the top and down the
left side, scroll bars on the right and
lower sides,andfournewgadgetsabove
the vertical scroll bar. The vertical scroll

Bryan Catley

bar (or "Page Klevator") also shows the

current page number, a very useful op

A COMBINATION PRODUCTIVITY PACKAGE, Pen Pal is not only a word

processor with stunning graphics capabilities, but also a forms generator/

ment.

As you ix'gin typing, you'll imme

manager as well as a powerful database manager with full mail-merge capa

diately notice two things. First, the de

bilities. These fully integrated features dovetail very nicely to result in an

fault font is topaz 11 (rather than the

impressive overall package.

more usual topaz 8) and second, the
mouse pointer disappears while you're

Whenlneededthedictionariesforspell-

typing. Itreappearsatthefirstmovement

disks,neitherof which iscopy protected.

ing checks, Pen Pal asked for the appro

of the mouse. This very convenient fea

The first is a bootable program disk with

priate disk.

Pen Pal comes on two nearly full

an included hard disk installation pro

ture keeps the pointer out of your way

A third installation option for users

while you're entering or editing text.

cedure. The second contains copies of

with two or more floppy drives who

The default font of topaz 11 fits in

the Workbench 1.3 printer drivers, help

prefer to use a single Workbench disk

very nicely with the vertical ruler and

files, a sample font library, and spelling

for all applications is to make two appli
cation disks (besides negating the need
for constant rebooting, it is also a form of

the usual prinl er spacing of six lines per

dictionaries.

INSTALLATION

protection against some viruses). The

the topaz 8 font, which also fits very

first might contain the Pen Pal program

nicely with the vertical ruler.

Pen Pal runs on any Amiga with at
least one meg of RAM available. It's

and the Document, Help, Graphics, Da

beneficial but not necessary to also have

tabase

and

Font

drawers,

inch. If you plan on printing at eight
lines per inch, you would then choose

The pointer changes shape fre

plus

quently as it moves around the screen,

a hard disk, or at least two floppies. You

"Wtr.INP', a special file which must be

andwhenappropriate,itsproutsasmall

can get by with a single floppy but you'll

kept in the same directory as Pen Pal.

text box to identify the function of the

go mad with disk swapping!

The second can contain the spelling

gadget presently being pointed at!

The manual describes installation

checker dictionaries, which could be

The rulers also define margins,

procedures for both hard disk and

called for automatically when needed.

paragraph indentations, and tabs. Press

floppy-based systems. For a floppy-

While not documented, this approach

the left mouse button and drag the mar

based system, it assumes the Pen Pal

works very well. Note that are unable to

gin indicator to make it larger or smaller.

program disk will also be the Work

place the program and the dictionaries

Full-window cross hairs help in aligning

bench disk, meaning your Amiga must

on the same floppy disk—each requires

margins correctly. You may also adjust

be booted with that disk. The manual

over half a disk of storage.

indentations find tabs this way. Hang

also describes how to install a printer
driver.

RUNNING PEN PAL

ing indents are established by using
"negative" paragraph indentations—

another capability not mentioned in the

program, help, dictionaries, pictures,

Pen Pal runs equally well from the
Workbench or a CLI, though using the

fonts, and documents—are stored on it.

CLI is an option the documentation does

applied to the current paragraph only,

If you have floppies, it is not quite that

not mention. If you do use the CLI, you

or to the entin> document.

simple because both distribution disks
are just about full with no room for
documents. The manual does describe
how tocreate extra space on a copy of the

must place quotation marks around the

second disk, but I would take things a

The program loads quite quickly,

you want to se« even more, use tine drag

little further and use a totally different

and within seconds you are presented

bar and resizing gadgets to expand the

disk for documents. Copy the database

with the custom screen. You'll seea dark

window to fill the screen. Doing this,

and documents drawers onto a fresh

green background with a white title bar

you lose the tool box on the left of the

diskandsetthepreferencesaccordingly.

containing the release number and the

screen. You may elect to turn off the

If you have a hard disk, all files—
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tion for moving around a large docu

Amazing Computing

manual. All of these settings may be

Even with all this information

program name because of the imbedded

present, you still see a full-width dis

blank; thus, run "Pen Pal". Alternately,

play, provided that you are using 8-1/2"

you may choose to rename to PenPal.

wide paper vwth one-inch borders. If

rulers and horizontal scroll bar via gad

Processing

get clicksor via a menu selection. A third
option is to use the zoom gadget to

You may quickly and easily move
through a document by clicking in the

functions, such as Cut, Copy, Paste, and

expand the window to the maximum
possiblesize without overlaying the tool
box on the left side of the screen. This
facility is most useful when working

Clear.

with the nth open document, which au

proceeds from the insertion point to the

tomatically has the smallest window of
all open documents.

PREFERENCES
Pen Pal maintains its own set of
preferences in the "Wtr.INP' file and a
special "Set Up" document. The "Set
Up" document is simply an empty
document with margins, tabs, paragraph
indentations, fonts, and more, set to the
values you find most convenient. The
"Wtr.INP' file is established by going
through a series of "Preferences" menu

slider or dragging the page elevator up
or down. As you do this, the current

Search and Replace operations provide a great deal of flexibility. TheSearch
(case sensitive or non-case sensitive)

page number appears in the elevator,
making it very easy to find any given
page.

Page headers and footers are also

document's end, and may optionally

fully supported. They are inserted di

begin again at the start of the document.
Replace options are the current selection
only or all occurrences within the docu

rectly into the heading and/or footing
margins and may include automatic

ment. All Searchand Replace operations
are carried out via a special requester.

current date insertion and page num
bering. The number of lines is limited

only by the size of the margin. This, of

IFF and HAM
pictures are

imported into a
document via
a menu item.

items and selecting the most desirable

items and options for the program, the

dsvs
Ewty
fonts
©Install
hdvtr.inp
Instal[Printer

cu rrent document, the current database,

text printing, and graphics printing. For
each set of the selected preferences, the
options are "Save" or "Cancel".

TEXT EDITING
Pen Pal provides just about every
text editing facility you would expect a

high-level word processor to have. The
insertion point is set by clicking the
mouse pointer or by using the arrow
keys.
As text is entered, it is automati

cally displayed in the style (bold, underlined, italics, super/sub script, etc.), color,
and font previously selected. Fonts are
automatically defined in two different
menus—one for size and one for name.
Entered text is also automatically for
matted according to the currently se

lected text alignment (left, right, center,
or full).

Pen Pal's
Search and
Replace

functions
provide much
flexibility.

Search for-; ...

Replace Kith: ,
Case sensitive?

Select text in a number of efficient
ways: use a menu item to select the

entiredocument(tomakeglobal changes
in margins, etc.); click and drag; click at
the starting point, shift-click at the end
ing point; double click to select a word;
and triple click to select an entire line.

has ewrbeen saved. If is hasn't, the 'Save File' requester
is displayed sivins you the opportunity to naw the
document.

Once text has been selected, you may

delete it, replace it, change its style or
color, orinvoke any of a number of other
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GRAPHIC

PROCESSOR

The ability to import graphics in a variety

Working with the Amiga has never been a
purely textual practice. Why should word

of formats and wrap text around such images

processing be any less? Graphic word

are factors that set graphic word prccessors

processors provide, all in one swoop, the

apart from straight Amiga word processors.

ability to process text, place graphics, construct

However, as Kim Schafler points out in his

columns, and colorize text. These packages

review of ProWrite, "a graphic wore, processor

provide a vehicle for those who wish to

isn't just graphics; it still has to deliver the

perform page compilation on a relatively small

text." (the New Horizons' package,

scale. They include all the basic elements of

incidentally, does reportedly deliver). Indeed,

desktop publishing, but without the excess

by most definitions, graphic word processors

features that would be warranted only in a

are word processors first, to which the

full-fledged publishing endeavor, and without

"graphic" attribute has been added. When

the higher price tag.

selecting a graphic word processor, the

GENERAL
BeckerText
Company

Price

excellence!

KindWords

Abacus Software

Micro-Systems
Software

Company

The Disc

$150.00

$199.95

$99.95

Pen

Pal

ProWrite

Softwood, Inc.

New Horizons
Software

$149.95

$175.00

Features

ARexi Port

•

Auto HD Inslallaticn

•

•

Auto Backup File Creation

•

•

N'A

t

Copy Protection

Macros

•

On-line Help

Clipboard Support

1: Text Only

•

*

■

.1

importance of fundamental word-

Systems Software's excellence!, The Disc

processing features such as

Company's KindWords, Softwood's Pen

dictionaries/thesauruses, grammar

Pal, and New Horizons' ProWrite (see full

checking, search and replace, and mail

reviews of ProWrite, KindWords, and Pen

merge are certainly elements which should

Pal this issue, and of excellence! in the

not be underestimated in the wake of fancy

November 1990 issue). Although certainly

graphics capabilities.

the listed features do not exhaust the

Basically, when it comes to putting it

number of included features of any one of

all down on paper, one needn't be limited

these packages, we have attempted here to

to simply a textual mode, especially with

highlight those features that the inclusion

the Amiga. The integration of word

or omission of which would be most

processing and graphics serves as an

relevant to anyone interested in exploring

impetus to go beyond powerful textual

the various programs.

content combined with a less-than-

powerful graphical appearance, not to

A bullet (•) indicates a product possesses that

mention the reverse situation — one of

particular feature. Footnotes beside a bullet

form taking precedence over content. With

indicate a partial or related capability for the

a little effort, form plus content can be

feature listed; see corresponding reference.

Please note: For complete use of all features, the

achieved.
Featured in the following charts are the
five major Amiga graphic word processors:

five packages require a minimum ofl MB of
RAM ami Kickstart 1.2 or higher.

Abacus Software's BeckerText, Micro-

GRAPHICS & TEXT
BeckerText

excellence!

KindWords

Pen

Pal

ProWrite

Foalures

ASCII ImportExport

•

•

*

Auto/Soft Hyphenation

•

*

•

Auto Grammar Checke<

Auto Word Wrapping

*

.5

*

•

Color Text/Graphics

Didwnary/Thesaurus

■

*

*

•

•

.3

*

■

*

.2

Flow Text Around Graphics

*

*

•

IFF Graphics Import:
b-n&fmd-ren

hi-res/interlaceO

Sea rch/Find'Replace

•

*

.4

•

•

•

*

•

•

•

*

— *

Sort CapabiMies

2: No Thesaurus; 3: Graphics Only; 4: No! Interlaced; 5: Sotl Hyphenation

v

PAGE LAYOUT
BeckerText

excellence!

KindWords

Pen Pal

P roW rite

Fiiluns

Drawing Tools

•

Giouping

•

HtsaOer^jFoclars

•

•

Indei/Titble □) Contents

•

•

Multiple Column Page

•

•

•

•

•

PagoGiMJes

■

•

•

•

•

•

*

On-soesn Ruler

Paragralh JusDhcaiion

•

*

•

•

Aulo Pa Be Numbering

•

•

•

•

•

Style S' ec-:s

•6

Tabia Support

•

6: One at a time

PRINTING
BeckarToxt

excellence!

KindWords

Pen Pal

ProWrlte

FMtgr**
Gray Stale Converaion

•

.7

•

•

HP Lu»qel Sofi
Fort Support

•

IMMqp

•

•

•

•

•

Drefl

•

•

•

•

•

HLO

•

•

•

•

•

Ponian

•

•

•

•

Landscape

*

Praionfl Focmais

PnmToRla

•

PoEIScr.pl Support

7: When printing: 8: Via macro; 9: Optional

•

*

• 3

*
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course, means that your top and bottom

Processing

margins must be large enough to pro

importing or exporting ASCII files, you
mustalwaysspecifythemasbeingASCII.

vide the required real margin on the

correct spellings. You may type in a

Also, when you save a document in

printed document along with space for

correction manually, add the word to

ASCII format, you lose page headings

your user dictionary, ignore the word

andfootersandparagraphindentations.

headers and footers.

and continue the check, replace the word

SPELL CHECKER
Pen Pal comes with a 100,000-word
Main dictionary, a 1,500-word Common
dictionary, and an empty User dictio
nary into which you may insert words of
your choice. You may also set up addi

tional user dictionaries if you wish, but
only one of these may be used at a time;
that is the one defined in "Document
Preferences".

FILE HANDLING

with one from the displayed list, or ask

Pen Pal files automatically have

for another list of suggested words.

".WTR" appended to them, and only

Unfortunately, ignored words are
no t remembered from one occurrence to

these files are shown from the default

the next, and must be ignored again each

directory (specified in "document pref

time they appear in a document. User

erences") when the load file requester is

dictionaries may be edited and updated,

invoked. However, this directory may

but it is recommended that they be kept

be changed at will, and a "Show AH"

to a maximum of just 250 words each.

gadget may be clicked to showall files in
that directory.

Spell checking is performed quickly
by individual word, paragraph, or
document. If all three dictionaries are

and export of ASCII files—in fact, that is

ments (new documents are opened with

present, the order of search is Common,

the only method supported for exchang

a nameof "Untitled 1 .WTR"). "Rename"

ing files with another word processor or

and "Delete" are also available via the

text editor (like AmigaBASIC). The pro

menu, but the file in question must be

gram apparently cannot recognize an

loaded before these options can be used.

input file as being ASCII; thus, when

It would be better if these options worked

User, and Main. A word not found in
any of the three is displayed ina requester
that displays a scrollable list of similarly
spelled words that represent suggested
Software Titles
D Pielulf Ism

IS MUD* Sub
.Talk ill
10 mint K"l

ASCII FILES

"Save" and "Save As" options fa

Cross Cm

Un

C,ngiEri Pio'assional
Dest" Brmoii

Hum i Outsl
Highway Patrol II

D.lu.« Punt III

"u(.., Liagu. Si'-u

DeskTop Buoai
D.voac Amiga

I'c, i ■ Bool Of Gail!
K ■ ! For H..; OclODI

Digi Male 3
QigiPi.nl 3 0

Imagln* 1 0

l-i jn Li nli

Bltulenal Paga 1.0
iWnlo 3.0
tly s Slfli

NEWTEK

SCANNER & DIQITIZERS
SM.i-rj J<

Wayne Gullky tioci,.,

.00 JX 100 J* 150

UigiaoM Hind Scanner

Welilril
■.'.■-«•» In Europa

VIDEO

TOASTER

Wren In Tht USA

Wnert In Th» World
Wrers In Tim*

Oino Win
Disk Uaim
Disn«|i Animation Sludil

cilitate the naming and saving of docu

Pen Pal fully supports the import

Indiana Jan«»

alirBaeb Tooia 1.1

Wingi

:k Jargeraus 1 X II

World Clan Leaflo- 3jj

Indianapolis !00

X-Cad 30

DOS 2 DOS
□ alitre Dragon II

Or T'l

II Cam. From

Oatirl

UCami From

D.l.M

Drigan Laid
□ lagan IrVafi

Knialonit

Oiagon t La.i I

Killing Game Sr,o.

Hardware
HO DISK COHinOLttiS

m. Uak»

GVP MM

nCft)

Ccn-modcre

rima ess

Hairs Frame
CaiTtipec
1CO A2CD0 t

□lagont Or Flu

Due". Til..

LalM

Bandit 01 Ar.ti.nl Chin

Dungeon UiJII

Bars 4 P.pes

CynaCaflfl 1.0
Earl Waiver 8a

LdSurt Suit Liny l-ll-m

Eas, L.Ogs-

Lordi 01 The Ruing Sun

NOW ON DEMO

a.i

HO DISKS

Bstt'a 01 Bmain

Ml Tank Plaloon

Bdltmitch

Mac! Dos

H»ncMjlr. Moduli II

Maniac Mansion

Btiora Dar« Cult*

Mlllt

B at" Cola

Main Villon ID

<CUb ID I1CUD Quantum Sol HE
U'liighl

J5UQ ID SIDMB Bodimt SCSI

***$

Commodore Authorized Dealer"

p Fonti

Commodore Authorized Service Center

KtU BOARDS 1 CHIPS

Blui *rC0II

celi *:osi ck tun

BigaflCait Tltlll 2.Q

Supra Ham OK

Commodore Authorized Educational Dealer

9MB

FUI

UiCto Boiitl OK BMD
E.P-&COO 2Us 8UO ASOO

Night Bia

MB *rl Oeoartm

Ccfrimoflorfl ASD1

NiT'U

In All Dtpailn

Supra Ham A500 I5!IK|

Buck Roe*"

Minion Ditk 1 4 1

lOf

WE ARE:

HD

Commodore Corporate and Business Center
Dedicated :o Amiga computers and alter sate
service.

Nobunaga

WE OFFER:

QENLOCKE

Magm Ginlock

All Amiga sold by us will be serviced within 72

Sbpfli Gen
Super Qtn AIDDD S VMS

hrs in shop.

■O Mam,

V Sio« Pin
V Spoil) Ba

Warranty extension plans and service

Mini Gen

.nqiisttOI Carnal
OSage Gin King

contracts are also available.
We offer on site financing and leasing

IN STORE SERVICES:

MA/SON DU LOGICIEL
SOFTWA REHOUSE

Postscript Laser Oulpui

We also provide on site servicefpart of service
contract! and offer replacement units.
We offer on site training. In

Color Printing [HP Paintjsll

5" we will have a

dedicated classroom for training {15 to 25

Color Slides (35mm or Polaroid)
Color Scanning 300Dpi (Sharp JX-300)
Digiimrg (Digi-View)

people).
We will also have our own ecmng suite with
VTRs. TBCs. and the famous NEWTEK

Equipment rental

We rent genlocks, framegrabbers. etc...

TOASTER 'or presentation purposes

And more...

CALL NOW
2466 Jean-Talon East, Montreal, Quebec H2E 1W2

Circle 154 on Reader Service card.

(514) 374-3614
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with ASCII files (they do not) and were

Processing

in another form of the same type, select

(i.e., making it unnecessary to load the

used.This is trueeven if there are several

file first). Combined with "Show All",

pictures on a page with a combination of

"Restore Form to Original" to removeall

this would then allow you to use Pen Pal

different resolutions and palettes, in

your previous responses and restore the

to erase old and unwanted files of any

cluding HAM!

[] pairs.

type from your disks.

GRAPHICS SUPPORT
Graphics mode is entered by click

Once imported, a picture may be
cropped, resized (proportionately or not),
or moved within the document. Pictures
may be overlapped, cut, copied, and

PRINTING
Pen Pal uses the standard printer

drivers and performs the necessary
chores well in :wo basic modes: Tex t and

ing the "Select Graphics" gadget in the
tool box on the left side of the screen.
Graphics support may be divided into

pasted as desired. Text flow specifica

two distinct areas: drawing, and import

Note that contoured text works only

ing pictures (IFF and HAM). Let's take a

when a picture's background is color

to select text or graphics, fanfold or cut

look a t each and see how the two may be

zero, and color zero is transparent.

paper, the range of pages to print, and

used in conjunction.

DRAWING TOOLS
The available drawing tools are
unfilled boxes, filled boxes, horizontal

tions—vertical left or right, contour left
or right, or none—may also be adjusted.

All the editing functions described

above may be used with any combina
tion of drawings and pictures.

FORMS MANAGEMENT

Graphics.
Select the "Print Document" menu
item to get a requester which allows you

the number of copies desired. Printing
begins and the operation is represented

on a screen in the foreground. You can
not work on another document while
the current one is printing, but you can

lines, and vertical lines, Each is chosen

Forms management with Pen Pal is

via a gadget in the tool box and drawn by

really a combination of text, graphics

you can work on another application, if

pressing the left mouse button at the

(optional), and a rather unusual auto

you wish. The print function may be

desired starting point and then drag

matic prompting facility that is used to

terminated at any time by clicking a

ging the line/box to its finishing point.

fill in the finished form.

click this screen into the background so

cancel gadget.

Lines are always perfectly vertical or

Start by drawing a rough diagram

Besides getting information from

horizontal and boxes are always true

of what you'd like your form to look like

the print requester, Pen Pal obtains

rectangles (or squares), regardless of the

on a piece of paper. Now open a new

printing parameters from two other

dragging angle. Cross hairs also appear

document and type the text portions of

sources. First is the "Text Print" or

in the rulers to assist in the correct place

the form where you want them. Define

"Graphic Prirt" preferences you have

ment of the drawing.

the input (or data) areas with pairs of

supplied. This information includes

brackets. For example:

draft/NLQ, lines per inch, pitch for text,

Line weight (thickness) is also
changed from the tool box; valid thick
nesses for lines and borders of boxes are
one through eight. Line weights above
two result in double lines being drawn.
Different colors may be chosen for lines
and line/box fills. Setting the line and fill
color to the same value allows really
heavy lines to be drawn. Lines and/or
boxes may also overlap, and shapes may
be moved to the front or back as desired.

They can be cut, copied, pasted, moved
and resized at will.

IMPORTING PICTURES
IFFand HAM picturesareimported

into the current document via a menu
item and a requester that specifies reso

lution text flow requirements, whether
color 0 is transparent, and whether pro
portions should be maintained. Pictures

aredisplayed in Pen Pal's eight working
colors, but whena document is output to
a color printer the full original palette is
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you now ha ve a normal document which

you may save or print. If you want to fill

available via the load/save requesters

Amazing Computing

and all sortsof information (aspect, dith
Name - [ ]
Address - [ ]
Stale, Zip -11

The data areas may not span mul

tiple lines. If you would like the response

to be inastyleand/or font other than the
standard topaz 11, simply use that style
and/or font for the opening. When you

fill in that field, the response will be
shown in your desired style. Now, using
lines, boxes, or any combination thereof,
create the graphic portion of the form
and save it as a normal document.
When you are ready to fill in the

form, load it as normal, then select the
"Fill in Form" menu item and the cursor

jumps to the first [ and replaces it with a
blank. Complete the entry and press Re
turn, Esc, or the down arrow key to

move to the next field; the ] is blanked

first. When the form is filled in, select the
"Stop Filling in Form" menu item, and

ering, shading, etc.) for graphics.
Parameters are also obtained from
the information provided after the selec
tion of the "Page Setup" menu item ear

lier. This includes paper type, page ori
entation, and starting page number.

Textmodeprintingproduces supe
rior text quality (especially if you select
Near Letter Quality) and takes place

much faster than graphics printing. Text
always prints at maximum speed in this
mode even if the physical line contains a
partial graphic image. Disadvantages
to working in the text mode are the limit
of just one font per document—the stan
dard font of ycur printer—and the limit

of text color to black (even if you use a
color printer).
On the other hand, graphics mode
printing allows the use of all bitmapped

fonts and different colors for various
pieces of text (down to individual let-

Processing

ters) and provides true WYSIWYG out
reduction in printing speed, and result
ing print characters that are not assharply

defined as thoseprinted in the text mode.
One more thing to remember: If
you select margins that are not exactly
divisible by the predefined density of
the printer you are working with (usu
ally 10 characters per inch horizontally
and six lines per inch vertically), you

may find the printed output is not ex
actly as seen on the screen. If you use

these default values with your printer,
you may find it best to stick with mar

gins that aremultiplesofl/2inch in size.

THE INTEGRATED DATABASE
Another appealing feature of Pen

Pal is its built-in database capabilities.

They may not be quite as extensive as
many independent database packages;
however, they are a lot more powerful
than you might expect.

Pen Pal'sdatabase uses thecolumnrow-cell method of displaying, entering,
and storing data, like a spreadsheet. This

format is easy to display and enter data
into, and generally easy to work with. It
is also the format used by many other
database systems.
Columns may be defined as hav

ing one of ten different data types, with
full automatic editing during data en
try and editing. Definitions may be

changed at any time (as of revision 1.2),
as long as the data fits the new defini
tion. The width of columns as shown
on the screen may be changed by click
ing on the column boundary and then

dragging it to expand or contract the
visible portion. Complete cut-and-paste

facilities—either interdatabase or
intradatabase—are also provided for
rows and cells. Further, appropriately

defined ASCII files may also be loaded
into databases, which may subsequently
be saved as ASCII files. A powerful "cal
culate" feature is also provided.
Selecting subsets of data for view
ing or reports is easy! Click on "selec

tion" buttons (equal, greater than, not
equal, etc.), then click on a cell shown in
a scrollable list to apply that option to

that cell's value. Selecting different cells
in the same row represent AND condi

Hanging indents are difficult to create
and don't always translate to printed

put. Disadvantages are the substantial

tions, while selecting cells in different
rows represent OR conditions.
Two print options are also avail
able: labels (up to eight across and/or
multiple copies of each label) or stan

dard reports which allow for a certain
degree of customization. Report defini
tions may also be saved as "views," for
those reports which will begenera ted on
a regular basis.
Finally, complete databases or sub
sets thereof may be sorted on as many
columns as desired. And the sorting is

fast!

output correctly. There must be an easier
method. Icons for saved documents
should be optional, especially since they

are not required and may be deleted if
desired. It would also be nice to be able
to copy properties from one paragraph
to another. Finally, it would be helpful if
imported ASCII documents took on the
characteristics of the current document

ratherthanthestandardsystemdefaults.

AND IN THE END...
This review was performed on re
lease 1 .Of and a pre-release version of 1.2.
The current release is 1.3.17, which in

DOCUMENTATION
In general, the documentation in

cluded with this package is really very

good. Plenty of illustrations guide you
through the many paths you may wish
to take, with a major emphasis on the
menu contents. This is important be
cause menu contents change dynami
cally to reflect the various available op
tions at any given time. Tutorial and
references sections are also included.

Nevertheless, some referenced
pieces are missing, while others are hard
to find. There are several references to
the "Set Up" document, including one
which promises it will bedescribed later,
but it never is! Trying to find how to start
page numbering at other than "1" was
also a challenge for me—I finally found
the facility in the "Page Setup" menu
item. Additionally, the installation sec

tion should be expanded to include fur
ther options, and the CLI should not be
totally ignored.

cludes no new changes.
Pen Pal is a powerful word proces
sor with an equally powerful built-in

database system. I believe Pen Pal may
eventually become the Amiga word
processor "of choice", but there are still
some bugs to be fixed before that be
comes a reality.
Should the word processor and da

tabase be separated, or kept as a single
package? Integration allows the two
components to workperfectly together—
far more perfectly than two separate
programs, even two designed to be com
patible. On the other hand, there is a
price to be paid for this flexibility. A lot

of memory is required, and the learning
curve cannot help but be a little steeper,

especially before both components may
be used in unison.
Perhaps two individual programs,
distributed together? This would allow
users with smaller configurations equal
access to what is really a very fine pack
age.

MISCELLANEOUS FEATURES
Pen Pal features a number of other
capabilities which add to its usefulness.

Among theseare full color control, inter
laced operation, a WYSIWYG word pro

cessor, and full statistics (word, charac
ter, and/or sentence count for the cur
rent para graphorentiredocument,etc).

BUGS AND MISSING FEATURES
Preferences really should have

You owe it to yourself to take a
really closelookat Pen Pal, even if you're
perfectly satisfied with your current

word processor and/or database sys
tem!

•AC*
Pen Pal

Price: $149.95
Inquiry #205
Softwood, Inc.

P.O. Box 50178

"Use" and "Reset" options so that val

Phoenix, AZ 85076

ues (especially the "Set Up" document)

(602)431-9151

may be changed on a temporary basis.
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THE UNTOUCHABLES
by Miguel Mulet

If you've watched enough

late night or weekend televi
sion, you've undoubtedly

caught an episode or two of
Ness, toting that old machine

didn't take very long to complete

gun of his, was always after

each scene.

a movie of the same name was
made, starring Kevin Costner
and Sean Connery. In the
game, you get to reenact scenes

from this movie, including the famous "BabyCarriage" scene.
"The Untouchables" is a typical shoot 'em up, where
you play Elliot Ness or a colleague trying to collect
enough evidence to convict Al Capone. The game is
divided into 6 "scenes," in which you shoot almost
anything that moves. The first portion of the game takes
place in Capone's warehouse, where you collect parts of
Capone's bookkeeping record. There
you're tipped off to an illegal liquor

Lemmings

run at the border, where you shoot
bottles of liquor which appear on the
bridge. Afterwards, you head back to
Chicago, chasing Capone's henchmen
through the alleys of the city on your

way to the train station. There you
must protect innocent bystanders

while trying to free Capone's accoun

tant from his assailant. Lastly, you
'
must eliminate Frank Nitty, Capone's
head hit man.
From a technical standpoint, 'The Untouchables" is
well done. Graphics are fairly good, and the screen scrolls
well. Sound effects are limited to a few screams and
grunts as you shoot down the mob, as well as the ever
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guys again...and on and on. I found

myself getting a little restless
performing the same task. Also, it

Untouchables" resurfaced after

The Untouchables
Elvira
Obitus
Spirit Of Excalibur

scenes, the main activity remains the

same; shooting the bad guys,
shooting bottles, shooting the bad

"The Untouchables." Elliot

the Bad Guys. Interest in "The

GAMES REVIEWED:

present sound of bullets. Gameplay,
however, does; not fare as well.
Although there are six different

If you're a diehard "Untouch
ables" fan (or a closet Rambo), then I
suggest you try this one before you

buy. Otherwise, this game probably
isn't for you.

ELVIRA
by Joe DiCnra
Way back in Elvira's distant past
it seems her great-great-grandma ma,
Lady Emelda, turned the family

palace into the local chamber of
horrors. Now Castle Killbragant has
been handed down to Elvira and she
has decided, in her own strange way,
to turn this forlorn estate into the best
tourist trap this side of the English

Moors. After awhile the place was
ready for guests, or should I say
victims, so an announcement went
out inviting all to "Elvira's Horror
Weekend" retreat. The problem is,
the place soon turned into a vacation
haunt for the undead and all manner
of things that go bump in the night.
Worst yet, EIv:.ra has been made a
captive in her own castle because all
the ghosts and goblins think she's old
evil grandmama herself and they
have more than just a few things to
settle. Elvira, in her desperation, has

managed to place an ad in the

So if spider webs, creaking

driving in bad weather. That's

Broomstick Weekly seeking the help
of any ghostbuster that might be

doors, and lots of blood don't bother
you, Elvira is beckoning you to your

because Wil drives his car into a ditch
during a rainstorm, and while

foolish, ah willing, to venture within

doom. Oh, I'd recommend leaving a

searching for help finds more than he

the castle walls to effect her rescue.

light on when you play this one.

bargained for—a ticket to the Middle

You, of course, are that brave knight.
As chief castle-cleaner in this
interactive fantasy/puzzle, you will
have 800 rooms to explore, over 300
objects to examine, and hundreds of
potions and spells to conjure up. The
game promises over 100 hours of
entertainment. I'd say that's a very
conservative claim. Unless you are

totally up on all the vampire,
Frankenstein, and werewolf flicks

Ages!

Obitus is a new role playing

OBITUS
by Miguel Mulct

No one likes to drive in rainy
weather. Traffic worsens, visibility is
lousy, and accidents are waiting to
happen. If you're Wil Mason, you
will have another reason to hate

game and arcade adventure, all rolled
into one. You assume the role of Wil
Mason, mysteriously transported into

the world of Middlemere sometime
during the Middle Ages. Wil's travels

will take him through the four shires
of Middlemere, facing dangers such
as trolls, soldiers, and wolves. Your

ever made, I guarantee you will need
a month of evenings, and you will

expend more lives than a litter of cats,
before you solve this sick pup.
One brief word of warning. If

Fighting thugs on

the streets of
Chicago in "The
Untouchables".

you desire to put off all appearances

of evil, as the Bible instructs, then do
not give Elvira even a first glance. But
I know such words of wisdom never
stopped us before — so grab your

silver cross and stake and have a go
at it. Oh yes, please leave all mirrors
at home.

The game is challenging. You
must draw detailed maps and write

down the location of objects if you
hope to succeed. Also, never fail to
consider both the obvious and the
obscure. The solution to some of the
puzzles in this game are so obscure
that, mercifully, Accolade quickly
made a hint book available for
amateur ghostbusters like myself.

Entering
Elvira's

haunted
castle.

The game will run on any 500,
1000, or 2000 with at least 1 meg of
memory, but because it takes five

disks to hold all the graphics, sound
effects, and music, a hard drive
greatly enhances game play. The
artwork and animation are superb—

perhaps at times a bit too realistic and
graphic, but then that's what you're
paying for, right?
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job is to find out where you are, and
how you can get back home.
Psygnosis, publishers of

Obitus is an excellent blend of

In Lemmings, Psygnosis has

arcade action and a role-playing

once again brought a simple theme to

adventure. The game spans three

a graphically exciting game. Without

Obitus, are most famous for their

disks and has a well-written manual.

your help, charming but mindless

arcade games featuring excellent

An Obitus T-shirt is also included.

creatures will walk off cliffs, stray

graphics, sound, and smooth

Gameplay is excellent, and will keep

into fire, or drown in assorted fluids.

horizontal scrolling. Luckily, they

you interested for hours on end. If

In order to advance in the world of

have continued this tradition with

you like either arcade games or

Lemmings, you must direct a

Obitus. The arcade sequences are

adventure games, take a look at this

proportional number of the little

similar to most other Psygnosis

one.

beasties safely through the many
dangers of each level. You do this by
giving powers to Lemmings to dig,
climb, float, block, or build. There are
The icon-

120 one player levels (4 different

driven

levels of difficulty—fun, tricky,

interface of

taxing, and mayhem), 20 two-player

"Obitus*.

levels, and 21 pieces of music.

While music is strictly a matter
of taste, and some may find the light
lines of music a bit annoying, the

game would be at a loss without it.
The music changes with each level to
add background and accent to each
new difficulty, but it can be turned
off by the user. Sound effects are
handled extremely well so that even a
Lemming facing certain destruction is

heard in a small anxious voice say,

"Oh No!"
Only your quick thinking can
Camelot,

save them and advance you to the

home of the

next level. Each successive layer
demands another set of skills as you

Round
Table
and
Excalibur.

discover a way to get through the
level—there may be more than one
way to pass through a level— with
enough Lemmings remaining to

advance you to the next. But, once
you have conquered a level, it is
yours for life (if you record the long
password for that level) and this

feature makes Lemmings a real
winner.

While the two player levels can
be exciting, the screen is split for each

player and suddenly you are faced
games. The adventure sequences are
also well done. As you explore the
numerous mazes, the scenes scroll
smoothly by. Make sure you map
them out with pencil and paper;

things start to look the same after a
while. All the screens feature
excellent graphics. The interface for
interacting with other characters is

icon-driven, and easy to use. You
maneuver through the different lands
with your joystick, so you have to
keep both mouse and joystick handy.
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LEMMINGS
by David Brown
Every once in a while there is a
program that comes along that makes
you ask, "Why didn't I think of that?"
It doesn't need to be the most
sophisticated new productivity
product. In fact, most often this
startling obvious idea is an extremely
simple one — like Lemmings.

with half the information you are
used to using in a single-player game.
However, it does create competition

and it will relieve the old problem of
playing a game seriously while
someone stands over you shoulder

hoping you will lose so they can have
a turn.

Lemmings has all the makings of
a classic. It is based on a clever and
unique idea, it is easy to learn, it can
become more challenging with each
level, and it is addictive. Psygnosis

has not only scored a hit, they have

created a lot of sleepless nights for
the rest of us. Now why didn't I

Accolade's
Lemmings

think of that?

SPIRIT OF EXCAUBUR
by Miguel Mulct
Almost everybody knows the
story of King Arthur and the Knights
of the Round Table, and how that
story ends. King Arthur and Mordred
lie dead, and Sir Lancelot grieves
over Arthur's grave. The Round
Table stands
empty, the
knights in

disarray. Yet
Arthur's dream of
a peaceful, united
England remains
in the hearts of
many, including
the Crown
Regent, Lord

Constantine.
Constantine was
Arthur's choice as
successor to the
throne, and
Arthur depended on him to carry on

with the Round Table. Thus, the
"Spirit of Excalibur" lives, and you,

as Lord Constantine, must reunite
England.

Spirit of Excalibur is a wonderful
role-playing adventure game, set in
Arthurian England right after the

death of King Arthur. The game is
divided seamlessly into five episodes,

sequences, supplemented by numer

characters, you can have the com

ous sound effects. The backgrounds

puter fight for you, or control the

are clearly depicted, as are the

character yourself. Battles between

individual characters. The map of

armies are handled in the same way,

Britain is about 16 screens large, with

with the player choosing just to see

a lot of detail. The game uses the

the result of the battle, or actually

mouse to control an icon-based

witnessing the battle himself.
The game is provided on three

interface, making the game extremely

easy to play. Keyboard shortcuts may

non-copy-protected disks. The game

also be used, making gameplay even

does require the user to identify

faster.

locations on a large color map

Spirit of Excalibur is much like

provided with the game. The

the old classic Defender of the

documentation is also well done,

Crown, but on a much larger scale.

giving enough information to get the

The majority of gameplay surrounds

player started without giving away

strategy. (For example, deciding

too much.

which knights to send to accomplish
a specific task.) In addition, charac

All in all, Spirit of Excalibur is an

ters interact freely throughout the

excellent role-playing/adventure
game. It will provide many hours of

game, You can talk, trade, or even

enjoyment to both adventurers and

fight other characters. If a physical

strategists alike, especially if you like

conflict develops between the

anything to do with King Arthur.

•AC-

each of which is progressively more

difficult. In the first episode, you
must make your way to Camelot, to

claim the throne. Once there, you
must convince the knights that are
left to rejoin the Round Table and
stop the Saxons from attacking

London. The third episode pits you
and your forces against a giant
warrior, who may not be what he

appears. Once you have defeated the
giant, you face a new adversary who

has managed to kidnap many of your
loyal followers. Lastly, Constantine
must face his old adversary — the
evil witch, Morgan Le Fay.
The game is extremely well

done. A musical soundtrack plays in
the background during most of the

PRODUCT

INFORMATION

THE UNTOUCHABLES

SPIRIT OF EXCAUBUR

Price: $39.95

Price: $49.99

Inquiry #220

Ocean Software/Electronic Arts
P.O. Box 7578
San Mateo, CA 94403-7578

(4I5)572-ARTS

ELVIRA

Price: $59.95
Inquiry #222
Accolade

Inquiry #221
OBITU5

Price: $59.95
Inquiry #219
Psygnosis Lid.
South Harrington Building
Sefton Street
Liverpool L3 4BQ, England
(051)709 5755

Virgin Masterironic
18001 Cowan, Ste. A
Irvine, CA 92714
(714)833-8710

LEMMINGS

Price: $49.99
Inquiry #232

Psygnosis

550 S. Winchester Blvd. Ste. 200
San Jose, CA 95128

29 Saint Mary's Court

(408) 985-1700

617-731-3553

Brookline, MA 02146
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ed/e

by Phil Saunders

ustomizing a standard MIDI file to match specific

c

(SysEx for short) information is part of the

synthesizers was the subject of last month's column.

MIDI specification which allows synthe

Setting up several synthesizers with the proper

sizer-specific information to be transmitted

sounds for a song can be quite an undertaking. It

via MIDI. Most MIDI information, like

may involve loading the proper patches into the

note on, pitch bends, and patch change

synthesizer(s), setting the levels of various synthesiz

commands, will play on any synthesizers

ers and sounds, and assigning particular sounds to

assigned to the proper channel. SysEx

specific MIDI channels.

commands use special manufacturer and

Naturally, all these settings change with every

The patch
editor's output

product codes so that each synthesizer will

song. This column will discuss ways to save your

only respond to "its" SysEx commands.

setup information with your sequences so that each

All others will ignore the SysEx data. Most

time you play a sequence the computer can automati

Amiga sequencers allow SysEx informa

cally configure your synthesizers. This automatic

tion to be recorded along with other MIDI

setup is perfect for live performances.

data as part of a sequence. (You may need

Both patches and setup information can be saved

is directed to
Dr. T's KSC.

using System Exclusive commands. System Exclusive

to turn on the ability to record SysEx data
via an options or environment screen).
SysEx data is transmitted in the
following format:
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(Proteus command)
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(number of bytes varies)

-.. -

$F7
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(EMU)

AniKil : «

KT Nib]

■

-.

■

$F0

EOX

(end cf System Exclusive data)

The initial $F0 (decimal 240) indicates the

patches. The trick is to get the synthesizer to transmit

start of the SysEx data; the $F7 (decimal

the SysEx data for the required patches. Information

247) indicates the end of the transmission.

on how to transmit a patch via MIDI is usually

Each manufacturer registers a Manufac

contained in the synthesizer's manual.

turer and Product ID byte with the

Typically you must first enable the transmission

International MIDI Association so that

and reception of SysEx data on the synth. You then

each synthesizer has a unique code. These

select a command on the synth's front panel to

bytes are how a synthesizer "knows"

transmit a patch (or bank of patches). The synth will

whether it should respond to a SysEx
transmission. The device number is
frequently used to differentiate between

two or more of the same model of
synthesizer. The command byte tells the

synth to perform some operation. The
details of the commands and the data

format vary from synthesizer to synthe
sizer, but all SysEx transmissions will start

The advantage of using this method of storing SysEx
information is that no special knowledge of SysEx data is
required. All you need to know is how to transmit patches
and configuration data from your synth's front panel.

with a $F0 and end with a $F7.
There are two limitations to keep in
mind when storing SysEx data in a

ask you to select which patch (or bank) to transmit

sequencer. The first is that some sequenc

and then require you to hit a button to transmit the

ers can only handle SysEx transmissions

data. Set your sequencer up to start recording SysEx

of a limited size (usually 4-5000 bytes).

data and then push the button to transmit the patch.

This means you may not be able to store

Once all the data is recorded, you can stop the

an entire bank of sounds as SysEx data in

sequencer.

your sequencer (for example, a Proteus

Now play the sequence from the beginning. The

XR SysEx dump of all patches may total

SysEx data should be transmitted to the synth (on

more than 66,000 bytes). The second

most synths a message will appear on the synth's

limitation is that some older synths may

display indicating that it has received the data). On

require acknowledgement that the data

some synthesizers you may need to transmit an

they sent was received. This

entire bank of patches rather than individual patches.

acknowledgement is usually referred to as

The configuration data of a synthesizer includes

"handshaking". Handshaking is difficult

information regarding which patches are assigned to

to implement within most sequencers, so

which channels, the volume and panning selected for

we will only consider synths that do not

each patch, and other information about the synth's

require handshaking protocols.
There are two requirements to

consider in setting up a synth: the synth

setup. There is usually a command on the

synthesizer's front panel to transmit this configura
tion data via MIDI. Follow the same procedure as in

must have the necessary patches in its

recording patch data. SysEx data for patches should

memory, and it must be configured

be stored at the beginning of the sequence, followed

properly. We'll consider saving patches

by the configuration data. SysEx data preempts all

first.

other MIDI information, including timing and note

If you always use the same bank of
patches or if the synth contains no user
patch memory, it may not be necessary to

data.
Once the sequencer sends all the SysEx data, it
will then spit out the timing and note data in a hurry

save patch data. SysEx data can be used to

to "catch up" with where it should be in the se

transmit patches from one synthesizer to

quence. Since this can affect the tempo of the

another synth of the same type. If we

playback, you should generally place two blank

record the SysEx data for a patch sent

measures before the actual music data begins. The

from a synthesizer, when we play the data

blank measures will allow the SysEx data time to be

back the synthesizer will load that patch.

transmitted before the music begins to play, ensuring

This procedure also works for banks of

that no audible change in tempo will be heard.
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The advantage of using this

one-byte codes that can represent a

method is that no special knowledge

SysEx sequence (in fact, this is how

synth's configuration, you are ready

of SysEx data is required. All you

SysEx data is stored). Enter the series

to save the data to KCS. Select

need to know is how to transmit

of codes that instruct the synthesizer

"Output to KCS" under the MPE

patches and configuration data from

to send a specific patch or configura

menu of the patch editor. Now switch

your synth's front panel. The format

tion. This information should be at

to KCS and start recording. Switch

of this data is of no concern. The

the end of your synthesizer manual.

back to the patch editor. Highlight

sequencer just recognizes when a

the first patch you want to send and

SysEx transmission starts and when

the sequencer will send SysEx

then select "Send Patch" under the

the data ends. Everything in between

commands that tell your synthesizer

Send/Receive menu. Continue until

is part of the SysEx transmission and

to send the patch. The sequencer will

all necessary patches have been sent.

is stored as a unit.

then record the incoming patch data.

Then select "Send Setup" from the

Once you've recorded the SysEx data

Send/Receive menu to record the

edit the SysEx data on a byte-by-byte

you want, erase the SysEx codes you

synth's configuration. Now switch

basis, but this is not usually neces

entered. One drawback is that the

back to KCS and edit the Track or

sary. The only time there might be a

SysEx codes are usually given in

Sequence that contains your SysEx

problem is if your synthesizer does

hexadecimal, while KCS requires the

data. Change the entries in the Time

not have a front panel command to

data to be in decimal. There isn't

column to zero so the SysEx transmis

transmit patches or configurations. In

space here to discuss conversion

sion will start on the first beat of the

this case you may need to manually

between bases, so just remember that

first measure. Now your synthesizer

input SysEx commands that will

the AmigaBASIC manual has a

will automatically be configured

cause your synth to transmit a patch

complete conversion table for

when you play the sequence.

or the configuration. Dr. T's Key

numbers from 0-255 (0-$FF).

Most sequencers allow you to

board Controlled Sequencer (KCS)
allows the user to input a series of

Product Information
Keyboard Controlled Sequencer

Price: $249.00
Inquiry #225
Dr. T's Music Software
220 Boylston Street, #306
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When you are ready to record,

Once you are satisfied with the

If you use KCS along with a Dr.

You should store SysEx informa
tion for each synth that needs to be

T's patch editor/librarian, there is

configured. While storing SysEx

another easy way to record SysEx

information in a sequencer is a handy

data into your sequencer. First, start

way to automatically configure your

KCS. Then load a Multiple-Program

equipment for each song, it is not

Environment (MPE) compatible patch

practical for storing a large number of

editor. The MPE allows you to switch

patches (or large banks of patches).

between programs and to route MIDI

Next time, we'll consider how to use

data between programs. You can use

William Barton's MIDI library and

the patch editor to move patches to

Music-X protocols to save SysEx

Boston, MA 02167

and from your synthesizer and to

patches, bank;;, and configurations.

(617)244-6954

change which patches are playing.
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S
by The Bandito

[The statements and projections
presented in "Roomers" are rumors in

the purest sense. The bits of information
are gathered by a third-party source from
whispers inside the industry. At press
time, they remain unconfirmed and are

executive. So Irving and Mehdi (the

and factory jobs. Scuttlebutt has it

top dogs at the big C) decided to tap

that most of the jobs lost were due to

Jim Dionne for the somewhat

a re-focusing of effort on consumer

dubious honor of "new man in

sales, and de-emphasizing the

charge". Just lay your head right

business marketing. Not to mention

there on the block, in that

the lowered sales of C-64's and PC

Accordingly, the staff and associates of

groove...don't mind the red stains.

clones, and the non-growth in US

Amazing Computing™ cannot be held

Staffers at Commodore think this is a

Amiga sales. Among the victims: the

responsible for the reports made in this

positive change; they give The Man

man in charge of marketing to the

column.}

of Copper good marks for under-

federal government.

printed for entertainment value only.

COMMODORE
THE BANDITO LOOKS AWAY FOR
a while and Commodore starts
making vast changes! The dumpsters
in West Chester have been overflow
ing with juicy bits of data, which The
Bandito has carefully pasted together

(shredders really make a columnist's

...Jim Dionne is a
consumer kind of guy,
and the feeling is that

Commodores future

life difficult). For starters, there's

success is in the

been some reorganization of the

consumer market.

Commodore U.S. operation, starting
at the top. Yes, Harry Copperman

has been kicked upstairs to become a
VP of Commodore International,

standing the business market, but

while Jim Dionne has been brought

Jim Dionne is a consumer kind of

in from Commodore's highly

guy, and the feeling is that

the company will be very different

successful Canadian operation to

Commodore's future success is in the

this time next year. For starters, they

take over the American operations.

consumer market. After all, thaf s

want to remove the revolving door

What? You're surprised? Haven't

where Commodore had its only big

from the president's office (5

you noticed that Commodore

winner in the past, the C-64 (over 11

presidents of Commodore U.S. in 6

changes its management every year

million units sold, making it the most

years). Part of that means that

or so whether it needs to or not?

popular home computer).

In this case, it's the same old

At the same time that manage

Commodore is being shaken up
like never before, and it looks like

Dionne probably won't have the
same amount of power that

story. Copperman was brought in

ment was being shuffled, Commo

with high hopes. He changed things

dore reduced the company's U.S.

hopeful that a renewed interest in

around, but sales didn't improve.

work force by about ten percent.

consumer marketing will pay back

That meant it was time for a new

Layoffs were mostly administrative

manyfold.

Copperman wielded. They're
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Compared to other computer
manufacturers, the big C is way
down the list on total units sold in
the U.S. About tenth, to be precise,

selling about 227,000 units (that
combines Amigas, PC clones, and C64's). Compare that to Apple, who
sold almost 900,000 boxes, or IBM,
who sold 1.6 million computers.

Total, about 8.7 million personal
computers were sold in the U.S. last
year, so you can see just how low

Commodore's market share is for the
Amiga. That's why they're looking to
the Amiga 500 and CDTV, because
only in the mass market can they sell

in the volumes they really need.
The Bandito hears that Commo

dore is cutting deals with big massmarket retailers like Toys R Us and
Kmart to get the A500C in as wide a
release as possible this year. This
would mean a significant price drop
by the Christmas selling season, so

be prepared to find an Amiga for
under $350 in your future. That
would be a great present. Of course,
Expect to find CDTV sold wherever you can buy a VCR or a stereo.

they have to do that if they're going

to bring out CDTV as low as they
want.

Speaking of pay back, the sales

Commodore's new PC clones did

Speaking of CDTV, you should

picture has been rather interesting at

well in Europe, but, of course, did

be seeing the first of them on the

Commodore lately. Commodore

almost nothing in the U.S. And even

shelves by the time you read this. At

International reports sales for its

the venerable C-64 sold about the

least, that's Commodore's hope. At

second quarter, that ended December

same as last year, though of course

CES, audio/video dealers were

31,1990, increased 24 percent to $384.1

its U.S. sales dropped sharply while

drooling over it. Expect to find

million. Compare that with $310.7

overseas sales rose.

CDTV sold wherever you can buy a

million during the same quarter last
year. The income figures were even
better, due to aggressive cost-cutting.

Net income for the quarter more than

What are some of the additional hardware
goodies planned for CDTV? Glad you asked.

tripled to $36.5 million compared to

$11.3 million in the quarter that ended
December 31,1989. During the six

VCR or a stereo. The initial retail

what's happening in the U.S.

price will list at $995, but you can bet

1990, sales increased 23 percent to

market for Commodore. Their fiscal

that discounting will soon bring it

$584.4 million, compared to $476.0

year 1990 earnings for Commodore

down. With any luck, the CDTV

million for the last six months of 1989.

Business Machines (that's the U.S.

price may be as low as $600 on the

division) were $1.5 million, down 97

street by year-end.

Europe accounted for 85 percent

of the total sales for the quarter, which

percent from last year. Sounds like

just goes to show how poor the U.S.

it's time for a new boss, all right.

results were. Several places in Europe
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Compare all that good news to

months, that ended December 31,

What are some of the additional

hardware goodies planned for

The bigger picture of how

CDTV? Glad you asked. The Bandito

had their sales grow over 50 percent,

Commodore is doing in the overall

hears that Commodore will offer one

mostly due to the Amiga.

market shows cause for concern.

of those cute little 2.5" 20 meg SCSI

Amazing Computing

PERSONALIZED

CHILDREN'S
GAME
games

Designed for Ages 4 to 7

Learn the Alphabet and Have Fun

Animation, Pictures, Letters, and Song

The CDTV drive has an impres
rate of 2 megabytes/sec in burst

Management, Inc.

mode (it's 171 K/sec normally).

That's comparable to the speed of a
reasonable hard disk, and should
enable some impressive graphics and

sound capabilities. Oh, and it has
brand-new 512K ROMs that include
some very cool stuff, such as the neat
screen used to play back audio CD's.

Buy Now For The Holidays-$30.00
Check or COD - Maryland Residents Add 5%
Dealer Inquiries Welcome

PARTH GALEN
6281 Trotter Road, aaiksi-ille, Maryland 21029
301 -531 - 3527
Circle 115 on Reader Service card.

Memory

sive hidden feature: a data transfer

Amiga Service
Specialists
Over four years experience!

Commodore authorized full service
center. Low flat rate plus parts.

You get to see the audio CD on
screen and click on any track to play.
You can even watch a simulated
laser beam bounce off the disk. Great
fun!

Complete in-shop inventory.

Memory Management, Inc.
396 Washington Street

Wellesley, MA 02181

Commodore plans to license

(617)237 6846.

audio/video compression software

for real-time video on CDTV,

Circle 1B6 on Reader Service card.

according to the data The Bandito
has uncovered. They showed demos

hard drives as an internal add-on for

of such video in their CES booth:

market that CD-I may pose, when

CDTV (40 or 60 meg drives are

quarter-screen, about 15 frames per

ever it appears.

possible; expect third-party manufac

second in HAM mode. It looked very

turers to offer these); no word on

good. The Bandito has heard

prototype CD-ROM drive for the

retail pricing, but The Bandito would

whispers that a hardware add-on is

Amiga to debut this summer; the

expect something in the neighbor

to be introduced this fall to add full

price and delivery date are not yet

hood of $300. Commodore also plans

motion video to CDTV, but no word

set. No word on when an internal

a CDTV genlock to retail for under

on price or precise features. The

CD-ROM drive might be available.

$80. Of course you'll be able to get

Bandito will keep trying to uncover

The engineering required is not

keyboards, mice, trackballs, joysticks,

more about this, but it seems certain

precisely run-of-the-mill.

and so on in infrared or wired

that Commodore is getting ready to

versions. And you'll be able to get a

respond to any threat to their CDTV

personal RAM card of 64K or 512K;

the 64K card will sell for about $10 (a
great way to store data for a game or
even a paint program). Not to
mention the usual sorts of things you

can already hook into your Amiga,

MODEL PP-25BK

NEW-SLIMLINE
BIGFOOT

256 Kilobyte Dulfei

PRINTER BUFFER FOR

ISO WAIT FAN

ALL COMPUTERS
FAS1EF1 PF1INMNO

COOLED

POWER SUPPLY
.HIGFOOT

OUII'UT TIME

These are titles from other media
shoveled onto a CD-ROM. The
Bandito notes several titles initially
developed for Macintosh or IBM CD-

$149.95
ALSO

AVAILABLE

5I2K, 1 MG VEHSION

9(g7i't UNIVERSAL
MOUSE/JOYSTICK

SWITCH
CONNECT 2 DEVICES
TO ONE POni & SELECI
WHII SWITCH.

S129.95
WILL POWER TI'E AMIQAS0O
ANO

OEViCESEXIERNALLVI

MICRO/MOUSE
WITH

Sierra On-line.

home, office, or school. The new
version of the 1040 ST is called the

OMHON M1CROSWITCH
COMFORTABLE

SMOOTH DRAdrUGHI CLICK
r.'J Special Padi fj*ea»a

doesn't really know what the "e"
stands for.
It's rather amusing to read the
spec sheet on the STe; it reminds The

Bandito of an Amiga 500 created by a

another 6 months or more after the

including Disney, Gold Disk, and

their long-dead computer, the Atari
ST. So they've changed a few things

1040 STe; although the Bandito

■Mew!

ROMS headed for CDTV. Don't

players are supporting CDTV,

the Tramiels refuse to give up on

around and are once again touting

expect really different software for

hardware comes out. But some major

at what Atari is up to. Once again,

the ST as the ideal computer for

The list of initial software titles
division manager) calls "shovelware".

ATARI
WELL, NOW IT'S TIME TO LOOK

like disk drives and printers.
are what Nolan Bushnell (CDTV

Commodore is also showing a

>69.95

£29.95
CAIL YOUR DEAI EH OR MICRO R&D
308-745-12*3
137 NO

heard reports from missionaries of

NOW!

FAX 30H-745-1246

what the Amiga could do. Check it

7Ui ST.. LOW* CIIY. NfcilFlASKA 68 853

Tr>« BEST in AMIGA & COMMODORE PRODUCTS

-VISA

Circle 192 on Reader Service card.

primitive tribe that had never
actually seen an Amiga, but had

M C

out: the STe boasts a color palette of
4096 colors, just like an Amiga, but
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Since January, the #1

disk-based, all-technical, applications-intensive
Amiga magazine has been available to you by mail at
unbeatable Charter subscription rates,

and also at the many fine dealers listed below.

AC's TECH Dealers

l\800-345-3360

If you cannot find AC's TEC11 in your urea, or you are an Amiga dealer and you would like to carry AC's TEC11 w\ your location, cull us loll free.
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ACs TECH = Technical Amiga Know-How That Never Becomes Obsolete.
Be Smart - Order The Premiere Issue Now And We'll Pay The Postage!

PREMIERE ISSUE

Thai Amiga

IfsACsTECH-

j Bwbtk tttiHtti&k RAM Out

#lasinibest7

And #2 is here now!

Presenting 22 reasons why
ACs TECH is the most htformative
technicaljoutiuUforAnuga users:
je disk included with VIA -it is loaded with
source code, executables, libraries, PD
utilities, and many other surprises!
Magic Macros with KeSourcc

Create image data and more will) The Puzzle Factory's advanced
interactive disassembler tor the Amiga.

AmigaDOS, EDIT and Recursive Programming Techniques

Develop ;i hard disk backup utility with AmigaDOS commands,
EDIT and the magic of recursion.
Building the VidCell 256 Grayscale Digitizer

Build an 8-blt video digitizer (or under $80, including PCB and
software.
An Introduction to Interprocess Communication with ARcxx

Understand ARexx*5 powerful ability to communicate with other

read directories anil even run processes from inside your program!
Silent Binary Rhapsodies

Understand a bit about what makes Amiga users "tick" in this brief
digression for programmers of all skill levels.

The disk included with VI.2 -it, too, is
absolutely crammed with technical goodies!
CAD Application Design: Part I - World and View Transforms |
Learn the mathematics and programming techniques used in CAD
system design, and construct the building blocks of a 2-D CAD
program.

Interfacing Assembly Language Applications to ARexx
See how to add ARexx implementation to a program.
Adding Help to Applications Easily

Implement a context-sensitive "on-line" help facility in your
applications using a powerful yet easy-to-use arsenal of functions.

programs running simultaneously.

Programming the Amiga's GUI in C - Part I

Adapting Mattel's Power Glove to the Amiga

Start programming in C with the first programming concept in the

Construct the required cable and write software to interface

Intuition environment: the opening of libraries.

Mattel's inexpensive natural Input device to the Amiga!

Intuition and Graphics in ARcxx Scripts

An Introduction to the ilbm.library

Use the ARexx function library rx_iniui.library to add several

Speed software development with the ilbm.library's low- and mid-

dozen commands to an ARexx script to enable use of Intuition and|

level NT and high-level 1I.B.M calls,

Graphics library routines.

Creating a Database in C, Using dBC III

UNIX and the Amiga

Examine dBC III beyond its conventional database applications.

Gain an Introduction to UNIX for the Amiga programmer.

Using Intuition's Proportional Gadgets from FORTRAN 77

A Meg and a Half on a Budget

See how to take advantage of most of the ROM Kernel without

Add M2K RAM to your 1MB AS00 - for about S30!

writing extra C or assembly language code.
FastBoot: A Super BootBlock

Quickly load an entire disk into memory, create a RAM disk and
boot from that RAM disk.
AmigaDOS for Programmers

See how to delete files, check files sizes and attributes, create and

Accessing Amiga Intuition Gadgets from a FORTRAN
Program: Part II - Using Boolean Gadgets

Use a direct interface to the ROM Kernel to access Intuition
boolean gadgets, then create a Jupiter's Moons Simulator.
ToolBox Part I: An Introduction to 3-D Programming
Study 3-D programming concepts in this first in a scries of articles

dedicated to solving common programming problems.

ACs TECH—the #1 choiceforAntiga technical enthusiasts!
Subscribe today- US. Charter vale still only $39.95!

EXPAND!

EXPAND 1

RJ Mical and Dave Needle, two of

EXPAND!

$ 25.00 each

the original Amiga designers. It's
HEMOHr/BOABD
1X8-70/BO SIMM
256X4-80

1NX1-80

2KB

4MB

8MB

almost like a handheld Amiga, if

$ 55.00
6.50

110
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200

400

you will. Well, now both NEC and

104

6.50

104

200

384

1.75

384

112

192

384

9.50

152

ISO

296
360

576

45.00
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299

I CD AdRAM 2060
HAMUORKS 2000

119

199

279

439

H56X1-SO

256X4-80 SC ZIP
1MX4-80 SC ZIP

HC

iART LIBRARIES FOR YOUHAMIGA

429

price of the Lynx from $189 to

609

$99.95, leaving all the other ma

449

549

649

829

chines in the dust. The Bandito isn't

119

sure how they can make money at

ICO AdIOE

SUPRA 2400 MODEM...

..105

AdSPEED

..399
229
..329

TRUHP500 PR0/40M HD ..499

RICK FREE V..

SUPRA500XP/4OM/512K ..599

AdRAM 560D/2KB -.189

800-735-2633

INFOWAT10M: 4OS-626-2633

VISA/HC/COD

FAX: 408-626-0532

PO BOX 22517. CARHEL CA 93922

Weddinz Set-$49.95

Atari very cleverly cuts the retail

429

AdIDE/TEAC 40M

'

Titter Set - Backdrops

supposedly has one in the wings. So

349

..209

VISIONSOFT

handheld games and Nintendo
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that price, but on the other hand,
Atari is the only company supplying

software for the machine, so
perhaps it's the old razor blade

CV Design
61 Clewley Road
Medford, Mass. 0215

617-391-0224 «fii

theory at work (make your money
selling razor blades, not razors).

Circle 116 on Reader Service card.

Atari has also dropped the price

Circle 195 on Reader Service card.

on their handheld PC (almost) clone,

you can only display 16 colors at

the Portfolio, to $299 from $399.

CLARIFICATION

once in 320 x 200, and only 4 colors
in 640 x 400. Oh yes, the STe does
have 640 x 400 output, but only on a
separate black & white monitor
available only from Atari. Sure, the

IN THE FEBRUARY EDITION

Does Atari really

of "Roomers", mention was made of
Colorburst from Memory And

expect the STe to

Storage Technology for its ability to

revive Atari ST sales?

generate 16 million colors painted

STe comes with a blitter chip, but
there's no software that supports it

and none being written. OK, the STe
does have a brand new stereo sound
chip, but you won't find any
software that uses it. Well, the STe

directly in 24 bits. The article went
on to say that this same procedure is

These two handheld computers

currently under litigation by

have been Atari's best hope, and

"Quantel, who claim a patent on

they continue to be the only bright

certain processes relating to real

spot in their product line-up.

time, 24-bit painting for video

does come with 4 megs of RAM and
a street price of about $699, when
you can find a store that sells it. (Of
course, that price is without the
extras you need, like a monitor,

another disk drive, or a hard disk.)
Does Atari really expect the STe
to revive Atari ST sales? Even in

Europe, hardware sales are falling
off for the ST line. The PC clones

and the Amiga have pretty much
won in the race for market su
premacy in Europe.

Where does that leave Atari?
Right back in the videogame

business, that's where. And they're
responding vigorously to the threat

to the Lynx's market share. The
Lynx, you'll remember, is the
handheld videogame designed by
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systems."

COLOR RIBBONS & PAPER
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_price each
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Brother 1109
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M.A.S.T. officials have assured
Amazing Computing that there is not
now, nor has there ever been any
litigation between their company

and Quantel (this was also stated in
the article) and that their Colorburst

procedure than the Quantel system.

COLOR PAPER

Bright Peck:

Colorburst was under litigation.

system is based on a different

Colon: Slack, R»d, Slue, Green, Brown, Purple, Yellow
Color Paper

Neither the Bandito nor this
magazine meant to imply that

p

1 B.Mpk
t IM'fk
i B.95.'pk

45 N-'roll

M*i orders S25.00. Mrtmum S&H $4.50. CaJ tor other rtotyis and
supplies. Price and spec, are sotject to mange w/o notice.

RAMCO COMPUTER SUPPLIES
PO. Box 476, Manleno. IL 60950 U.S.A.
(USA) 800-522-6922 or 815-468-8081

We apologize for any confu
sion that may have resulted.
For further information, please

contact M.A.S.T., 1395 Greg Street,

Sparks, NV, 86431, (702) 359-0444.

(Canada) 800-621-5444
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by Stephen Kemp

EACH YEAR, FOR THE APRIL ISSUE, I like

The code we write must be precise, yet

to set serious C coding aside and take a look at

everything else about writing code is

the lighter side of programming. This being

imprecise. Everything usually takes longer

the appropriate month, I have strung together

than you predict. Programs become bigger

a series of random thoughts and occurrences

and slower than desired. And when the

in the hope that someone, somewhere, might

program is finally completed, somebody

find them amusing.

comes along with a brilliant comment that

Have you ever noticed that many movies

often do a poor job portraying the use of

begins, "What we should have done is ... ."
As an example of the reality (or lack

computers? For example, many of you

thereof) that usually exists in our world, I

probably saw the "computing" scenes in the

would like to share the following letter that

Terminator, but did you take a close look at

recently came across my desk. It wasn't

what flashed by on the computer screen? It

written to me, but I found it interesting. I

looked like source code to me, with some of it

hope you do, too.

even having comments. You don't suppose he
ran interpretive, do you?

Since the scenes flashed by so quickly,

/ WOULD ALLOW YOU TO VIEW MY OURRENT HOUSE

I'm not sure why the writers didn't just use a

TO HELP YOU UNDERSTAND AND AVOID THE PROBLEMS

bunch of Os and Is. Anyone who knows

THAT I AM REFERRING TO, BUT I AM AFRAID THAT IT

anything about programming computers
shouldn't have been fooled by the scene, and

MAY INTERFERE WITH YOUR CREATIVE ABILITIES ..,

almost everyone else wouldn't have noticed
the difference anyhow. Let's hope that the
sequel will be a little more realistic.
Maybe I'm being too picky, since reality

is something that comes and goes in the
programming world. As programmers, we

have to be very precise in our coded instruc
tions to accomplish a task successfully. This is
the only "true" reality. Little else about
programming comes close to such precision or

realism.

Dear Mr. Architect,
Please design and build me a house. I am not quite
sure of what I need or want in a house, so you should
use your discretion.

My new house should have between two and 45
bedrooms. Just make sure the plans are such that
bedrooms can be easily added or eliminated. When you
bring the blueprints to me, I will make the final decision
of what I want. Also, bring me the cost breakdown for
each configuration so that I can arbitrarily pick one.
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Keep in mind that the house I ultimately

should appeal to the largest number of

choose must cost less than the one in which I

potential buyers. Please make sure, before you

currently reside. Make sure, however, that

finalize the plans, that there is a consensus of

you correct all the deficiencies that exist in my

the population in my area as to the desirability

current home. I would allow you to view my

of the features included in the house.

current house to help you understand and

You are advised to look at my neighbor's

avoid the problems that I am referring to, but I

house, which he constructed last year. We like

am afraid that it may interfere with your

it a great deal because it has many features

creative abilities.

Also keep in mind as you design this

that we would like to have in our new home,
particularly the 75-foot swimming pool. With

house that I wish to keep yearly maintenance

careful engineering I believe that you can

costs as low as possible. This should mean the

design this into our new house without

incorporation of the latest technological

impacting the construction cost.

advancements in siding and insulation. If you

Please prepare a complete set of blue

choose not to specify aluminum siding, be

prints. It is not necessary at this time to do the

prepared to explain in detail.

real design since these blueprints will be used

Please make sure that modern design

only for construction bids. Please be advised,

practices and the latest materials are used in

though, that any resulting increase in the cost

constructing the house. The house should be

caused by future design changes will result in

very nice. However, be alerted that the kitchen

your getting your hands slapped.

should be designed to accommodate my 1952
Gibson refrigerator and any other items with
which we don't wish to part.

To assure that you are building the

You must be thrilled to be working on
such an interesting project such as this. To be
able to use new kinds of construction and to
be given such freedom in design is something

correct house for my family, make sure that

that doesn't happen very often. Contact me as

you contact each of my children and in-laws.

soon as possible with your design ideas. I am

My mother-in-law will have very strong

most enthusiastic in seeing what you develop.

feelings about how the house ought to be
designed since she visits us at least once a

Sincerely,

year. Make sure that you weigh carefully all

Prospective Client

P.S.: My wife has just told me that she

suggestions made by family members and
make the right decisions. I, however, retain

disagrees with many of the instructions that I

the right to override any decision you make.

have given you in this letter. As the architect,

Please don't bother me with details right

it is your responsibility to resolve these issues.

now. Your job is to develop the overall plans

I have tried in the past and have been unable

for this house. Get the big picture. It is not

to accomplish this. If you can't handle this, I'll

appropriate at this time to be choosing such

have to look for a new architect.

things as the color of the carpet, although you

P.P.S.: Perhaps what I need is not a

should keep in mind that my wife likes green.

house at all, but rather, a travel trailer. Please

Also, do not worry at this time about
acquiring the resources needed to build this

advise me as early as possible if this is the
case.

house. Your first priority is to develop
detailed plans and specifications. However,
once I accept the plans, I will expect to have

the house under roof within 48 hours.
While you are designing this house
specifically for me, keep in mind that sooner
or later I will probably sell the house. It
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Now I that I have had time to think
about it, I must admit that I really enjoy my
work. Everything depends upon your per
spective—if you look for the humor in your
occupation, things never get too dull.

•AC-

Lauren in Disguise
by Merrill Callnzvay

M

M hy is it that originality frequently comes to us entirely by accident? How

XI ^ Is it that we suddenly make creative discoveries in areas we weren't
\§

1# thinking about to begin with? Well, late one night it happened to me. One
™

thing I have to say: When I am using a program as thoroughly cool as

DeluxePaint III, good things always seem to happen with my creative juices! But while

performing some otherwise mundane chores on this particular night, I accidentally
discovered something I previously thought impossible to do with DeluxePaint III: load
HAM pictures! At first I thought I was hallucinating, but no, there it was, in lo-res yet!

The product of my discovery even looked like little Lauren, star of the famous demo
used by NewTek to sell Digi-Paint, Deluxe-Paint Ill's arch rival.

Being a relative newcomer to the Amiga, I
haven't yet purchased all the paint software I

want. If I had known that little Lauren was a
HAM, I never would have tried this! I got my
copy of Lauren in Thinker, a Hypertext program

for idea processing. Well, the idea of processing

It was now very late
and I was not too alert,

Lauren in uncharted territory appealed to my

sense of adventure, so here begins my account of
"Lauren in Disguise (with pixels)", a journey

into the stark world of "compu ting noir"...
It was a dark and stormy night. I needed a

as my journey into

face picture for an icon I was building for a

the stark world of

program called (appropriately enough) "face". I
couldn't face the possibility of actually drawing

"computing noir"
began...

a face, because I'd been drawing blanks all
evening. Making a face, I remembered that my

Thinker program had two included picture
demos to show that it can load pictures with the
text it processes, and also that my Icon Master
program can import picture files to be made into
icons. The menu said it wanted to load brushes

from which to construct icons, and I took this to
mean it did not accept entire pictures. At that

point, I was not sure whether it was true that

brushes have a different format than pictures, or
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The Memory Location
Amiga specialists! Full service Commodore dealer.
Commodore authorized Educational dealer.

Suddenly, I was wide awake. During the previous six
months, I'd read every article I could find about DeluxePaint
III, and every one had said, 'Too bad about DeluxePaint III.
It won't accept HAM". 1 knew that programs existed that
would convert from HAM to standard IFF by stripping
colors, but to my knowledge no one else knew that Deluxe

Pulsar Power PC
4mb 2630 Card (25mhz 68030)

Paint III by itself could accept HAM pictures. What follows

2232 Multi-Serial port card

are some of my repeatable experiments with this "back door"

1950 Multisync Monitor

to HAM in DeluxePaint III,as well as some of my pictures that

AE High density 3.5" drive

are not necessarily repeatable, but do exhibit some of the

Mi Graph Hand Scanner

potential.

Sharp JX-300 Color Scanner

One of the first things I noticed was the psychedelic

Sharp JX-100 Color Scanner

color effects produced by the default palette. My first experi

Xapshot still video camera

ment was to change the color to the brush palette. I was

Canon RP-420 Video printer

impressed that it came out looking like a tinted, grainy black-

Gold Disk Office

and-white photograph with a few white pixels standing out

Disney Animation Studio

sharply. I asked myself, "Can this b= fixed?" I knew that for

BibleReadcr
Amax II
Home Front
Wings
Shadow of the Beast II
Black Gold

Heart of the Dragon
Pool of Radiance

Check Mate
Over Run
Second Front

this method to represent more than a mere fluke in which

The
Memory
Location
396 Washington Street
Wellesley, MA 02181
(617)237 6846

Store hours: Mon.-Thur. I0-6,Fri. 10-8,Sat. 9-5

Commodore authorized repair on-prcmisc. Low flat labor rate, plus pans

only a very poor and unrecognizable image is produced,
there had to be a way to make the image at least recognizable.
Of course, I did not expect Lauren to ever look as realistic as
she does in a true HAM rendition, but I figured that if there

were usable images to be realized for artistic purposes, this
was clearly worth exploring.
The following is a sort of tutorial meant not to give you
a finished picture, but to give you a door through which to
proceed on your own. After all, if I do everything for you, it
isn't art, is it? Anyway, I couldn't possibly remember or
document what I did and still create, too. Perhaps Deluxe
Paint IV will have a macro memory for recalling the sorts of

things I did! Meanwhile, I have frequently found that going
Circle 107 on Header Service card.

without the manual and any preconceived notions noticeably
stimulates creativity. That is why I like DeluxePaint III so
much: I can make interesting pictures without the manual
and precise pictures with the manual. Most of the time I

just that they are usually smaller in size, and would therefore

prefer to explore and discover, but al the same time it is good

fit the icon size better.

to know a few departure points.

I can spare you many of the details of working with the

All of the pictures you see here derive from the original

Icon Master program. However, the upshot was that I began
to load pictures into DeluxePaint III and to extract brushes

HAM picture of Lauren, which was created with Digi-View,
and were processed solely with DeluxePaint III, which is not
supposed to be able to process HAM at all!

from parts of the picture, saving them as brushes and then
trying them out in the icon editor. One of the Thinker demo
pictures worked so well in both DeluxePaint III and in my
icon editor that I continued to experiment using the other

PROCEDURE A
"Lr32dp" (Figure Two) is an IFF file from DPaint III

picture, called "Lauren" (Figure One).
Because of my notion that importing a full-size picture

using lo-res, 32 colors in the default palette. It is a picture

into Icon Master would not succeed (it only takes about a
quarter of the screen as its maximum size), I went directly to

screen, set up as above, load the HAM file "Lauren" (or some

loaded originally as a BRUSH. In DPaint III, with a blank

DeluxePaint III to extract a brush from "Lauren". I tried to

other HAM picture) exactly as if it were a brush. Use the
"Load Brush" menu. You cannot load "Lauren" or any other

load "Lauren" into the DeluxePaint III program and received

HAM file as a picture; you will get that "Sorry, unable to load

a reply to the effect, "Sorry, cannot load a HAM picture".
It was now very late and I was not too alert. I must only

a HAM picture" message mentioned earlier. Makeno changes

have been capable of thinking this one thought—"brush"—

down once by clicking once with the left mouse button.

because I went, "Oh, yeah!" and proceeded to load "Lauren"
as a brush! Yes, using the ordinary load brush menu, and

Toggle off the menu / toolbox with key [Fl 0] before stamping

to the picture; it comes in as a screen-sized brush. Stamp it

the brush down, and the picture can be saved as you see it.

naming the HAM file "Lauren" as my brush, she loaded! The

default palette was on and she looked very '60s psychedelic.
But she was loaded! Lauren wasn't supposed to be there at all
but she was!
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PROCEDURE B
"Lr32DpS" (Figure Three) follows Procedure A above
exactly. Now change the mode in DPaint III to "SMOOTH".
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Figure Three

Figure Four

You can use the menu bar or key [F8] to go into "SMOOTH"

disappear. All settings of the screen and number of colors are

mode. Get rid of the menu/toolbox (press [F10] key). The

the "default" settings as the program starts up: Io-res, 32

BRUSH, which is still active and looks like a screen sized

colors, etc. exactly as in Procedure A.

opaque rectangle moving with the cursor, is stamped down

Note that this is the "best estimate" DeluxePaint III can

once over the entire image (by clicking once with the left

make of the way a HAM picture should look. This is the result

mouse button). After a fairly long wait, the picture comes

of its internal algorithm Which reduces the number of colors

back as you see it and can be saved. Remember, if you lose the

in the brush palette to match the number of colors in the

screen-sized brush you can get it back (provided you haven't

window palette (as noted near the end of this article, a

made another custom brush!) by pressing Shift-[B] key, or

reference in the DeluxePaint III manual covers this).

clicking the right mouse button on the brush tool in the
toolbox.

As an exercise for the reader, note what happens when
you remap the colors in various ways using the remap

Note how the colors are smoothed out in a softer focus.

command in DeluxePaint III. How about the background to

Each time you smooth, the colors "run" a bit more, but they

foreground and BG <-> FG effects? There are many exciting

seem to reach a limit after about ten or so iterations (shortly,

possibilities here! One of the neat things about HAM is that

you will see that the basis for the experimental pictures in

it deals with adjacent pixels and their values in that any given

Figure Six, Figure Seven, and Figure Eight was to smooth

pixel is a function in the mathematical sense of its adjacent

repeatedly with a much smaller round brush). Try repeatedly

pixels. In trying to estimate the correct colors, DeluxePaint III

smoothing locally with a round brush in one place, and then

"absorbs" this function in some way, as is apparent in the

press [Tab] key to color cycle.

fantastic but orderly way it color cycles its estimated HAM
picture. The visible results are the contour mapped, halo

PROCEDURE C

effects you see in the default palette and the "hair on fire"

"Lr32bp" (Figure Four) is a procedure that is done the

effects with color cycling. Another exercise: Play with the

sameas Procedure Aabove, except that the colors are changed

palette directly and expand or contract the color cycles and

to "Use Brush Palette" via the Menu. Change the colors

change the speed of them.

before you stamp the brush down or make the menu bar
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Figure Seven

PROCEDURE D

"Laurensmooth", a picture done by loading the HAM picture

"Lr32bps" (Figure Five) is the product of a procedure

"Lauren" with the default palette as in Procedure A. Then I

identical to Procedure B above, except that the colors have

put the picture into "SMOOTH" mode, as in Procedure B.
Instead of using a screen-sized brush, I selected a large round
brush by clicking with the right mouse button on the largest

been changed to "Use Brush Palette" via the Menu. Change
the colors before you stamp the brush down or make the

menu bar disappear. All settings of the screen and number of
colors are the "default" settings as the program starts up: lo
res, 32 colors, etc. exactly as in Procedure B. Now do a
"SMOOTH" also identical to that in Procedure B.
This is the best realism I can get without invoking a

major effort. It is recognizable and even has the sepia-print
romance of an old-time photograph. It's not a substitute for
a realistic HAM image if that is what you need. It may serve
in certain noncritical publishing situations in which using a

regular HAM image is a hassle. Anyway, this is not the effect
I am excited about. 1 show it because it's the point from which
I started my exploration.

Playing around some more, I discovered that the
"SMOOTH" mode ([F8J key or menu) and a large round
brush got rid of the harsh and grainy nature of the picture,
making it a sort of soft focus, tinted black-and-white photo.
I noticed that shifting back and forth between the default
palette and the brush paletteand smoothing in betweenshifts
made for interesting results. Figure Six shows
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round brush in the toolbox and then when the "size" word
was attached to the brush, I held down the left mouse button
and dragged the brush to about the size of a quarter dollar. I
stamped this "smoothing brush" all over the picture, and in
some places I smoothed repeatedly. The more you smooth,
the more "runny" the colors become. Unlike the first four
examples, this picture is not a repeatable experiment, but it
serves to illustrate the sort of "contour map" effect that
repeated smoothing seems to have on the picture. This image
was used in the next experiment, involving the picture
"Lr32exp" (Figure Seven).

"Lr32exp" was done by opening DPaint III and loading
the previous "Laurensmooth" (you can load a picture you've
made by repeatedly smoothing with round brush). I "fixed"
the background using the Effect Menu, then loaded the
picture "Lr32DpS" (FigureThree) over this fixed background.
I made up a medium-sized round brush about as big as a
dime and using the right mouse button, "erased" parts of the
foreground to reveal the background. The slight offset be-

tween the background and the foreground, and the fact that

the background was repeatedly "smoothed" and the fore

AMIGA —COMMODORE

ground was not, led to the strange effects seen. Make sure to

REPLACEMENT CUPS, PARTS AND UPGRADES

color cycle (press [Tab] key) yours!
"Lr32exp2" (Figure Eight) wasdoneby opening DPaint

III and loading "Lauren" as a brush. I changed to the Brush
Palette with the menu and then I stamped it down once by
clicking the left mouse button. Then I pressed [F8] to imple
ment "SMOOTH" mode. I smoothed the picture once with
the screen-sized brush. Then I changed to Default Palette and
began to smooth with a large round brush (clickon the largest

round brush in the toolbox and then drag the size larger by
holding down the left mouse button, until the brush gets as
big as a quarter). I have labeled some of the places that I
repeatedly "SMOOTHED" the picture. I kept the brush in
one place and clicked the left mouse button ten or more times
and noted that the colors ran together more and more each
time, until some sort of a limit was reached, at which point

fewer and fewer changes took place. The interesting thing
was that these "smoothed" circles seemed to rearrange the

adjacent colors so that they cycled in a different order from
the surrounding area. The "smoothed" circles really stand
out when you cycle them (press [Tab] key).

Finally, we come to the last question: What happened?
On my part, it was a happy combination of accidents. I found
out later that my Icon Master program will accept full-sized
pictures; it merely lops off whatever is left over or doesn't fit

its space. Its menu requests Brushes as sort of a hint that it

wants smaller than full-screen images, but it isn't legalistic
about it (i.e., you can load anything). If I had not been
thinking "Brush" so hard, I never would have attempted to
try what I did. But the really interesting question is: Why did
DeluxePaint III accept little Lauren?
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• AMIGA UPGRADES■

- AMIGA 500 UPGRADE PACKAGE #100 CONTAINING; A500 512K upgrade board wilh

clock, batieray and switch. Package includes an external 31>2" Ilcppy with 880 KB siorage.
Also included is the 'Professional Diagnostic series" 31/2" diskette lull ol Amiga lest

programs. Limited lime oiler—$139.95 Complete
- ECS ■ 1MB -FATTER AGNUS" CHIP (9372A) wilh FREE Chp Puller and NEW
step-by-step 10 minuie Insiroctions. Works in A500 or A2000 $99.50 plus UPS.

- MEGACHIP 2000 - A 2000 upgrade board allows 2 UG ol chip RAM (uses new 2 MB
AGNUS). You now get double Hie chip RAM lo cuslom ships, more graphics and digitized

audio, excellent lor displaying graphics, soldc-rless installation. Includes free chip puller. We
even buy back your ok] 1 MG AGNUS. $339.00 (Beloie Rebate)

- AMIGA 1000 REJUVENATOR UPGRADE - Tap the ultimate power of your Amiga 1000—
utilize (ECS) Enhanced Chip Set. Fatter Agnus. 2.0 Kickslart ROM, more RAM (1MB), dock
battery backup, simple sddef less installation, 100% compatibility with all products/software.
$479.00 (Plus UPS). Send for the data sheet.

- YOUR AMIGA 500 POWER SUPPLY is really a liny "35 watt" supply. By adding anything

more than the 512K plug-in board over taxes the capacity ot the "supply". To avoid

problems, consider our fastest seling Amiga upgrades: A500 Heavy Duly "Switching" 55
wan output $69.95 or the "Big Foot" 150 watt dual swiichaWe. tan cooled supply

(drives 5 hard-floppies) Worldwide voltage input 110-240VAC. 8O-60HV $95.00.
■ NEW SPRING 1991 CATALOG AVAILABLE •
Call lor your new FREE 36 page catalog of speciality Items tor Amiga, Commodore and IBM.

This Iree catalog contains: low cost replacement chips, upgrades, 34 diagnostic products.
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Circle 147 on Header Service card.

I had a look through the manual and found an answer:
"When you load a brush from disk, DeluxePaint III continues

to use the current picture palette, even though it may be

cats, surrounded by contours and halos of brilliant colors,

different from the one the brush was created with. Use Brush

each drawing becoming more an abstraction and less a cat,

Palette switches to the brush palette, and includes any infor

melting into pure energy. It was alleged that he thought

mation about color cycling that was saved with the brush. If

people were controlling his mind with electrical apparatus.

the newly loaded brush uses [a greater number of] colors than

Psychological specialists have since used his drawings as an

the current picture, Use Brush Palette switches to the brush

example of the manifestation of a disintegrating personality.

palette and reduces the number of colors to that of the picture

I saw a show of Louis Wain's original drawings in York,

palette. It does so by recomputing the palette to match the

England and ever since have felt that he wasn't crazy at all,

original as closely as possible with fewer colors (DeluxePaint

but someone simply out of his time.

III Manual page 187)."

The HAM format uses 4096 colors and clearly, Deluxe
Paint III cannot handle that many. But someone built in a
pretty good conversion utility, perhaps without even know

Look at me—my mind is being controlled by an electri

cal apparatus made by Commodore Business Machines, and
you don't think I'm crazy do you? Regardless, I do have to go
now—it's time for my cat nap. My energy level is waning.

ing it!

•AC-

I believe that if you want to have realism in HAM mode,
you should buy Digi-Paint. I certainly will. But personally, I
feel that the odd results of this serendipity are much more
interesting than mere realism, notwithstanding the technical
difficulties of rendering a realistic image.

These images remind me of the multicolored halos of
Louis Wain's cats. He was the English artist obsessed with

DeluxePaint III

Price: $149.00
Inquiry #217
Electronic Arts

drawing felines, and the author of the fairy tale "Puss in

1820 Gateway Drive

Boots". In his later life, when most people thought he was

San Mateo, CA 60045

crazy and he was committed to an insane asylum, he pro
duced a fascinating series of cat pictures: electric, brooding

(800) 245-4525
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The sixth and final
installment in the
'Fractals' series

Creative and

Time-Saving Techniques
PEOPLE OFTEN ASK ME, "If it is true that a

Figure One,

then shouldn't each fractal have a certain prede

a well-

termined appearance based on that equation?

Image.

How then is it possible to design your own with
out perhaps modifying that equation?"

It is correct to expect an equation to always
have the same numerical solution given the same
initial conditions. The Mandelbrot equation is no

different in that regard. Feed it the same pair of
numbers representing the coordinates of a certain
pixel along with the same valuesofMand Crunch

(variables used in the equation), and it will feed
back the same value for k every time, k being the
speed of expansion or escape velocity of the equa
tion (see Article V, June 1990). Yet the appearance
of these fractals is not fixed. There is much you
can do to modify and hence personalize them.

The secret is in the definition of different colors
and, more importantly, in the association of those
colors with various values of k.

BY

Paul Castonguay
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left:

fractal is based on some mathematical equation,

Amazing Computing

defined

below:

Figure Two,
a "noisy"
Image.

CHOOSING COLORS
IN A FRACTAL
The escape velocity (k) can have any value between 1
and some high value like 500, 800, or even higher, as deter
mined by the variable Crunch. You are free to change that

value, and you will want to do so for different magnifications.
But you have only 16 color registers at your disposal (32 in low
resolution). Sorry, you cannot have 500 different colors—not
unless you use programming techniques that are beyond the
level of these articles.

So how do you associate a limited number of colors with
so many different escape velocities? Let's take a look once
again at the listing from the example program of Article III

(October 1989), particularly the Select.Colorsubroutine which
is reproduced below. The corresponding image appears in

chosen to be black. Recall that this value of k occurs when the
equation is not expanding, when it is converging to some low

value. Such points have Cartesian coordinates which lie
within the Mandelbrot set and are represented by the black,

lower left area of the picture. The second line associates all
values of k which are greater than 200 with color register 14,
which I have chosen to be yellow.
Now since k has already been tested for 800, this line

causes all k values between 201 and 799 — a range of 599 —
to be associated with that register. All pixels whose coordi
nates produce (when processed by the Calculate routine) an
escape velocity in that range will be illuminated yellow. You

might ask, "Isn't that a very wide range for just one color
register? You'll see the rationale in a minute. The next logic
statement associates k values from 131 through 200 — a

this article as Figure One.

range of only 69 — with color register 13. Following that are

Select.Color:

separate them into groups whose ranges are increasingly

IF k - Crunch THEN

more narrow.

COLOR 15

We are now onto something that will help you appre
ciate the value of writing your own programs for generating

ELSEIF k>200 THEN
COLOR

14

ELSEIF k>130 THEN
COLOR
ELSEIF

fractals. Each different value of k represents a band of color
that surrounds the Mandelbrot set, and for higher values the
corresponding bands become more and more narrow. Even
tually they become so crowded and squashed up against

13
k>73 THEN

COLOR

14

ELSEIF k>50 THEN
COLOR

12

each other that you can't tell them apart. Neither can your

ELSEIF k>44 THEN
COLOR

ranges of 56, 22, 6, etc. As the values of k become smaller I

computer, since its screen has limited resolution.

11

As a result, if you were to use a different color for each

ELSEIF k>39 THEN
COLOR

10

value of k you would get a crowded mess of random colors.
Figure Two shows such an image. It was produced using the

ELSEIF k>30 THEN
COLOR

9

exact same coordinates as Figure One, only during its calcu

ELSEIF k=30 THEN
COLOR

8

ELSEIF k=29 OR k=27 THEN
COLOR 7
ELSEIF k=28 THEN
COLOR 6

ELSEIF k=25 OR k=23 OR Jc=21 THEN
COLOR

5

ELSEIF k=26 OR k=24 OR k=22 THEN
COLOR 4
ELSEIF

k=19 OR k=17 THEN

COLOR 3

lation a different color register was associated with each
increasing value of k. Naturally, because there are a limited
number of registers on the Amiga, I had to repeat register
assignments. I did so in multiples of 15. For example, I
associated k values from 0 to 14 to color registers 0 through
14. Then I switched back to register 0, associating k values

from 15 to 29 to registers 0 through 14 respectively. Then
again, k values from 30 to 44 to registers 0 through 14. I
continued in that fashion until all values of k were associ

ELSEIF k=20 THEN

ated.

COLOR 2

ELSEIF k HOD 2=0 THEN
COLOR

ELSEIF

1

k MOD

2=1

THEN

COLOR 0
ELSE

COLOR
END

0

IF

RETURN

Notice how certain values of k are associated with
particular color registers. Here lies the secret of producing the
picture. The first conditional statement (IF statement) associ
ates the highest possible value of k (the value stored in the
variable Crunch) with the color register 15, which I have

RANGES DEPEND ON K
To produce various artistic effects from the Mandelbrot
set you will want your image to consist of clearly defined
bands of color, unlike the "random noise" in Figure Two. To
do that you must associate not just values of k but different
ranges of values of k to the various color registers. In general,
you will want the highest values to be separated into the
widest ranges. In Figure One the yellow region in the flamelike area represents very high k values whose range is 599.
The blue background area represents lower k values that
have a range of only 9.
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DIFFERENT ARTISTIC EFFECTS

In high resolution mode you have 16 color registers and each

In some sections of Figure One several color registers

one can contain a single color chosen from a palette of 4096.

were chosen to work together. For instance, the flame-like

Although this may seem a little complicated at first, it is a

appearance was achieved by defining three registers—12,13,

much better system than that implemented by other com

and 14—with closely related shades of red, orange, and

puter systems whose color registers contain only fixed,

yellow, and then associating them with different ranges of k

manufacturer-selected colors.

values. Note that register 14 was actually used twice, for two
different ranges.

In other sections of the image registers were associated
with different alternately changing k values. For example, k
values of 22,24, and 26 were associated with color register 4,
whereas the values 21,23, and 25 were associated with regis
ter 5. This important technique produced the pillar and blanket

effect around the top and sides of the image. The same
technique was used in the example In Article IV (January

1990) to produce a worm-like effect. To produce these effects
you must alternate intelligently between reg

PUBLIC DOMAIN PROGRAMS
I'm not against using public domain programs. They
are great tools. They generate fractals quickly and usually
have excellent user interfaces to help locate those areas of the
Mandelbrot set that offer interesting artistic possibilities.
And speaking of speed, be aware that many demon
strations of these programs are conducted using such low
magnification and number of iterations that the naive begin
ner is often swayed into thinking that they are faster than is

isters containing carefully chosen colors.
The modulus operator MOD can some

times be used to achieve this alternate alloca
tion of color. The modulus of two numbers is
the remainder produced when you divide the
numbers. Consider the following lines:

Many demonstrations of public domain programs are
conducted using such low magnification and number

of iterations that the beginner is often swayed into
thinking that they are faster than is even possible.

ELSEIF k MOD 2 = 0 THEN
COLOR 1
ELSEIF

k MOD

2

=

1

THEN

COLOR 0

The expression "k MOD 2" means "the remainder after
k is divided by 2". If k equals 17, k divided by 2 equals 8 with

a remainder of 1. Hence when k equals 17, k MOD 2 equals 1.
That happens whenever k is an odd number. In contrast,

when k equals 16, k divided by 2 equals 8 with a remainder of

0. In that case k MOD 2 equals 0. That happens whenever k
equals an even number. The result of these two lines is that all
even values of k are associated with color register 1, all odd
ones with register 0.

It turns out that no single range can satisfy the artistic
requirements of all parts of most fractals, especially as you
choose coordinates which produce greater and greater mag

nifications of the Mandelbrot set (see Article II, July 1989).
Only by writing your own programs can you have sufficient
control over the color register selection in producing pleasing
artistic effects. Take a close look at some of the pictures
featured in the more recently published books on fractals.
You will see clear evidence of planned color coordination.

Such pictures are also possible on your own computer when
it's you who is writing the program, when it's you in charge
of those color range decisions.

WHERE REGISTERS GET THEIR COLOR
Don't confuse the selection of different color registers
with the definition of whatever color each register contains.
Associating different ranges of k with different color registers

affects the width of the color bands in a fractal image, but not
their actual color.

In my fractal examples I define the actual color that each
register contains in the Choose.Color.Numbers subroutine.
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even possible. Many default to only 30 iterations. That's

peanuts compared to the real calculations that we've been
doing here. Article III used 800 iterations. That's 26 times
more work for points which lie within the Mandelbrot set.
Enter that requirement into any program and watch it slow
to a screeching halt.
Sure, BASIC is still slower, but not by as much as you

might think. In fact, the time spent calculating a fractal is
dependent more upon the speed of the floating point rou
tines (the speed at which the computer performs arithmetic

operations on decimal numbers) than it is on the language
being used. That's why my C program (using Lattice's

standard floating point library) in the first article of this
series (March 1989) was only 3.6 times faster than the
equivalent AmigaBASIC version, and only 1.3 times faster
than the True BASIC one.

Inaddition, you should never forget thatas you magnify
the Mandelbrot set more and more, you need more and more
mathematical precision to properly calculate the fractal. Be
warned that some programming environments achieve their

speed at the expense of the accuracy of their floating calcu
lations, often without telling the programmer. That is a very
cheap trick indeed and can cause you to lose countless hours
as you try to figure out why your fractal programs don't
work as expected.

TIME-SAVING TECHNIQUES
Whenever you save a fractal in IFF format you effec
tively freeze its allocation of k values ranges to the way they
were defined in your Select.Color subroutine at the time it
was calculated. But to create different artistic effects you will

want to change those allocations. The solution? Instead of
saving the graphic picture as we have been doing thus far,

save the actual k values that represent the picture. After all, if
if s true that all the artistic effects you want to experiment with

are based on those magic little k values, and if it takes so long
for your computer to calculate them, then why not save those
values to disk? Then by using a Reader program you can

create many different images from the same data, each one
representing a different set of k range allocations.
Because the listings are becoming too long for inclusion
in the magazine, my programming example this month is
given in one language only, True BASIC. However, the cor
responding disk available from Amazing Computing contains
the programs in both AmigaBASIC and True BASIC.

NO PICTURE ON SCREEN
Listing One is a fractal-generating program but it pro
duces no image on the screen. Instead, it makes a data file
containing the calculated escape velocities (k values) of all the
points that make up an image. Listing Two is a Reader

program that converts that data to an image on the screen
according to your specific color and range specifications. The

advantage of all this is that the Reader can produce many
different images from the same data, each corresponding to

different k value ranges, and it can do it in a fraction of the time
it took to calculate it. You can then use GRABB1T to capture
the image into IFF format, followed by DeluxePaint to make
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in mind. For instance, your color and range decisions are
given not within its program lines, but in separate data files
that you create with your editor. You can use your True
BASIC or AmigaBASIC editor to do this. This method allows

Circle 110 on Reader Service card.

you to easily modify your color and k range decisions. In
addition, the Amazing Computing disk that includes this

article's programs contains a compiled version of the True

But how is the beginning hobbyist supposed to deal

BASIC Reader program (you don't need the language system

with all this, especially when calculating a particular fractal

to run it), and you can use it to view data files created by either

for the first time in an unfamiliar section of the Mandelbrot

version of the generator program, AmigaBASIC or True
BASIC. That's right — even though the number of pixels

set? This month's fractal-generating program provides a

across the screen is different in both languages, the True

several pixels at different locations around the screen and

BASIC Reader can display images from data files created by

then asks you for permission to proceed before starting the
long calculation of the entire image. The exact points involved

either one.

little help in that direction. It reports to you the k values for

Execution speed of the Reader program has been im
proved in two ways. First, it relies on a data structure concept

in this preliminary calculation are taken from the four cor

called a "hash table" to make color register decisions more

exact center.

quickly than using the usual long series of IF THEN ELSE
statements. Second, it makes calls to the Amiga's exec library.

More about all this after a short word from Captain Crunch.

ners of the screen, the middlealong each edge,and finally the
Since Listing One does not produce any graphic out
put, these k values are simply printed to screen along with
the coordinates that produced them. However, the version

available on disk actually gives a graphic representation of

MAXIMUM VALUE OF K
It turns out that as you use more and more magnifica
tion on the Mandelbrot set (see Article II) the appearance of
the black region begins to degrade, its edges becoming fuzzy.
To clean up its appearance you will have to increase the value
of Crunch in your generating program. In addition, increas
ing the magnification affects theaverage value of karound the
edges of your screen. As a result, different fractal images may
be made up of completely different ranges of k values. Note
that my Reader program lets you use a value of Crunch as

this process. It displays a small orange dot at the exact

position of each pixel along with the message "k = XXX"
appearing close to it. This gives you an idea of the spread of
k values across your fractal image and a chance to change

either the value of Crunch, or the overall coordinates (xmin,
xmax, ymin, and ymax) before committing your Amiga to 3

or 4 days of arithmetic. There is nothing more frustrating
than waiting 3 days to find out that, due to a poor choice of
initial conditions, your fractal turned out to be all one color,
a blank screen.

high as 2000.
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At the same time be careful to not overinterpret the
meaning of this information. A small BASIC program cannot
be expected to have the analytical power of an expert system,
and sending random points to the Mandelbrot equation is a
bit like playing Russian Roulette. The particular points re
ported may not necessarily be representative of the majority
of pixels in your image. Still, many times you will find the
information helpful.

The file name entered by the user is stored in the variable
filenames. Next, the program opens a data file of that name
on a disk whose volume name is "Fractal Data:".
open SI
access

: name "Fractal_Data:M £ filenames,
output,

create newold,

organization byte

The above must appear all on one long line in the True

YOU NEED A NEW DISK
Before running the program of Listing One you need to
format a blank disk and call it "Fractal_Data:". The program
will look specifically for a floppy disk of that VOLUME
NAME on which to save the file of calculated k values. I
specify a different disk because the file will be very large —
250K for a 200-line picture, 500K for a 400-line picture. If
you're not careful, you could exceed the space on your work
ing disk before the calculation is finished. The best security
against that is to use a fresh blank disk. There's no problem
here if you're using an Amiga 500 with a single drive; your
Amiga is smart enough to ask for the proper disk when it is
needed. The program reports its progress at all times by
displaying the number of lines of graphic data it has produced
up to that point, as well as how many remain to be calculated.
As in my previous examples, the program may be stopped at
any time by pressing the F-10 function key.

USE TRUE BASIC'S OUTPUT WINDOW
If you select and activate True BASIC'S OUTPUT win
dow from the pull-down menu the text output of the fractal
generator program will go there, otherwise a full-sized,

borderless window will be created for it on the Workbench
screen. In either case the program will work just fine, but a
full-sized window prevents you from accessing other icons
and windows on the Workbench. So if you want to run
another program while the fractal generator is executing, it is
better to activate the OUTPUT window first. You don't have
to expand it; its default size is fine. Also, remember to shrink
the size of the EDITOR window (if you have it expanded to
full size) before selecting RUN since its size cannot be ad
justed once program execution begins.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
I don't have the space here to discuss all the intricate
details of data file programming. These articles are supposed
to be about fractals, remember? But let me go through the

BASIC editor. I use the BYTE file format in order to achieve
compatibility between the two versions of BASIC. At the risk
of deviating too much from the subject at hand, let me at least
say that the RECORD format (random access) in True BASIC
attaches to data files certain information concerning the
record size. This feature gives database programmers the
convenience of knowing the record size used in a file of data,
even if they don't know what program produced it. That's a

big advantage when designing such applications, and it

would havesimplifiedthedesign of my Reader program had

I used it. However, the resulting files would have been
incompatible with AmigaBASIC. I gave that feature up in
order to achieve compatibility. Programming is always a
compromise.

Even though the file format is BYTE (not RECORD) I
will be saving data to disk in fixed amounts, equal in bytes to
twice the number of pixels horizontally across the screen.
Each k value in a single graphic line will be converted to a
two-byte binary form and then inserted into its proper
position in a variable representing one entire graphic line.
You might wonder why I did not use theeasier to understand
sequential or TEXT file format, saving k values to disk
directly in numeric form. The answer is that the sequential
method would have taken up too much room on the disk.
Next comes the usual variable initialization needed to
calculate a fractal. This should be fairly familiar to you by

SAVING A DESCRIPTION OF THE FRACTAL
The Save_Image__Definition subroutine saves impor
tant information about the fractal to be generated. I used the
variable Picture_Data$ for this work. It was initialized to a
length of 1500 characters at the beginning of the program,
more than the maximum 1280 that I actually need in high
resolution. I use the True BASIC function Packb() to code and
insert the data into the PictureJDataS variable:
call Packb(Picture_DataS,

1,

16,

Hor_Pixels)

important points, starting first with Listing One, the fractal
generator.

Notice first that the program gives the user a choice of

different screen resolutions. The related code is in the subrou

tine called "Ask_for_Resolution". It is there that the impor
tant Hor_Pixels and Ver_PixeIs variables are initialized to

whatever resolution the user selects.

The next subroutine, "Open_FiIeJbr_Data", uses the
following line to ask the user for a file name in which to save
the generated data:

Here the horizontal resolution selected by the user —
either 320 or 640 — is coded into the first 16 bits (two bytes)
of the variable. The PackbO routine is a bitwise operator, able
to access individual bit positions in very long strings. This
feature is really worth showing off. Although AmigaBASIC
has the equivalent MKI$(), called make integer string, it is
restricted to the case of two-byte character strings and cannot
access individual bits within a byte. As you will see, this
function allows for very efficient operation of the Reader
program.

input prompt "Filename to save data ?

/8
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filenames

Notice the string "escape velocity values". This string
is used to identify the type of file. The Reader program will

look for that string in order to protect itself from your acciden

The Amiga Toolkit provides support not only for all

tally trying to view the wrong type of file. Finally, the data is

the standard Amiga system libraries (Intuition, graphics,

saved:

exec, etc.), but also for a special series of libraries that make
using some of the Amiga's features a whole lot easier. There

write #1

:

is, for instance, an animation library which allows you to

Picture_Data$[l:Hor_Pixels*2]

create fast, smooth sprite motion with easy, high-level in

Even though the useful data is only 30 bytes long, I want

the data stored in a segment of disk storage equal in length to
one line of actual graphic data, 640 bytes for low resolution,

1280 for high. I use True BASIC'S substring notation for this.
This will simplify the design of the Reader program. It also

gives you the opportunity to store more data that you would
like to see saved, perhaps the fractal's Cartesian coordinates
xmin, xmax, ymin, and ymax.

The operation of the Calculate_Initial_Values routine is
straightforward. It selects nine different points around the
screen, reports their escape velocity values, and then asks the

user for permission to continue with the calculation.
The fractal-generating loop has changed a bit from
previous articles, it no longer calls the Select. Color subrou
tine. This program is calculating only escape values; no color

decisions are needed. Notice how the variable Pixel keeps
track of where to pack data in the Picture_Data$ variable as
the value of i increments from xmin to xmax+dx/2 in steps of
dx. The PackbO routine is used to simultaneously code k
values into two-byte binary values and pack them into posi
tion.

structions (not slow and jerky like in AmigaBASIC).

The very beginning of the listing makes reference to the
libraries used in the program, like AmigaLib*, hex*, and

amiga*, which are custom libraries written by True BASIC,
as well as the familiar exec*. Following that is the usual list of
function declarations (subroutines don't require declara
tion). CurrentRPort is equivalent to AmigaBASIC's WINDOW(8), which returns a pointer needed to use many of the
Amiga's graphic functions. I use it in my program to locate
the address of screen memory. CopyMem is an Amiga exec

function which I use to copy graphic data directly to screen
memory.

Now let me say a bit more about this hash table
concept. The idea is to create a very long array — 2000
elements long — in which the position of each element
corresponds to a k value and the contents of each element to

the color register that I want associated with that k value. For
instance, elements 42 through 51 might contain the integer
12. That would cause the program to use color register 12

whenever k had a value in that range. Accessing register
numbers through a hash table is much faster than using the
normal long list of IF THEN ELSE instructions. Actually, my

call Packb(Picture_DataS,

Pixel*16-15,

16,

JO

program is a bit more complicated than that in that it uses 5
separate hash table arrays, one for each color bitplane in
memory. Each element of each array stores either a 1 or a 0

Finally, the correct number of bytes are written to disk.
And that's it. You see, it's only a slight modification of my

and together they define the register desired for a particular

k value. But let me first explain how to use the program.

previous fractal programs. When the fractal calculation is

finally finished, the program automatically stops.

THE READER PROGRAM
Until now all my program examples have been written
using a structured, high-level approach which helps in un
derstanding a program's underlying operation. But a Reader
program written that way, using the PLOT POINTS instruc

tion for every pixel, would be too slow, taking about 20
minutes to display a high-resolution image. Although that's
a lot faster than the hours it took to calculate the fractal's data
file, it's still not fast enough. So I designed the Reader for

better execution speed. The resulting program (Listing Two)
can display a low-resolution image from its data file of k
values in justunder 3 minutes, 5 minutes for a high-resolution
one. The one disadvantage is that the program is more ma
chine-dependent, and therefore more difficult to understand.
To begin with, the program uses a function in the
Amiga's exec library. Now most people claim that True
BASIC cannot do this, but access to the system is provided in
True BASIC through a product called the "DEVELOPERS
TOOLKIT". Yes, True BASIC is a transportable language
between four different microcomputers (Amiga, Apple
Macintosh, IBM-PC, and Atari-ST), but it can also take advan
tage of each one's specific hardware.

MAKING COLOR DECISIONS
Your color definitions are entered not within the pro
gram lines of the Reader program, but in a separate data file
that you create with your EDITOR. It is an ASCII file or, in
database programming parlance, a sequential file. Numbers
representing a color register and its desired primary color
intensities are written on a single line separated by commas.
Here is the color definition file used to recreate the fractal of
Article III:

color data file
0,

2,

o,

4

1,

5,

7,

3

2,

3,

0

3,
4,

4,

5,
6,
2,

5

5,

o,
6,

6,

9

6,

3,

8,

0

7,

7,

6,

9

8,
9,

o,

8,

5

0,

14,

14

10,

8,

13,

13

11,

13, 12,

14

12,

15, o,

0

13,

15, 7,

0

14,

15, 14,

0

15,

0,

0

0,

7
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In the next issue of AC:
In May. we present the first-ever "Amiga
Desktop Publishing Heavyweight Title Fight"!

The recently updated Professional Page and

ListBI^W

yisers

PageStream 2.1 duke it out with newcomer
Saxon Publisher.
Please use a Reader Service card to contact those

And for those looking to get into DTP without
spending a whole lot of money, we'll also
present a whole host of practical options in a
close examination of today's best-quality, low-

cost alternatives to the heavyweights.
Finally, DTP enthusiasts won't want to miss "An

advertisers who have sparked your interest. Advertis
ers want to hear from you. This is the best way they

have of determining the Amiga community's inter
ests and needs. Take a moment now to contact
those companies featuring products you want to

learn more about. And, if you decide to contact an
advertiser directly, please tell them you saw their
advertisement in Amazing Computing For The
Commodore Amiga !

Amiga User's Survival Guide To Service

Reader Service
Number

Bureaus" and ''An Introduction To Database

Advertiser

Publishing".

AAmiga Warehouse

85

118

AmiComp Software

13

199

Amiga Video Magazine

17

109

Ampex Systems, Inc.

11

197

Black Belt Systems

41

101

Computer Works
CV Designs
Delphi Noetic

Page

2

198

66

195

77

110

CIV

163

D.K.B. Software

45

194

Dover Research

89

189

Frank Michaels

31

193

Grapevine Group, The

73

147

Great Valley Products

9

123

Hunter Group, The

12

111

Hunter Group, The

81

111

Interactive Video Systems

7

140

Interactive Video Systems

Also coming in the May issue of Amazing

15

114

Memory Location, The

70

107

Computing - an in-depth review of Scala, the

Memory Management, Inc.

63

186

powerful new presentation system from

Micro Computer Supply Co.

20

124

Micro R+D

63

192

MJ Systems

28

149

Natural Graphics

87

108

One Byte

83

121

Is There A Chance You Might Miss The
Next Issue ofAmazing Computing?

Parth Galen

63

115

Picture Vision

37

191

Pro-Tronic Systems Ltd,

27

190

Not If You Subscribe!

Puzzle Factory, The

Digital Creations

Europe's Digital Vision, by way of U.S.
distributor Great Valley Products.

Pay Just $24 For A Full Year Of AC.
Use any order form in this issue, or call

1-800-345-3360
(please have your credit card ready).

5

129

Ramco Computer Supplies

66

120

SAS Institute

25

126

Smoky Mountain Solutions

60

135

Software House

51

154

Taion Technology, Inc.

cm

113

VisionSoft

66

116

THE SECOND ANNUAL

WORLD OF
IN NEW YORK CITY
* STARRING •

THE AMAZING AMIGA
• FEATURING •

AMIGA HARDWARE • AMIGA SOFTWARE
AMIGA ACCESSORIES • SEMINARS • BARGAINS

»••••••••••#•••••••••••
Pier 90, New York Passenger Ship Terminal, New York NY

APRIL 5-7,1991

Friday, Saturday & Sunday, 10 am - 5 pm

PRE-REGISTRATION (Deadline March 15):
$10 per single day, $25 for all 3 days
REGISTRATION AT THE SHOW:
$15 per single day, $30 for al! 3 days
Admission includes exhibits and seminars.
World of Amiga in New York City is restricted
to persons 12 years of age and older.

WORLD OF

AMIGA
IN NEW YORK CITY

Produced by The Hunter Group. For more information
call (416) 595-5906 or fax (416) 595-5093.
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The first entry is the words "color data file". The reader

be presented with a dialog box asking you to enter the

will look for these exact words (in lower-case letters) to verify

VOLUME NAME "Fractal_Data:" (if it does not already

that it is reading the correct type of file. Then, each line lists a

appear), then select a data file produced by the generator

color register followed by its intensity values (red, green,

program. Following that, another dialog box will ask you to

blue), exactly as they appeared in the Choose_Color_Numbers

select a color definition file. Finally, a third box will ask you

of Article III. Numbers are separated by commas; spaces are

to select a range data file. The program reports the data

added for appearance.

contained in all these files before continuing. This helps if

Next comes the range definition file, reflecting the same

range decisions that were made in the Select_Color subrou

you have created several color and range files, each one

producing a different image from the same data.
The Reader program also has some helpful protection

tine of Article III.
range

data

built in. For instance, if you accidentally select the wrong
type of file, it reports your error. It also warns you if there are

0,

1

1,

0

2,

1

colors in the fractal data file and the number defined in your

3,

0

4,

1

data files. But this Reader program should not be viewed as

5,

0

6,

1

1,

0

8,

1

9,
10,
U,

0

12,

1

13,

0

14,

1

15,

0

16,

1

17,

3

1

0

18,

1

19,

3

20,

2

21,

5

22,

4

23,

5

24,

4

differences between the maximum number of registers and

a marketable piece of software. It is still, after all, a program
ming example in an instructional article.

THE PROGRAM ITSELF
The code which calls up the dialog box is in the subrou
tine Get_Fractal_File:
let

filename? = GecFileS(148,

64,

typeS,

buttonS)

Pretty simple, eh? Also within that subroutine is an instruc
tion to measure the length of the file in bytes:
ask #1

:

Length_in_Bytes

The Get_Image_Information subroutine is responsible

25,

5

26,

4

for reading the first string of data in the file and extracting

27,

7

28,

6

such things as the size of the image (Hor_Raster and

29,

7

30,

8

39,

9

pointer is moved to the beginning to the first line of graphic

44,

10

50,

11

data. Change this line if you modify the generator to save

73,

12

130,

14

200,

13

799,

14

BOO.

15

Each line contains a k value followed by a color register
number. K values must be listed in increasing order. A com
parison of the above list to the original Select.Color subrou
tine (reproduced at the beginning of this article) will make
clear how the program interprets this data. It starts by reading
a k value and register number. Then it associates that register

number to all hash table positions starting at 0 and ending at
whatever k value it just read. In the above list the first line tells
it to associate color register 1 to all positions starting at 0 and

Ver_Raster) and calculating the length of a single line of

graphic data (the variable Record_Size). Finally, the file

more than 30 bytes:
read

#1

:

bytes Becord_Size -

30

The Get_CoIor_Information subroutine reads its data and
saves it in a two-dimensional numeric array called Intensity

(31,2). Note the instruction at the beginning of the program:
option base

0

which causes all arrays to have a zero'th first element. The
Get Rangejnformation places its data into the array called
Range (100,2).

ending at 0. Result? The zero'th position is associated with

register number 1, a rangeof only 1. Near theend of the list the
program associates register number 14 to all positions start
ing at 201 and ending at 799.

82

The Init_Hash subroutine has the important job of
loading the correct register numbers into the proper posi
tions of the hash table arrays. First, each register number is

Save these two files, using any names you wish, in the

broken down into its binary parts. Then each bit is placed in

same directory as your calculated fractal file (on the
Fractal_Data: disk) along with an executable copy of the

a separate hash table array, each onerepresentinga different
bitplane of screen memory. Each element of each array

Reader program. Now fire up the Reader program. You will

represents a singlebit inoneof the screen's bitplanes and will

Amazing Computing

contain either a 1 or a 0.1 "dimensioned" the hash table arrays
to contain 2000 elements. You can use more if you want your
generator program to calculate fractals with a Crunch value
greater than 2000. This is, of course, very wasteful of memory,

of the price!

We taker a

but that isof no concern. The idea of a hash table is not to store

data efficiently, but to store it in such a way that it can be
retrieved very quickly.
The Pick_Display opens a screen and full-sized,

borderless window for whatever resolution the fractal was
calculated in. For example, high resolution is obtained using
the following instruction:

set mode "HIGH16"

ONE BYTE

The instruction:

window xmin,

xmax,

ymin,

ymax

scales the screen to the number of pixels in whatever resolu
tion was opened.

And now comes the real system-dependent part. The
RastPort address is obtained using the CurrentRPort function
and the beginning addresses of each bitplane are located by

i =

0

to

next

Authorized dealer for
Great Valley Products (<5VP),
Authorized Commodore-Amiga Service and Repair.
Authorized Amiga Graphics Dealer.

7

PeekUPeekL(RP+4)

YOUR ONE-STOPi^S^ STORE

Commodore-fimiga Computers,

PEEKing into the system.
for

P.O. Box 455
Quaker Hill, CT 06375
(ZO3) 443-4623

+ 8 + 4*i)

i

The address of the zero'th bitplane is stored 8 bytes past
the beginning of the BitMap structure, and the address of the
BitMap structure is stored 4 bytes past the beginning of the

AMIGA IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF COMMODORE-AMIGA, INC.

Circle 121 on Reader Service card.

RastPort structure. You find these things out by studying the

Lattice C header file definitions. Aren't you glad you program

in BASIC? The next bitplane address is stored 4 bytes later.
The program then initializes 5 string variables —

call Packb|Plane__05,

i,

1,

color_Hash_Table_0(k))

Without this ability of True BASIC to insert a 1 or a 0

PIane_0$ through Plane_4$ — each one representing a single
bitplane line of graphic data.

into the bit positions of a long string 1 would have to collect

Graphic data is read line by line from the data file:

byte by multiplying the first bit by 128, the second by 64, the

these bit values into groups of 8, build up a corresponding
third by 32, etc., convert their combination to single-byte

read #1,

bytes Record_Size

:

binary form by using CHR$(), and finally position each byte

graphic_line$

into the bitplane strings using substring notation or concat
Then a loop is entered where i increments from 1 to the
number of pixels across the raster, 320 or 640. For each pixel
a value of k is decoded from its corresponding position in
graphic_line$.

enation. Whew! All that processing would slow the program

right back down to about 20-minutes execution time again.
AmigaBASIC has no equivalent to Packb() and for that
reason there would be little advantage to using my present

approach for writing the Reader program in that language.
let k = Unpackb(graphic_lineS,

l+16*(i-l),

16)

The UnpackO operation jumps along the variable in

increments of 16, the bit length of a single k value (two bytes).
Then the values that are stored at the k'th position of the hash
table arrays are copied into the i'th bit position of the plane
variables Plane_0$ through Plane_5$. What is being copied
here are 1's and 0's into bit positions, corresponding to
whether or not that bitplane bit requires illumination to
produce the desired color.

The AmigaBASIC version of the Reader (available on disk
from Amazing Computing) therefore uses my usual high-level
approach, reading k values from the data file, selecting

colors using the usual IF-THEN-ELSE instructions, and illu
minating pixels using the PSET instruction. Execution time is

about 30 minutes for a high-resolution image.
At the end of each graphic line, after all the k values
have been hashed into bit values for each color plane vari
able, the entire line is copied—one bitplane variableat a time
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You should, of course, change the assignments

One of the most exciting powers of DeluxePaint III is
ITS ABILITY TO ANIMATE FRAMES. THIS FEATURE, COMBINED WITH

of xmin through ymax and generate new fractal
datafilesatthecoordinatesof your choice. Foran
image of the complete Mandelbrot (magnifica
tion = 1) use:

THE TECHNIQUES DESCRIBED IN THIS ARTICLE, MAKE IT PRACTICAL
xmin = -2.4

TO CREATE SOME VERY IMPRESSIVE FRACTAL ANIMATIONS.

xmax =

0.8

ymin = -1.2
ymax =

— into screen memory using the Amiga exec function

CopyMem(). If you want to compile my source code yourself
(possibly because you want to improve the program), you
will need the ToolKit accessory from True BASIC, and you
will also have to update your exec* library.

1.2

As you magnify the image you should try to keep the aspect
ratio at .75 (ratio of vertical to horizontal coordinates). Oth
erwise your image will begin to look compressed in one
direction.

The version you receive when you buy the Toolkit is old

and does not contain the CopyMem function. If you try it you
will get a "function not found" error. No problem! There is a

(yraax-ymin)
Aspecc Ratio =

= 0.75
(xraax-xmin)

program on the Toolkit disk made especially for this. Called

GenLib, it is similar in purpose to the AmigaB ASIC ConvertFD
program. Use it to read the exec_lib.fd file from your Extras

disk and create a new, up-to-date version of exec on your
Toolkit. But don't forget to cut the hand-inserted part from the

DELUXEPAINT ANIMATIONS

end of the old version (Toolkit:Primary sources/exec) and

ability to animate frames. This feature, combined with the

One of the most exciting powers of DeluxePaint III is its

paste it into the new one created by the GenLib program. Your

techniques described in thisarticle, make it practical to create

documentation explains this. Finally, compile the exec file

some very impressive fractal animations. Simply make sev

producing exec* and copy it into your Toolkit:Libs directory,

eral fractal frames from the same data file, each one differing

overwriting the old one.

slightly in color and/or range specification. For example, I

This Reader program is a clear demonstration of the

created a 27-frame animation which runs on my 2 MB Amiga

power that can be realized by using True BASIC while still

and in which the yellow flame area of Figure One dances

remaining within a high-level language.

about as if it were comprised of real flames. The amazing part
is that it was all created from the same single data file of

ENTERING FRACTAL COORDINATES

escape velocities.

Many people ask me why I do not design my example
programs to include INPUT instructions, allowing the user to
enter the fractal coordinates (xmin through ymax), or perhaps

the same information in the form of a single coordinate pair
representing the center of the screen followed by a magnifica
tion number. That's a good idea, but I prefer to enter them
myself from inside the program lines, the reason being that

my programs are intended not as self-standing applications
but as instructional examples. My hobby is programming and
my examples are written for people who like to fool around
with programs, not just drive those written by others.
In addition, BASIC is an interactive environment which

In these articles I have tried to develop the theme that
real experimentation, in the spirit of Thomas Edison and
Alexander Graham Bell, can indeed be enjoyed on any home
computer by anyone, regardless of education. I hope you
don't just enter and run my program examples, but that you

modify them, searching through the many unexplored re
gions of the Mandelbrot set yourself. I encourage wild and

radical techniques. Go ahead, muck up the Mandelbrot
equations. He'll never know...or will he? You may discover

was designed to make such program line modification easy,
not like C where every such change would require firing up

something new and become famous.

the compiler and linker again. Writing assignment instruc

voting so much space to the subject of fractals, one of the

I am very appreciative to Amazing Computing for de

tions within a program simplifies its design and allows me to

most exciting areas of computer science today. A presenta

get on with the business of drawing fractals, rather than

tion and explanation of the subject, I felt, was sorely needed.

designing quality user-entry routines. Naturally, I encourage

I therefore hope this series has provided for you a gateway

you to make such improvements yourself.
In my listings, the coordinates entered in the fractal
generator program are the same as those of Article III. I did

that to allow you to try your hand at modifying a familiar
image. Change the numbers in the color definition and range
files and watch the results. Use GRABBIT to capture your

images to IFF format and DeluxePaint to play with the colors.
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IN CONCLUSION

Amazing Computing

to this extraordinary area of study, access to which has
previously been restricted by complexity and technical
mumbo-jumbo.
Questions and/or comments regarding this series may be
sent to Mr. Castonguay in care of Amazing Computing.

LISTING

!

•

!

-

!

■

!

"

!

"

!

-

!

"

!

•

ONE:

Fractal

Generator

Program

FRACTAL GEHERATORJTB

Program to generate
and

save

escape velocities

them

in

a

data

for

a

fractal

file.

(no graphic image is produced)

ACTIVATE TRUE BASIC'S OUTPUT WINDOW BEFORE RUNNING

A Power User's Lunch
Memory, Accelerators, Flicker Fixer's.
I almost forgot dessert, Hard Drives.
You can get your fill without emptying your wallet !
Do you do any Desktop Publishing or Ray Tracing?
Using Amax? Then you know how anoying Inter/ace
flicker can be. We have packages that can save your eyes .

Paul Csstonguay

1990

■

Cullfor current

let

Picture__Data$

let Picture_Data$

"

We Will not he

""

= Repeats{"*",

Heat on any

1500}

xmin

=

-.9505

let

xmax

-

-.8825

let ymin

=

.235

yntax =

.290

let

let Crunch =

Chino Hill, CA. 91709

[CD

let dx

=

(xmax-xmin)/(Hor_Pixels-l>

let

«

(ymax-ymin)/(Ver_Pixels-l)

call

Save_Image_Definition

call

Calculate

Initial

40 meg system

15488 Feldspar Dr.

GOLDENlMA GE

BOO

lot H - 1

dy

We amy afull line ofMonitors.

Limited Time
CSA !s Mega Miget with CPU and Co Proaxssorfor only $69930

call Open_File_for_Data
let

$575

product
■we biive in stock.

call Ask_for_Resolution

Hard Curds
Start as low as
$35150 ford

Special
Flicker Fixer and VGA
Monitor

pricing on

Memory chips.

1-800-942-9505

Expansion Systems

714-283-0-499

l^SOO-942-9505

Values

Major Credit Cards
accepted or Cod.
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clear

print "
set

•"*

cursor

FRACTAL GENERATING PROGRAM

A,

1

print tab(15} ;

write

"Conditions"

let

print
print

tab (3)

"xmin

print using
print

tab<3)

print

using

## .#########"

print

using

print

tabl3)

print

using

xmin

:

xraax

=

"ymin
:

ynin

:

yaut

"yraax

"Maximum Radius

tt.fttfftt*#"

:

...

tab(3)

"Maximum iterations =
<#####"

Image_Line

for

j

»

set

■

:

strS(Crunch)

+

dy/2

y=0

let

k-0

let

xk=0

let

r=0

step dy

let

■

13,

"...

working on

line " £

strS(Image_Line)

&

(38-Len(messages))12

print messages
let messages
set

x-0

let

13,1

cursor

remaining

let

do while

1

let messages
set

Stop Program

fractal

yrain to ymax
cursor

"all

=

using

let

j

H

print

Loop to generate

next

=

=

Imago

Line

*

1

sub Calculate

■

" ll.lflflflff"

print

!

Picture_DataSll:Hor_Pixels"2]

=

tt.ittiftitt-

print tab(3)
using

:

"xmax

H.*#t#ttttf"

print tabf3)

print

=

#1:

Image Line

"...

" &

strS(Ver_Pixels-Image_Line)

(r<M and k<Crunc

xk

■

x*x

-

let y

- 2*x*y

let x

=

y*y

+

+■

i

j

xk

let

k i■

k*l

let

r

x*x

■=

+

y*y

loop

s ■

..."

cursor

15,

OB-Len (messages) ) /2

print messages
let Pixel

=

sub Calculate Initial Values

1

for 1 = xrain to xmax + dx/2 step dx

clear

print cab (3);

call Calculate

call
if
let

Packb(Picture_Data5,

key

input then call

Pixel =

Pixel

+1

Pixei*16-15,

Ask_if_F10

16,

k)

set

cursor

3,

print tab(3);
print tab(10);

FRACTAL

GENERATING

PROGRAM

1

"...
"...

Calculating initial values
Please wait

■

print
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let

inc -

for j

1

= ymin to ynaxt-dy step

end sub

-

sub Stop_Prograra

",j;

"k

k

next

set

"

"y =":

print
let
next

i,-

print tab(15l;
tab(30l;

inc =

inc

+

-";

";

set

1

color

print tab!8);

j

set

color

color

close

3

"--• PROGRAM STOPPED

1

#1

stop

end sub

print "Do you vant to STOP the program"
print "in order to make changes
color

3

print

i

print

set

if pressedjtey - 324 then call Stop_Program

(xmax-xmln)/2

call Calculate
print "x --;

key pressed_)(ey

get

(ytnax-ymin) /2

for i - xain to XKiax*dx step

?

ly/n|"

1

do

loop
get

until
key

key

input

LISTING

TWO:

Reader Program

k

if k - ordCy")

or k ■ ord("¥")

then call Stop_Program

FRACTAL READER_TB
sub Open_File_for_Data

print

input prompt "File name to save data
open
access

»1

:

name "Fractal_Data:" t

? "

:

filenames

filenames,

A program to display a

fractal

from the file containing escape velocity data

create newold,

output,

organization
erase

byte

#1

!

sub Ask

■

Paul

1990

end sub

Castonguay

*

for Resolution

library "True BASIC:Libs/AmigaLib*",
library "Toolkit:Libs/exec*",

"Toolkit:Libs/hex-

"ToolXi-:Libs/graphics""

library "Toolkit:Libs/aoiga*"

clear

print tab(3) ;

"'

set

1

cursor

3,

FRACTAL

GENERATING

PROGRAM

declare

print "Available screen resolutions

:'

function GetFileS,

declare function CopyMem,

CurrentRFort
PeekL,

Addr

print

print cab{31;

"1 -

Low Res

(320 x 200)"

print tab(3);

"2 - High Res

(640 x 200)"

print tab(3);

"3 - Lace Low Res

(3Z0 x 4001"

print tab(3);

"4 - Lace High Res

(640 x 400)"

print

print "Choose Image Resolution

:"

input

"

prompt "(1,

2,

3,

or 4):

option base 0

dim Color__Hash_Table_0(2000)

dim Color_Hash_Table~l{2000)

dim Color_Hash_Table32(2QCO)
dim Color_Hash_Table~3(2000)
dim Color_Hash_Table_4(2000)

r

Res

dim PlaneAddrl?)
dim RangedOO,

2)

loop until Res = 1 or Res = 2 or Res - 3 or Res -

din Intenslty(31,2)

if Res

set

=

1

then

let Hor_Pixels let

Ver_Pixels

elseif Res »

2

mode

"GRAPHICS"

320

call Get_Fractal_Fila

- 200

call Get_Image_Information

then
-

640

call Get_Color_Information

let Ver_Pixels -

200

call Get_Range_Information

let

Hor__Pixels

elseif Res

-

3

call Initjiash

then

call

let Hor_Pixels - 320
let

Ver_Pixels

elseif Res -

Pick_Dlsplay

call Check_data Limits

- 400

call

4 then

let

Hor_Pixels ■ 640

let

Ver_Pixels -

Use_New Colors

clear

400

set

else

print "Error trying to select resolution"

call

color

15

Flot_Text_C((yrain+ymax)/2,

"...

heading Fractal

stop

end

let

if

RP = CurrentRPort

for 1 - 0 to 1

let PlaneAddr(i)
next
sub Savo_Image_Definition
call

let Plane_0S - RepestS(chrS(2SS),

PackblPicture^DataS,

call Packb(Plcture_DataS,

1,

16,

Her_Pixels)

17,

16,

Ver_Pixels)

call Packb(Picture_DataS,

33,

16,

Crunch)

call Fackb(Picture DataS,

49,

16,

M)

let Pi=ture_DataS(9:31]

"escape velocity values"

write #1

:

-

Picture_DataS[l:Hor_Pixels*2]

8(5

if F10

Amazing Computing

+ 8 + 4'i)

Lin«_Bytes)

let Plane_l$ - Repeat!(chrS(255),

Llne_Bytes)

let Plane_2S - Repeats <chrS (255),
let Plane_3S - Repeats [ChrS (255),

Uns Bytes)
Lin.j_Bytes)

let Plane_4S

Lin-»_Bytes)

let

■ Repeats {chrS (255),

ptr_0 - Addr(Plane_0S)

let ptr__l ■ Addr{Plane_lS)

let ptr_2 - Addr|Plane~2S)
let ptr_3 - Addr(Plane"3S)
let

sub Ask

- PeekL (PeekL(RPM)

1

ptr_4 - Addr(Plano_4S)

for y - ymax-1 to ymax-Nurcber_of_Recotda»l

step -1

..

read
for

II,

bytes Record_Size

l»Jtmin Co

let

;

graphic_lineS

Hor_Raster

k - Unpackb(graphic_lineS,

1

♦

16M1-1),

16)

call ?ackb(Plane_OS,

i,

1,

Color_Hash_Table_0<)cM

call ?ackb(Plane_2S,

i,

1,

Color_Hash_Table_2<k>)

call ?acicb(Plane_3S,

i,

1,

Color_Hash_Table_3 (k) I

call ?ackblPlane_lS, i, 1, ColorJjashJTable^l <k))

if Hax_Colors ■

32

then

call Packb(Plane_4S, i, 1, Color_llosh Table 4 (k) )

end

let

if

» CopyMem(ptr_0,

PlaneAddr(0)

*

Line__Bytes*y,

dummy = CopyMem(ptr_l,

dusimy

PlaneAddr(1)

*

Llne_Bytes*y,

- CopyMeraIptr_2,

PlaneAddrl2)

*

Line_Bytes"y,

-

PlaneAddr (3)

*

Line_Bytes-y,

_Bytes)
Bytes)
dummy
Raster_Bytes)

let durwr.y

CopyMem(ptr_3,

Raster_Bytes)

if Max_Colors «

32

then

let dummy » CopyMem(ptr_4,

PlaneAddr(4)

*

Line_Bytes'y,

Raster_Bytes)
end

Scene Generator is the most realistic fractal landscape software
available for your Amiga. The above picture is an example of one of
the millions of scenes that may be created with Ihis powerful graphics
tool. Scene Generator uses fractals to create natural scenery based

if

call Press_F10_to_STOP
next

Create your own fractal worlds!

on random numbers. You can change many factors including the
steepness, snow and water levels, lighting angle and colors. Pictures

y

are compatible with other Amiga graphics software and make nice

do
call

Press F10 to

backgrounds for animaiion and painting.

STOP

loop

sub

"...produces the most photographically realistic fractal landscapes
I've seen on a computer screen.", .info magazine, October 1990

Init_Hash

Natural Graphics

clear
set color 1
call

Print

let a

-

0

lot

-

0

b

CI12,

..

Initializing

Hash Table

...')

P.O. Box 1963, Rocklin CA 95677 USA
Reg. $49.95 Now only $29.95 postpaid

do

Circle 108 on Reader Service card.

do

let

Reg ■

Rangefb,1)

let

Color_Hash_Table_0(a)

let Reg -

let

Color_Kash_Table_l(al

- rood(Reg,2)
» mod(Reg,2)

let

Color_Hash_Table_2<a]

let

Beg =

let

Color_Hash_Table__3la)

let

Reg

let
loop

a

=

b

-

loop until

b

a
+

+
>

- mod(Reg,2)

= ciod(Reg,2}

Range(b,0)

=

=

"...

use MOUSE
wait

to

select

desired

fractal

for DIALOG BOX...-)

"Fractal"

-

64,

types,

buttons)

■" then call SCop_Program("Uaer selecced

open 111

name "Fraccal_Data:"

ask #1

FILESIZE Length_in_Bytes

:

i

filenames,

otganizaclon byte

if Length_in_Bytes < 624 then call Stop_Program("Wrong Type of

0

File")
end sub

sub Get_Image^informaclon

0 to Max_Colors-l

read 11,
let

bytes

2

:

Hor_Raster

=

UnpackbtaS,

aS
l,

16)

let Reccrd^Slze • Hor_Raster*2

let Numfcer_of_Records = inc (Length_in__Bytes/Record_Size)
read

read II,

window 0,

call

639,

Prlnt_C(l,"-"

let messages

-

199,

let t -

5,

t

"Enter volume name

color

3

";

read II,

""*-)

"Enter volume name Fractal Data:

(80-Len(messages))/2

cursor

bycos

in top line ot

bytes

Crunch

let

0

FRACTAL READER PROGRAM

box"

print

II,

2

:

aS

let Ver^Rascer - UnpacfcblaS,

clear

set

-then

CANCEL")

1

Get_Fractal_File

sec

C(7,

Print_C(15,

if filenames

sub

dialog

62

let filenames - GetFileS{148,

i

set

180,

In top line of dialog box"

let buttons

Intensity(i,2)/15

sub

496,

cleat

set color mix |I) Incensity(i,0)/IS, Intensity(i,1J/15,

end

"

Print

call

sub Use_fJew_Colors

next

1

color

call

sub

for 1 ■

144,

set

print

1

Range(b,0)

"FracCal_Daca:",-

box lines

file.-J

int(Reg/2)

= a

until

print

int(Reg/2)

let Color_Hash_Table_4(a)

let

- mod(Reg,2>

int(Reg/2)

let Reg - int(Reg/2)~

end

Phone (916) 624-1436
FAX (916) 624-1406

lec

-

2

:

UnpackblaS,

bytes

2

1,

:

1,

16)

aS

M = UnpackblaS,

16)

II,

bytes

22

read

tl,

bytes

Record_Size-30

file_typeS
call

:

1,

read

if

16)

aE

File_TypeS
:

aS

<> "escape velocity values" then

Stop_Program("Wrong

Type

of File")
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end if
if Number_of_Records
call

<

2

then

Stop Progratc{"No Graphic data

in

this

File")

set window 1,
let messages

81,

=

-

let

t

set

cursor 7,

25,

1

81,

7,

24

B,1

if

close

"RASTER data

from

:

"

s

filenames

if

#3

i

<>

CONTINUE

data

from

:

16

call

t

"RASTER

~;

call

3

end

then

Print_C(25,

"...

click MOUSE or press

any KEY to

...")

Malt_for_Keyboard

If

filenames

box

lines

let

t

-

16,

66,

17,

9

let Colors__Read ■

1

22

set

color

set

cursor

end sub

1

11,1

print

tab(t);

"Length of

print

tab(t);

"Size

"x";

1,

"*•• FRACTAL READER PROGRAM *••-)

(80-Len(messageS))/2

color

print

cursor

loop

call Prlnt_C(l,

set

clear

set
end

end if

print

box

file

of Raster

(bytes)

Length_in_Bytes

(pixels)

Hor

Raster;

sub

Get_Range_Information

Ver_Raster

print tab(t);

"Number of

lines

in

image

";

clear

Numbe r_o f__Reco rds -1

set

window

0,

639,

199,

print tab(t);

"Maximum escape velocity

";

Crunch

call

Print_C(l,

"***

print tab (t1;

"Maximum Radius

";

M

call

Print_C|7,

"Double

call

Print_C(25,

"...

click MOUSE or press

call

Wait_for_Keyboard

any

KEY to CONTINUE

call Print_C(15,
set

end

sub

sub

Get_Color_Information

color

call

0

FRACTAL READER PROGRAM
click

on

•*■-)

corresponding

"... wait for DIALOG BOX

RANGE

file")

..."I

3

Print_C(5,

box lines

144,

set

color

1

let

buttons

let

range_fileS

-

"RANGE DATA NEEDED")

496,

ISO,

62

"RANGE"
- GetFlleS(146,

61,

types,

buttons)

clear

if

clear

set window 0,

639,

199,

call Print_C(l,

"••■

call Print_C(7,

"Double

call

Prlnt_C(15,

set color

0

"...

click

wait

on corresponding COLOR

for DIALOG BOX

file")

...")

"COLOR DATA NEEDED")

let

buttons

let

intensity_fileS

if

-

-

GetFileS(148,

64,

typo5,

then

Stop_Program("User

-

13

selected CANCEL")

"Fractal_Data:" &
:

(3

name
i

fS,

access

create

old,

organization

text

0

"color data

file"

81,

call Prlnt_C(l,
let messages
t

-

"-■"

print

t

set

cursor

3,

FRACTAL reader PROGRAM
from

:

" (

color
color

let

t

-

3,

range

flleS

input,

create

old,

organization text

file"
Type

then

of

File")

:

25,

"**•

0
FRACTAL READER PROGRAM

"RANGE

data

from

:

■ I

•**")

range_flle5

t
from

:

";

3

-

1

30

Print_C(6,
cursor
-

8,

"Escape Velocity

i

let

Range_Read

Color Register"!
">

0

do while more

•*•")

"

1

let

■

0

(2

and

1

<

2000

intensity_fileS
when error

";

in
(2

s

xS,

yS

use

exit

3

do

end when

lntenslty_flleS
1

"Register Number

Prlnt_C(7,

cursor

8,

-

Bed
—

Green

Blue")

—-)

let Ranged,

0)

« val(xS)

let Ranged,

1)

- val(y$)

print

1

tab(t);

val (x$),

val(yS)

1st 1 - i + 1

lot i - 0
do while more

13

and

i 0

If modd,

32

17)

- 0 then

call Print_C<25,
when error

input

CONTINUE

In

(3

:

wS,

xS,

yS,

"...

click

HOUSE or press

any key to

...")

call Wait_for_Keyboard

zS

box clear~l, ?1, 7, 24

use

set

exit do
end

selected

(80-Len(messages))/2

Input
frosi

SI,

"RANGE data

t

call Print_C(6,
set

-

set

(B0-Len(messages))12

color

call

0

"COLOR data

"COLOR data

set color
set

-

25,

1,

messages

set

set window 1,

let

&

access

<> "range data

call Print_C(7,

end if

print

fS,

Stop_Prograro("Wrong

let

call

then

Stop_Program("Wrong Type of File")

set cursor

Sto?_Program{"User

print range_fileS

intensity_fileS
input,

file_typeS

file_typeS
call

call

file_typeS

let

print

fS

:

file_typeS

set

if

12

name

call Print_C(l,

buttons)

If

input

"Fractal_Data:"
;

set window

"COLOR"

lntensity_fileS - ""

let

■

12

call

1

clear

open

then

end if

color

call

fS

input

set

end

let
open

3

call Print_C<5,

» ""

•••")

box lines T44, 496, 180, 62

if

range_fileS

CANCEL")

FRACTAL READER PROGRAM

end

when

cursor

B,l

if

loop
let

Intensity(val(wS),

0)

val(xS)

let

Intensity(val(wS),

1)

val(yS)

let

Intensity(val(wS),

2)

val(zS)

print tab(27);

val US);
val (yS) ;

print tab(56);

valUS)

1
i

-

i
16

call
CONTINUE

+

1
"...

<> 0

then
"...

click MOUSE

...")

end

if

let

Range_Read - Range(1-1,0)

the

Print__C(25,

17)

Print_C(25,

call Wait_for_Keyboard

click

MOUSE

or

press

any

KEY

to

close

..."1

call

88

CONTINUE

print tab(48);

if

call

If

print tab<40);

let

If modd,

Wait_for_Keyboard

Amazing Computing

end sub

t2

or press

any KEY to

sub

Pick_Display

ERASABLE OPTICAL SUBSYSTEMS

let xmin ■ 1
let

ymin

-

1

* 600 MByte removable cartridges

if Ver_Raster - 200 or Ver_Raster let yraax -

196 then

let

Line_Bytes

let

Raster_Bytes -

let

xmax -

seC

mode

=

Chen

* $3,495 for entire subsystem (drive in a

-10
Hor_Raster/8

cabinet, Amiga software and one cartridge)

320

"LOW32"

let Max_Colors elseif Hor_Raster let

Rewritable over 1,000,000 times

200

if Hor_Raster - 320 or Hor_Raster - 312

< Fred Fish collection included for FREE

32
6*0 or

Line^Bytes ■

Hor_Raster -

632 then

Ask for the XYXIS XY600RW drive

SO

let Raster_Bytes - Hor_Raster78
let

xmax =

set node

640

let Max_Colora "16

Voice (612) 492-3913

COD

else

call

Dover Research

VISA/ Mastercard

"HIGH16"

Stop_Program("Illegal Raster Size")

Fax

end if

elseif Ver_Raster let

ymax

-

400

or Ver_Raster »

320 or

let Line_Bytes «

mode

312

then

40

let Raster_Bytes let xmax -

Hor_Raster -

(612) 949-2488

Circle 189 on Reader Service card.

400

if Hor_Raster -

set

396 then

Hor_Raster/8

320

plot
end

"LACELOH32-

text,

at Plot_Positlon,

Ver_Position

:

aS

sub

let Max_Colors - 32
elseif Hor_Raster let

Line_Bytes

640 or Hor_Raster - 632 then
-

60

let Raster_Bytes - Hor_Raster/B
let xmax ■

640
sub Prlnt_C(Ver_Position,

set mode "LACEHIGH16"
let Max_Colors -

16

set

cursor

print

else

call Stop_Program<-Illegal Raster Size")

aS)

Ver_Position,

tab(

1

(80-len (aS))/2

)

;

aS;

end sub

end if
else

call Stop_Program{"Illegal Raster Size")
end

sub Stop_Program(aS)

if

sec

mode

"GRAPHICS*

clear
set

window xmin,

xmax,

ymin,

ymax

set

end sub

color

Print_C(10,

"

call

Print_C(ll,

"■■■

call

Print_CU2,

-••••••••••••■•■•••••■•■•■»)

set
sub Check_data_Limits
if Colors_Read
set

color

call

3

call

color

.**..*...*..«......-)

PROGRAM STOPPED

■■•")

1

cell Print_C(15,

aS>

call Prlnt_C(25,

"...

click MOUSE or press any KEY to CONTINUE

<> Max_Colors then
call Wait_for_Keyboard

1

Plot_Text_C(150,

"Colors

In

system -

-

i

close *1

strS(Max_Colors)I

stop

coll Plot_Text_C(140, "Colors in data file - ■ s

end

sub

sub

wait_for_Keyboard

atrS(Colors_Read))
set

color 3

call Plot_Tejft_C(170,
call Plot_Text_C(2,
call

""■• WARNING •""}

"-> MOUSE or any key to continue <-")

Wait_for_Keyboard

set

cursor

do while

end if

"OFF"

key

input

get

key

k

get

nouse

loop

if Crunch <> Range_Read then
set

color

call

do

1

Plot_Text_C{60,

-Iterations

in Graphic data - "

"Iterations

In Range data » " s

i

EtrS(Crunch))

loop until

color

get

if

3

call Plot_Text_C(2,

■••• WARNING

••■")

:

x,

<> 0
key

exit

y,

state

0
y,

then

state

exit

do

k

do

end if

if

loop
set

end sub

cursor

"ON"

end sub

•AC*

Press_F10_to_STOP

if key input
get

then

key press_fl0

if press_flO -

call
end
end

end

nouse

state
get

"-> HOUSE or any key to continue <-")

call Wait_for_Keyboard

sub

■

if key input then

call Plot_Text_CIB0,

end

x,

do

call ?lot_Text_C(50,
strS(Range_Sead))
set

:

state

324

then

Stop_Progran(""User pressed F-I0 to STOP program"

if

if

sub

sub Plot_Text_C(VerJ>osition,
let

Plot_Length -

aS)

lon{aS]'B

let Plot_Position -

(xmin+xmaxj/2 -

|Plot_Length)12
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"Disk-2-Disk", by Matthew Leeds
"Skinny C Programs", by Robert Riemersma, Jr.
* Vol. 2 No. 9. September 1987
Highlights include:
"Modula-2 Programming", Raw console dev. events, by S
Faiwiszewski

Issue

"AmigaBASIC Patterns", by Urian Catley

Index

« Vol.2 No. UOctober 1987

"Programming with Soundscape",by T. Fay

"Bill Volk, Vice-Presidcnt Aegis Development", interview
by 5teve Hull

"jimGoodnow, Developer of Manx *C", interview by Harriet
M Tolly

Highlights include:

"Max Headroom and the Amiga", by John Foust
"Taking the Perfect Screen Shot", by Keith Conforti
"Amiga Artist: Brian Williams", by John Fousi

"All About On-line Conferencing", by Richard R.ie
"Amiga BASIC Structures", by Steve Michel
"Quick and Diity Bobs", by Michael Swinger
"Fast File I/O n ith Modula-2", by Steve Faiwiszewski
■Window I/O", by Read Predmore
1"

* Vol. 1 No. I Premiere, 1986
Highlights include:
-Super Spheres", An A Basic Graphics Program, by Kelly

Kaufftruui

"Dale Virus", by |. Fousl

"EZ-Term", An ABasic terminal program,by Kelly Kauffman
"Miga Mania", Programming fixes & mouse care, by P.
Kivolowitz

"Inside CLI", A guided insight into AmigaDcrs, by G. Musser
* Vol-1 No. 2 1986

*'

Vol.2 No. I.January 1987

Highlights include:

"AmigaBASIC Titles", by Bryan Calley
"A Public Domain Modula-2 System", by Warren Block
-One Drive Compile", by Douglas Lovcll

"A Megabyte Without Megabucks", An internal megabyte
upgrade, by Chris Irving
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V
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"The Modem". Effort* of a BBS sysop. by Joseph L Rothman

"Inside CLI: I'arlTwo", Investigating CM U ED, by G. Musser
"Supcrtcrm V 1.0", A terminal program in Amiga Basic, by K.
Kauffman

"A Workbench "More" Program", by Rick Wirch
* Vol. 1 Mo. 3 1986
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-Forth!", A tutorial

-Deluxe Draw!!", An AmigaBASIC art program, by R. Wirch

Vol. 2 No. 2, February 1987

Highlights include:

"The ACO Project....Graphic Teleconferencing on the
Amiga", by S. R. Hctrowicz

"A Disk Librarian In AmigaBASIC", by John Kennan
"Creafing And Using Amiga Workbench Icons",
by C. Hansel

"Build Your Own MIDI Interface*, by Richard Rae
"AmigaDOS Operating System Calls and Disk File

"AmigaBASIC", A beginner's iutorial
"Inside CLI: Part 3", by George Musser

Management", by D. I laynie

i1

Highlights include:

Vol.1

No. 4 1986

Highlights include:

"Build Your Own 51/4" Drive Connector", by E. Viveiros
"AmigaBASIC Tips", by Rich Wirch
"Scrimpcr; Parl One", A program to print Amiga screen, by P.
Kivokiivitz

V

Vol. 1 No. 5 1986

Highlights include:

"The HSI to RGB Conversion Tool", Color manipulation in

BASIC, by S. Pietrowicz

"Scrimpcr: Part Two" by Perry Kivolowitz
"Building Tools", by Daniel Kary
* Vol. 1 No. 6 1986
Highlights include:

"Mailing List", A basic mail list program, by Kelly Kauffman
"Pointer Image Editor", by Stephen Pielrowicz
"Scrimpcr: Part Three", by Perry Kivolowitz

"Optimize Your AmigaBasic Programs For Speed", by Sieve
Pietrowicz
¥ Vol. 1 NO, 7 1986
Highlights include:

"Try 3-D", An introduction tD 3-D graphics, by Jim Meadows
-Window Requesters in Amiga Basic", by Steve Michel

-[ C What I Think", A few C graphic props, by K. Peterson

"Your Menu Sir!", Programming AmigaUASIC menus, by B.
Calley

"Linking C Programs with Assembler Routines", by G. Hull
¥ Vol. 1 No. 8 1986

Highlights include:
"Using Fonts from AmigaBASIC", by Tim Jones

«' Vol. 2 No. 3, March 1987

financial options, by Brian Calley
"Starting YourOwn Amiga-Related Business", by W. Simpson

"Keep Track ofYour Business Usage for Ta«s", by J. Kumnwr
"Using Fonts from AmigaBASIC: Parl Two", by Tim Jones
"68000 Macros On The Amiga", by G. Hull
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"File Browser", by Bryan Catley

¥ Vol. 2 No. 1% December 1987
Highlights include:

The Sony Con section", by Stewart Cobb
"CLI Arguments in C", by Paul Castonguay
"MIDI Interface Adaptor", by Barry Massoni
"Modula-2", Command line calculator, by S. Faiwiszewski
"Animation (or C Rookies: Part III*, by M. Swinger

The Big Picture", Assembly language programming, by
Warren Ring

"Insidcr/Kwikstarl Review", RAM & ROM expansion:
Comments & installation tips, by Ernest I*. Viveiros, Sr.

"Forth!", DumpRPori utility for your Multi-Forth toolbox, by
Jon Bryan
*

Vol. 3 No. 1, January 1988

H igh 1 ight s incl iide:

The Big Pictuic", CLI system calls and manipulating disk

if

Vol.2 No.4,April 1987

Highlights include:

"Jim Sachs Interview", by S. Hull
TheMouse That Got Restored", by lerryHulland j^b Rhode

"Household Inventory System in AmigaBASIC", by B.
Calley

"Secrets of Screen Dumps", by Nalkun Okun
"Amigatrix II", More Amiga shortcuts, by Warren Block
*' Vol. 2 No. 5, May 1987
Highlights include:

"Writing a SoundScape Module", Programming with MID!,
Amiga and SoundScape in C, by T. Fay

"Programming in 63000 Assembly Language", by C. Martin
"Using FuturcSound with AmigaBASIC", Programming

utility with real digitized STEREO, by J. Meadows
"Waveform Workshop In AmigaBASIC", by J. Shields
"Intuition Gadgets: Part II", by 11. MaybeckTolly
¥

Vol. 2 No. 6, June 1987

H igh I ights in c I u d c:

"Modula-2 AmigaDOS Utilities", by S. Faiwiszewski
"Amiga Expansion Peripherals", by J. Foust
"What You Should Know Before Choosing an

»■ Vol. 2 No. 7, July 1987

The Loan Information Program", A BASIC program (or your

"The AMICUS Network", by John Foust
"C Animation: ?art II", by Mike Swinger
-SoundScape Pirt III", VU Meter and more, by Todor Fay

"Forth!", Put sound in your Forth programs, by (on Bryan
"Assembly Language on the Amiga", by Chris Martin

".bmap File Reader in AmigaBASIC", by T. Jones
¥ Vol. I No. 9 1936
Highlights include:

"68000 Assembly Language", by Chris Martin

"C Animation: Part IV", by Michael Swinger
"Forth", Sorting out Amiga CHIP and FAST memory, by John

bv P. Kivnlowilz

"A Talc of Three EM ACS", by Steve Polinp

Faiwiszewski

"Subscripts and Superscripts in AmigaBASIC", by I. Smith
"AmigaTrix", Amiga shortcuts, by VV. Block
"Intuition Gadgets", by 1 tartlet Moybeck Tolly

Amiga 1000 Expansion Device", by S. Grant
"68000 Assembly Language Programming", by Chris Martin

"Screen SaVcr", Monitor protection program in C,

Vol.2 No. II,November 1987

Highlights indjde:
"Modula-2 Frof.-ramming", Devices, I/O, & serial port, by S.

Highlights include:

"Video and Your Amiga", by Oran Sands

"Quality Video from a Quality Computer", by O. Sands
"AH About Printer Drivers", by Richard Uielak
"68000 Assembly Language", by Chris Martin
»' Vol. 2 No. 8, August 1987
Highlights include:

"Modula-2 Programming"

Bryan

files, by Warren Ring

"68000 Assembly Language Programming", Create a multi

color screen without using Intuition routines, by Chris Martin
"Modula-2 Programming", by S. Faiwiszewski

"FormatMasten Professional Disk Formatting Engine", by
C.Mann
"BSpread", Full featured AmigaBASIC spreadsheet, by Bryan
Catley
If

Vol. 3 No. 2, February 1988

Highlights include:

"Laser Light Shows with the Amiga", by Patrick Murphy
"Photo Quality Reproduction with the Amiga and DigiVicw", by Stephen Lebans

"Solutions

To

Linear

Algebra

Through

Matrix

Computations", by Robert Ellis
"Modula-2 Programming", Catching up with Calc, by Steve
Faiwiszewski

"68000 Assembler Language Programming", by Chris Martin
"AiRT", Iain-based program language, by S. Faiwiszeivski
%■ Vol. 3 No. 3, March 1988
Highlights include
The Hidden Power of CLI Batch FUe Processing", by J.
Rothman

"Perry Kivolowilz Interviewed", by Ed Bercovitz
"Jean "Mocbius" Giraud Interviewed", by Ed Fadig.in

"PAL Help". AIOO0 expansion reliability,by Perry Kivolowilz
"Boolean Function Minimization", by Steven M. Hart
"Amiga Serial Purtand MIDI Compatibility for Your A1000",
by L. Ritter and G. Rentz
"Electric Nctwoik Solutions IheMatrix Way", by Robert Ellis

"Modula-2 Programming", The gameport device and simple
sprite's in action, by Steve Faiwiszewski
"The Big Picture", Unified Field Theory by W.irrcn Ring

*

Vol. 3 No. 4, April 1988

Highlights include:

"Wriling A SoundScape Patch Librarian", by T. Fay
"Upgrade Your A1000 lo ASOO/2000 Audio Power", by H.
Bassen

"Gels in Multl-Forth", by John Bushakra
"Macrobalks", Easing Ihe trauma of Assembly language
programming, by Patrick J. Horgan
The Big Picture, Part II: Unified Field Theory", by W. Ring

* VoL 3 No. 12. December 1988
Highlights include:
"Converting Patch Librarian Hies", by Phil Saunders

The Creation of Don Bluth's Dragon'* Lair", by R. Linden
"Easy Menus in JForth", by Phil Burk
"Extending Amiga Basic", The use of library calls from within

AmigaBASIC, by John Kennan
"Getting Started In Assembly", by Jeff Glatt
"C Notes From The C Group: Program or function control
coding", by Stephen Kemp
"AmigaDOS,

Assembly Language, And

FileNotes",

"On Your Alert: Using System Alerts from BASIC", by John

F. Wiederhim
* VoL 4 No. 9, September 1989
Hightightsindude:
"Digitizing Color Slides And Negatives on the Amiga", by
Ron Gull
"Improving Your Graphics Programming", by R. Martin
"Cell Animation In Modula-2", by Nicholas Cirasella
"More Requesters In AmigaBASIC", by John R. Wiederhim
"DeluxePaint HI —The Inside Story", EA's Dan SUva tells

* Vol. 3 No. 5, May 1988
Highlights include:
"Interactive Startup Sequence", by Udo Pemisz
"AmigaTrix III", by Warren Block
"ridlrl.ni.il Programming", Public domain compilers, by P

Weapons in the war against file overload; accurate, descriptive
file naming, by Dan Huth
t Vol.4 No. I.January 1989
Highlights include:

how DduxePaint III evolved, by Ben ic Jean Means
"Amiga In Desktop Presentation", Presentation techniques to
enhance your meetings and seminars, by John Sleiner
"Multitasking In Fortran", by Jim Locker
"Gels In Multi-Forth: Part III", by John Bushakra

Quaid
"The Companion", Amiga's event-hand ling capability, by

"Desktop Video", by Richard Starr
"Industrial Strength Menus", by Robert D'Asto
"Scrolling Through SuperBitMap Windows", by Read

Highlights include:

Predmore
"Sync Tips: Dot crawl, the Amiga and composite video
devices", by Oran J. Sands
"Stop-Motion Animation On The Amiga", by Brian Zupke
"The Command Line: New and Improved Assembly
Language Commands", by Rich Falconburg
"Pointers, Function Pointers, and Pointer Declarations in C",

"Better TrackMouse", A true one-handed trackball mouse, by
Robert Katz
"APL It The Amiga", by Henry Uppert
"Saving 16-cotor pictures in high-resolution". Part Three of
the Fractals Series, by Paul Castonguay
"More requesters in AmigaBASIC", by John Wiederhim
"Glalt's Gadgets", Adding gadgets in Assembly, by Jeff Glatt

Highlights include:

by Forest W. Arnold

"Reassigning Workbench Disks", by John Kennan

"DeathofaFrocess",Developinganerror-handlingmoduleLn

"Function Evaluator in C, by Randy Finch
Typing Tutor", by Mike"Chip" Morrison

"An IFF Reader in Multi-Forth", by Warren Block
"Basic Directory Service Program", Programming alternative

Modula-2, by Mark Cashman

lo the GimmeeZeroZero, by Bryan Catley

V Vol. 4 No. 2, February 1989
Highlights include:

* Vol. 3 No. 7, July 1988
Highlights include:

"A Common User Interface for the Amiga", by |im Bayless

P.Gosselin

The Big Picture, Unified Field Theory: Part III", by W. Ring
"Modula-2", Termination modules for Benchmark and TD1
compilers, by Steve Faiwiszewski
"68000 Assembly Language", reeling away the complication
of display routines, by Chris Martin
■'

Vol. 3 No. 6, June 1988

"Roll Those Presses!", The dandy, demanding world of
desktop publishing, by Barney Schwartz
"Linked Lists in C, by W. E. Gammill
"C Notes from IheC Croup", The unknown "C" of basic object
and data types, by Stephen Kemp

"SPY:Programming Intrigue In Modula -I", by Steve
Faiwiszewski
"Sync Tips: Gelling inside the genlock",by Oran Sands
"On the Crafting of Programs: A common standard for C
programming?", by DJ. Hankins

Highlights include:

The Command Line: Your Workbench Screen Editor", by
Rich Falconburg
"An Introduction lo ARexx programming", by Steve
Faiwizewski

The Developing Amiga", A gaggle of great programming
tools, by Stephen R. Pietrowicz

*

"Modula-2 Programming", Libraries and the FFP and IEE

Highlights include:

math routines, by Steve Faiwiszewski
"C Notes from theC Group: Arrayeand pointers unmasked",
by Stephen Kemp

"Fractal Fundamentals", by Paul Castonguay
"Image Processing With Photosynthesis", by Gerald Hull
"Benchmark 1: Fully Utilizing The MC68S8I", Part 1:
Turbocharging the savage benchmark, by Read Predmore
"Breaking the Bmap Bairier". Streamline AmigaBASIC
library access wilh Quick—Lib, by Robert D'Asto
"Double Play", AmigaBASIC program yields double vision,
by Robert D'Asto

*

Vol. 3 No. 8, August 19S8

TrackMouse", Converting a standard Atari trackball into a
peppy Amiga TrackMouse, by Darryl Joyce

"Amiga Interface for Blind Users", by Carl W. Mann

Tumblin' Tots", Assembly language program, by D. Ashley
* Vol. 3 No. 9, September 1988

Vol. 4 No. 3, March 1989

*

Vol.4 No. 10,October 1989

¥ Vol.4 No. 11,November 1989
Highlights Include:
The Amiga Hardware Interface", by John lovine
"APL & The Amiga, Part II", by Henry Lippert
"FastPixO", A faster pixel-drawing routine for the Aztec C
compiler, by Scott Steinman
"64 Colors In AmigaBASIC", by Bryan Catley
"Fast Fractals ", Generate Madclbrot Fractals at lightning
speed, by Hugo M.H. Lyppens
"Multitasking in Fortran", by Jim Locker
¥ Vol.4 No. 12,December 1989

Highlights Include:
The MIDI Must Go Thru", by Br. Seraphim Winslow
"View From the Inside: BarsicPipes", A tour of Blue Ribbon
Bakery's music program, by Melissa Jordan Grey
"ARexx Part II", by Sieve Gil!mor
"A CLI Beginner's Questions Answered", by Mike Morrison
Trees and Recursion", by Forest W. Arnold
"Amiga Circuits", The techniques required to input
information via the parallel port, by John lovine

* Vol 5 No. 1, January 1990
Highlights include:

The Making Of The 1989 BADGE Killer Demo Contest

Highlights include:

t Vol. 4 No. 4, April 1989

Winner, The Sentinel", by Bradley W. Schenck

"Speeding Up Your System", Floppy disk caching, by Tony

Highlights include:

Preston

"Adding the Nol-So-Hard Disk", by J P. Twardy

"Animation? BASICallyl", Using Cell animation in
AmigaBASIC, by Mike Morrison

The Ma* Hard Drive Kit", A hard drive installation project,

"Menu Builder", Building menus with Intuition, by T. Preston

using Palomax's Max kit, by Donald W. Morgan

"Facing the CLI", Disk structures and startup-sequences, by
Mike Morrison
"Dual Demo", Programming an arcade game, by Thomas

"Computer-Aided Instruction", Authoring system in
AmigaBASIC, by Paul Castonguay

"Gels In Multi-Forth, Part II: Screenplay", by John Bushakra
"AmigaNoles: How IFF sound samples are stored", by
Richard Rae

"C Notes from the C Group", Operators, expressions, and
statements In C uncovered, by Stephen Kemp

»' Vol. 3 No. 10, October 1988
Highlights include:

"The Command Line:NEWCLI: A painless way to create a
new console window", by Rich Falconburg

"On The Crafting of Programs", Optimization kicks off our
series on programming savvy, by David J. Hankins

"Sync Tips: A clearer picture of video and computer
resolutions", by Oran J. Sands

"Passing Arguments", Step-by-step on how to pass data from
the CLI to AmigaBASIC, by Brian Zupke

Eshelman

"Creating a Shared Libraiy", by John Baez

Paul Castonguay
"It's Colder Than You Think", Calculating Ihe wind chill

* Vol. 4 No. 5, May 1989
"Building Your Own Stereo Digiliier", by Andre Theberge

* Vol. 5 No. 2, February 1990

"MIDI Out Interface", by Br. Seraphim Winslow
"Digitized Sounds in Modula-2", by Len A. White

Highlights include:
"A Beginner's Guide to Desktop Publishing On The Amiga",

"Sync Tips: The secrets hidden beneath the fl icker mode", by

Oran J. Sands

Robert Ellis

"At Yout Request: Design your own requesters In
AmigaBASIC", by John F. Weiderhim
"Exploring Amiga Disk Structures", by David Martin

"CAI—Computer Aided Instruction: Part II", by Paul

Castonguay

* Vol. 3 No. II, November 1988
Highlights include:

"Structures in C", by Paul Casfonguay

"On The Crafting of Programs". Speed up your progs, by D.
Hankins

"More Linked Lists in G Techniques and Applications",

Procedures for managing lists.storing diverse data types in the

¥ Vol.4 No.6,June 1989
Highlights include:

"Diskless Compile in C", by Chuck Raudonis
"Programming the '881 Part II", How to calculate Mandelbrot
& Julia sets, by Read Predmore

*

Vol.4 No. 7,July 1989

Highlights include:

"Adapting Analog Joysticks to the Amiga", by David Kinzer
"Using Coordinate Systems: Part II of the Fractals series

addresses the basis of computer graphics", by P.Castonguay

same list, and puttinglists to work in your programs, bv Forest
W. Arnold

*

"BASIC Linker", Combine individual routines from your

"Gelling Started in Video", by Richard Starr

program library to create an executable program, by B. Zupke

temperature, by Robert Klimoszewski

Highlights include:

"Bob and Ray Meet Frankenstein", Creaie, animate, and
metamorphose graphics objects in AmigaBASIC, by R LTAsto
"Digital Signal Processing In AmigaBASIC", Perform your
own digital experiments with Fast Fourier Transforms, by
"HAM & AmigaBASIC", Pack your AmigaBASIC progs with
many of the Amiga's 4096 shades, by Bryan Catlev

"Scanning The Screen", Part Four in the Fractals Series, by

Vol. 4 No. 8, August 1989

Highlights include:
"ExecutingBatch Filei in AmigaBASIC", by Mark Aydeliotte
"Building a Belter String Gadget", by John Bushakra

by John Sleiner
"Resizing the shell/CLI Window", by William A- Jones
"Call Assembly Language from BASIC", by Martin F. Combs
"You Too Can Have A Dynamic Memory", Flexible string
gadget requester usingdynnmic memory allocation, by Randy
Finch

"An Amiga Conundrum", An AmigaBASIC program for a
puzzle-like game, by David Senger

"View From The Inside: Scanlab", ASDG's President shares
the development of ScanLab, by Perry Kvolowitz

* Vol. 5 No. 3, March 1990
Highlights include:
"Screen Aid", A quick remedy to prolong the life of your
monitor, by Bryan Catley

The Other Guys' Synthia Professional", review by David
Duberman

"Passport's Master Tracks Pro vs. Blue Ribbon Bakery's
Bars&Pipes", by Ben Means

"Microillusions' Music-X", review by Rob Bryanton
"MusicTitler", Generating a tiller display to accompany the
audio on a VCR recording, by Brian Zupke

April 1991

*

Vol. 5 No. 4, April 1990

Highlights include:

'Handling MS-DOS Files", Adapting your Amiga to MSDOS using a 5.25" disk drive, by Jim Locker
"Bridging the 3.5" Chasm", Making Amiga 3.5" drives
compatible with IBM 33" drives, by Karl II Beisom

investments, music library, mailing lists, etc., by G.L. Penrose
"Voice-Controlled Joystick", by John lovine
"FrameGrabber", review by Lonnie Watson
"Gradient Color Dithering on the Amiga Made Easy", by
Francis Gardino

"Handling Gadget & Mouse I ntui Events', More gadgets in

"Breaking the Color Limit wilh PageRender3D", review by R-

Assembly, by Jeff Glatt

Shamms Morlier
*

"Gambling with your video, Amiga-style". Problems wilh
trading genlocks wilh your friends, by Own Sands

Highlights Include:
"Notes on PostScript Printing wilh Dr. Vs Copyist", by Hal

Vol. 5 No. 10, October 1990

Belden
"BioMetal", Make the Amiga flex its first electric muscle, by

"Commodore's Amiga 3000", preview

John lovine
"Atlanta 1996". Will Atlanta host the 19% Summer Olympics?

"Newtek's Video Toaster", preview

Their best salesperson is an Amiga 2500.

"Do It By Remote". Building an Amiga-opera led remote
controller for your home, by Andre Theberge
"Turn Your Amiga 1000 Into A ROM-based Machine", by
George Gibeau Jr. & Dvright Blubaugh
"Super Bitmaps In BASIC, Holdingagraphiesdisplay larger

"CAD Overview: X-CAD Designer, X-CAD Professional,
IntroCAD Plus, Aegis Draw 2000, UlIraDesign", by Douglas

than the monitor screen, by Jason Cohill

Bullard
"Saxon Publisher", review by David Duberman
"AuloPrompt", review by Frank McMahon
"Sound Tools for the Amiga", Sunrize Industries' Perfect

"I'rint Utility", by Brian Zupke '

Sound and MichTron's Master Sound, reviews by M. Kevelson
"Stripping Layers Off Workbench", Remove unneeded files
onyourWorkbenchtomakeroomforotherprograms.byKeith

*

"Audio Illusion", Produce fascinating auditory illusions on

"Rounding Off Your Numbers", by SedgL-wick Simons Jr.
"Faster BASIC Mouse Input", by Michael S. Fahrion

Cameron

Vol. 5 No. 6, June 1990

your Amiga, by Craig Zupke

Highlights include:

"Convergence", Part 5 of the Fractal series, by P. Castonguay

"Call Assembly Language From Modula-2",

"C++:

Amiga

small, fast machine language programs into BASIC, by Martin

"APL and The Amiga: Primitive Functions and Their

Combs
"Koch Flakes", Using the preprocessor to perform selective

Execution", by 1 lenry T. Lippert
"Amiga Turtle Graphics", by Dylan McNamee

compilation, by Paul Castonguay
"C Notes from the C Group", A program that examines an

"Building A Rapid Fire Joystick", by John lovine
"The AM 512", Upgrade your A500 to a 1 megabyte machine,

Stephen Kemp

An

introduction

to

object-oriented

programming", by Scott B. Sleinman

by James Bentley
*

Vol. 5 No. 7, July 1990

Highlights include:
"Commodore Announces CDTV"

"Apples, Oranges, and MIPS: 68030-based Accelerators For
The Amiga 2000", by Emest P. Viveiros, Jr.

Integrating

archive file and removes any files that have been extracted, by

If Vol.5 No. II,November 1990
Highlights include:

"Getting A Lot For A Little", A comparison of ihe available
Amiga archive programs, by Greg Epley
"Amiga Vision", review by John Steiner

"High Density Media Comes lo the Amiga", Applied

"Exceptional Conduct", Quick response to user requests.
through efficient program logic, by Mark Cashman

Engineering's AEHD drive, review by John Steiner
"FixingTheFlicker",MicroWay's Advanced Graphics Adaptor

"Poor Man's Spreadsheet", A simple spreadsheet program

2000, by John Sleincr

that demonstrates manipulating arrays, by Gerry L Pcnrosc
"Tree Traversal and Tree Search", Two methods for
traversing trees, by Forest W. Arnold
"Crunchy Frog II", by Jim Fiore

"Getting to the Point: Custom Intuition Pointers In
AmigaBASIC", by Robert LVAsto

"Synchronicity: Right & Left Brain Lateralizalion", by John
lovine

"Snap, Crackle, it POP!", fixing a monitor bug on
Commodore monitors, by Richard Landry
?

Vol. 5 No. 8, August 1990

Highlights include:

"Mimetics' FrameBuffer", review by Lonnie Watson
"The VidTech Scanlock", review by Oran Sands

"Amigas in Television", The Amiga in a cable television
operation, by Frank McMahon
"Desktop Video in a University Selling",The Amiga at work
at North Dakota Stale University, by JohnSteiner
"Credit Tent Scroller", review by Prank McMahon
"Graphic Suggestions", Other ways to use your Amiga in
video production, by Bill Burkelt

"The KCS Tower PC Board", If you have an Amiga 500, and
need IBM PC/XT software compatibility, the KCS Power PC
Board can help, by Emest P. Viveiros, Jr.
"Build An Amiga 2000 Keyboard For The Amiga 1000", Gel a

better-feeling keyboard for under S7-00, by Phillip R. Combs
"Looking Beyond the Baud Rate", The Baud Bandit 2400 &
Baud Bandit MNP/ Level 5 Plus modems, by E P. Viveiros, Jr.
"C Notes From The C Group", Programming with dcfinilions
known as "enumerated" data types, by Stephen Kemp
"SAS/C Compiler", review by Hruce M. Drake

"Mindware's 3D Text Animator", review by Frank McMahon

"A Little Closer to Excellence", Micro-Systems Software's
excellence!2.0, review by Kim Schaffer
V

Vol. 5 No. 12, December 1990

Highlights include:

Twin Peaks Amiga Show Report", AC traveled In AmiEXPO
in Anaheim, CA and World of Amiga inChlcago.lLloreport on
the newest and brightest Amiga products.
"InformalionX-Change", Keepinguptodate on the latest news

via hardware, software, and cable TV, by Rick Broida
"Stepper Motors", Part One of three part series on building a

"Title Screens That Shine: Adding light sources with

simple stepper motor, by John Lovine

DeluxeFaint III" by Frank McMahon
"The Amiga goes to the Andys", by Curt Kass

by Stephen Kemp

"Breaking the RAM Barrier", linger, faster, smoother
animations wilh only one meg of RAM. by Frank McMahon
"Fully Utilizing the 68881 Math Coprocessor: Timings and
Turbo_Pixel functions", by Read Predmore
"APL and the Amiga: Part IV", by Henry T. Upper!

"C Notes From The C Group", A discussion on cryptography,
"Pro Video Post", review by Frank McMahon

"Feeding The Memory Monster", Ihe ICD AdRAM 540 and
AdRAM 560D, review by Ernest P. Viveiros, Jr.
"McCee & McCee Visits Katie's Farm", review by Jeff James
"Wings", review by Rick Broida

"Sound Quest's MidiQuest", renew by Hal Belden

"MathVision 2.0", review by R. Shamms Mortier
"Making A Name For Yourself", Creating logos on the Amiga,

»" Vol. 5 No. 9. September 1990

by Frank McMahon

Highlights include:

"Dr. T's Keyboard Controlled Sequencer 3.0", review I'hil
Saunders
"Acting On Impulse", A visit to Impulse, by John Sleiner

"Hard Disk Primer For Floppy Users", Taking the sting out of
the transition from floppies to hard drive, by Rob Hays
•Shotgun Approach To Programming With AmigaBASIC
Bringing the fundamentals of AmigaBASIC programming into

"3-D Professional", review by David Duberman

perspective, by Mike Morrison

A500 with a 5I2K RAM expander, by Paul Miller

H Vol. 6 No. 1, January 1991
Highlights include:

"Programming f n C on a Floppy System", Yes even a stock
"Time Out", Accessing the Amiga's system timer device via
Modula-2, by Mark Cashman

"Stock Portfolio", An original program to organize your

"On The Road", coverage of Germany's Amiga '90,

COMDEX in Nevada, and The World of Commodore Amiga
in Toronto, Canada

"Electronic Color Splitter", an inexpensive way lo grab

S>2

Amazing Computing

"Professional Draw 2.0", review by R. Shamms Moriicr

"Spell-A-Fari", review by Jcffjames
"ZoomBox", b i John Leonard

"Medley", ACs music column discusses MIDI, by Phil
Saunders
"Bug Bytes", a few problems wilh PageSlrcam 2.0 and

"Ham Bones", Programming in 11AM mode in AmigaBASIC,
by Robert LTAsto

V Vol. 5 No 5 May 1990
Highlights include:

"SketchMaster", review by Ernest P. Viveiros, Jr.

"Programming; in AmigaBASIC", by Mike Morrison

"Sculpt Script", by Christian Aubert

"The Art Department", review by R. Shamms Mortier

"Bridgeboard Q & A", by Marion Deland

images off vid*Ki sources, by Greg Epley

Quarterback Tools is now shipping, by John Sieiner
The Animation Studio", Disney's classic approach in a
character animation program, by Frank McMahon

"Forensic Animation", the Amiga helps out in the
courtroom, by Andrew Lkhtman
"Cartoon Animation", back to the basics, by D. L
Richardson

"Animation Chart", twenty-two animation packages and
features
"Memory & Animation", even 512K users can animate!, by
Chris Boyce

¥Vol. 6 No. 2, February 1991
Highlights include:
"Xetec's CDx-*50", CD-ROM lechnology for the Amiga, by
Lonnie Watson
"Distant Suns Libraries", Distant Suns expansion disks, by

Jeff James
"ANIMagic", A graphics tool to spice up your presentations,
by Rajesh Goel
"Sharing Your Amiga Hard Drive Wilh The Bridgeboard",

Partition your hard drive to run both AmigaDOS and MS-

DOS systems, by Gene Rawls
"More Ports For Your Amiga", Building an I/O Expansion
Board, by Jeff Lavin

"Medley", A look at different types of music software

available, by Pr.il Saunders
"C Notes From The C Group", Creating a reminder

program, by Stuphcn Kemp

"Bug Bytes", New upgrades are in the works for
PageStream and Professional Page, by John Steiner
The 9-to-5 Amiga", by Daryell Sipper
"Cold Disk Office", by Chuck Raudonis
"dalaTAX", by Daryell Sipper

"Gold Disk's Deskiop Budget", by Chuck Raudonis
"BGraphics", by Chuck Raudonis
* Vol. 6 No. 3, March 1991
Highlights include:

"Winter '91 CES", CDTV developers demonstrate upcoming
releases and Ar.iiga games developers present their latest
creations in Las Vegas, Nevada
"NewTek's Video Toaster: A New Era In Amiga Video", a

complete tour cf the Video Toaster, by Frank McMahon
"Ultrasonic Ranging System", the sonar system project

continues with the assembly of an ultrasonic ranging
system, by John lovine
"Writing Faster Assembly Language", the discussion on

how to speed up programs wilh assembly is completed, by
Martin F. Combs
"Programming In AmigaBASIC: Conditionals", using the
IF/THEN statement in Amiga Basic, by Mike Morrison
"New Products And Other Neat Stuff", an advanced rayIradng module for 3-D Professional, Bars& Pipes gets a price
reduction, and IXTV Is released, by John Rezendes

"Bug Bytes", more workarounds for some popular
programs, by Jc-hn Steiner
"Roomers", Is N'ewTek gelling a run for their money with
Digital Crealior.5' V-Machine?, by The Bandilo

"Diversions", Night Shift, James Bond: The Stealth Affair,
Wolf Pack, PowerMonger, and Harpoon are reviewed
"Medley", learn how to load and modify MIDI files with
your sequencer, by Phil Saunders

"PD Serendipity", create your own menus to save to the

boolblock with MenuWriter, or convert IFF pictures to C or
assembly with lFF2Source, by Aimee B. Abren
"C Notes From The C Group", working with functions in C,
by Stephen Kemp

"Spirit Technology's HDA-506", a less expensive

alternative for Amiga 1000 & 500 owners, by Mike C. Corbett
"Macro Paint", Lake Forest Logic's Dynamic hi-res, by R.
Sliamms Morlier

"An Impulse To Imagine", review by R. Shamms Mortier
Top Form", D.-signing Minds' dedicated form publisher, by
|eff James

"Quarterback Tools", a disk and file repair program to help
fix system crashes and accidental file deletions, by John
Steiner

The Fred Fish Collection
Due to the increasing size oi the Fred Fish

^ianc«

sented here. For a complete list ol all AC.
AMICUS, and Fred Rsh Disks, cataloged and

Finl Filh niHM

Dt>Pt1

please consult the current AC'S Guide To The
Commodore Amiga available at your local
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A picture viewer tor Dynamic URm imagei coaled nilh
Macro PariT, the 40M color Ugh resolute*! point program
Irom Lake Forest Lojic. Version 1.1, inches tivo sample
Cynanic HiRes knagss and source br display program.
AuEhor Lake Forest Logc
WoMarSOL-nd
WarteiKund b an acwavt riamene mstrjmen
des^n tool nth i separate envebpe design widow and
15 Ktur.t hamoric HtangVi and phst angjt csrmfc
Vmon 1.7, an updM lo.erBcn 1B on ctsk 4!B. Bnary
only. Ailrort Jeffrey Harrington

EftkvcHirsesttttMJUIobuUasrroudorprotedsn
over anythfig lha] b nor legal memory. Any empty holes
in Ihe acttess tpace are marked as illegal RudsDlIhe
!y3eraP0WsHa»lto»B) butnownies VAnthe
eicaption ol longwon) reads d bcaaon 4. rha Imd IK
ol mangy it arr^Hlf armoed When an legal
ecces 0 detecled. the po-et LED ** Dan anr) a
deiaaad mesuge mi be ieni out the urial port. Bnary
only. Author Bry» Unbia

AmyViWalM
Anolhat nie anmaion tan Eric Schwarti. This
nw has Amy tl* Squarel anerrelinj to lake a mencti lo
- 'The Erpre Stnke Back*. Autncr.

typi 3 lorll. sa««n output. He ouipul. »rvd prlner outxl.

UrRea

3- Thubi

Tutu
AnSack

Dbtio version ol a ih backLp uSfj. Features rKfuta
backup to any =-- -jilTCS ccmpaltle dews (Hjrfi B

fteppies. reranstfe hard - :■; faed media hard disk, and
laps drr.es'. no ccoy protection. ccnSgurabon U«.

UUCP

aasiy iko lonM or backward one or more pdures In
ireB-J A'genanc'ElElplaybahiiyijuslaleirteconds
av»y. The program can be mad "on «■■ mWi no concern

Author Torruq Pokickl

lhat apuJ oowi menu wM sudderdy ar^wu n Ehi

Ouww ircfi amiciot iOICi tape badne uity Works
''.■1 itaa/xa HtidFrame. Uji «ai *«fi ohar
ccrJrDlen s wtl (untesled) Includes source. Author
Roy C. Siesbey

,- .s..;ii »atso provBM ty a pracoe cue tot
changing 1* ncoqs or screerd. Vimle Ihe main purpose b
!o load "news meows'oil 4 screen si£e SolSrorvcan
abo hande kAVsked and ovcrscamed nages. Abo
includes side show modes and a screen posaonrkg
feature. StUSore la widen h Ihe Oredor language torn
ihe FSghi Answen Graf). Trfc 9 version 12.1, an ujdale

AbiqbWUI£PiWr(i!3S&Jor.*sks44!ind4«,

fk etduvon fiSH. setling dI archive bt. elc Dsma version

rtsched me so conk) not be included Ihere. Inctudes a
iwr g«ly and tome tug hei. Ajnor: Uall Dilon

0«to nnim ol a ne* b**nj piograni Fuijn «jjto

reslorH. nctaKtt p<disic«i patterns. U5*r dafoed eonSg

eiu3raqur«20. Supponkx Ihe r*> ECS Denis*

Itakan. Itlarrit. Nomoian. Sponsh. S*wda^i. and more.

lies, milusking kundty. Verson 13, binary only Author;

tisplay modes is also induded. V«sicn2.11.anupgrade

Works *im erher ASCn or Word Pertea lias. Versbn

Canada PiDBIypt Rsplcas

1;v«wjn200ondsli394 Includes source in C. Aulhor

1 5. ndudei soura AirJa- Uctiel laliterii

DsV Fonr-sl artf Ccor program * r>» oenwsl wrm*

DmBttatM

Demo won ol a m tactic "Sty Futy rmlonal
ncson aicspl In il-i itslore opention fvtiin rdude
bado^ cV inijIfM partitions h one pass, badujp ol non-

Conven

T^L

ProDnvtrl

BCS

ArrgutCopy

revisions ol led lies. PCS autx&es Ihe $l(mj.
rel-ip^lk^giig dertncJcn.andmeronc.olreunions.

wted ir^ora *rf Iw bonJvs ol ffis Uand#bra( «i B zoom

example programs. oOcumemaDun. Drapha. papers.

Lpnma(|rifcasomono"19 IncWn mam coprco«iot

torn letters, elc Tris tj an updae 10 PCS version lion

tupocn and Dplnn n uv« insan o an IFF r« Shout
dEairpto ol csemtry proorammng ol ntwtM precision
kn i iw 68831 Indutti souite Aulha: David U:Knt;iy
FIHaRiDisk

shefc. etc. 1 has a inplj spin and a prngraninitfe so
TCL users can *rt« command procedum 10 pravioe r.ae
poweilul comfnandt ftan lho» in [he bul in hi Alpna ?
SnoopDos

pod by Kad*fDrp
FrM Fill Dlilc 441

CorrrUacF

Versiai13,anii>)wlot<rsk»12ondak4J2. Binary
only, shareware Author; Mfehael Bryant

Rigen

An ARen fcrary Dial aloivs you lo call any function ol
almost any Amiga ttirary horn an ARen pogram. Thtsrs

versionin.bharronrf.Aurhor FrancoiiRouaii
X;3rZmodem An An^i shared library w*fch provdes ZUodem Be
communcalcni program. Tna b verscn 2.10. an
upd**lovwsbn20ondSk2Ct. InckidesKuce
Auftort R=kHuebner

supports KicfcSart 2 0. is able lo add lexis and nan to
"irvsa. nchides > nurnbe' ti comprBJDn poratiiieri

1:-Ja 231 an J SK an) includes only She tsej (ha Ime

chanjed. Author. Wafttr Tchy. Amigi porl oy Raymond

VTiCO pan ms ongimSy bassd on Dave W«ker m al.'s

Brand
and Rick Sctiaeflar.
Inoher nccverableram tksk. This one BjpccrB up 10

VT100. manyanhancemenls core made. Fealures
include use of ARP, an ARen port XUODEU1 rXRC
and Kemf protocols, support br adtioonal senal cols.

Thrs progran afovi an Aru^aDOS sapr \i display i
menu, ural Icr r/4 user lo rnakea selecbon ether nith Ihe
mouse or tie keyboard, and return Ihe selection tack lo

32 mb an) can ba auobrjated Unused sectsrs an
fteferedIrommvnory TherarnoGkcanbefcrmaned.

eCefal Be esrsler pnoxt |XPH|. 1 'thai' mode, and
scrcebacMene* Tfcdory buFler." convs n !■£ verscos,

ttuscnplrnrour/ianenvmnertvariable Icanatao

coped to. or used just tta a rwrral cSs* dme Bnary

orjy. Author BobDaykiy

one with Tek^omr emulation, and cne without. The
Tddicfn emjlaoon iloin lavr^ IFF Bes, PosrSoipl

based upon Ihe menu selection. The roaximm itit ol

kiMybrmonlangAmkjaOOScais Inpaieuljir.n
aaows you lo see wrhal Ibranes, devices, bnts,

lies, and pnrUng bitmap) to Ihe prW«. Thiili version

up lo a maimum ol 26 sdedons ol 1 mailmum ol SO

envtcnmenl vanables or startup Bes a program is bokfig

(nly Aiahor VWyHngeveM

S 034. an upUe lo versbn 4 848 on dak 4 ID. Bnary

A program 10 ftp with managing persord Inances
Version: 3CG. an ipdse la version 1.301 on Olsk4l6.

CUanual

Brmy only. Author l>L«y SeigeCamfc

Bnary ontr.AuVcr Olal Oben' Banhel

rrnedatefy eieoM any vaSd AmigaCOS corrtnand
the menu s basad on The scresn resoMon an) lonl soe,
characters eoch and an cctanal Ule area ol up lo 4 knes.
Vorsion 1 I.bfuryonly AcAhor James Coins

A screen onerted fantasy pame vrhere your 5 Ml ti 10
rob as much treasure is you can. relneve trie ArnuWt of

passMTds. codas, sofies. and vraHhroughi lor over ISO

Yerflcr. and escape Hie Uam ol Uenace ah*. CnLk*

Ajnigagamei. February Isr. 1591 edljon. m update 10

screen is a map ol ivfHie jau have bean and «hit you

January !Si*«naiolsk431,Auftc(- UarkShnayer

riave seenon Ihe currant dungeon lev*l

Parts I sndEoliccmplelaCnuiijalkirlhaAmiai

mom ol the towl it appsas on IT* screen ki rronl ol you.

which describes how lo open and work wti Scrnns.

ffethi* oenerues a newdunoeon «very lima t a

Windows, Grapto, Gackjets. Requnlers, AMI. Menus,

Fborplan ConWuclon Sel demo. My knnional excepl
rooms have been replaced by a irgle svnple page. Ttui
awnonl.W. bnary only. Aura: An HenviMy,

I0CUP. Spries. VSonet. AngaDOS. Low level
Graplia Routnes. IMi and lips. ale. The manual also
tiplans Pvw lo use your C Compeer and o*vti yco

Aiyouei[*jra

clayed, trwj even uteran plsyers wi csrlinue lo bid 1
crtsflainrio and eidring This 5 verson 3 D, patch level
10. an update » version?3 on dels 1» and 1».
Enary only, irjirea Ivtiabki Aulhor Varna, see

Gramma 5ot*are

mpartan nlormaioi about how me Amiga norfcs and

A program wfich perbrms Imaoe processing on IFF

r>ovr your programs should be designed. The manual

pvTuiH Indutessandardiriaoaprocessinoluncrions

HusiMirf 15 [A](*mltget)iervrlh more Iran lOOfuly

locations br 8l is*s ol ilsnlitsrs. prtprunsor rames, and
numbers :n i»dnil. oaa!. or hai). tiduoM souro. AKhor

such as oomokruon, averagng. smooKbinr;.
enJiacemint rialognms. FFTs elc. Also incJuoes lie

eieojl(ble«imple»iith source code. Whan unpacked.

Greg UcGary Arni^ port by Rardel J««

cortversbn tunctens. a c%tosd. and Oder uhU

Amga Boppes. TrasbvwsbnlO.anupoateiowiitn

Into ccttr lens w*h proleisbnai video shadowi buil right
n. The onViesUidnn tot this tfemoEIIial lha final lonl

A hamiy Wi i»?»i 9ai lms ■siock't«Ji->;g« 15 sea t

1.Donosk3]7. BKiuseDllssije.teoisTfcuiedon

heV a SAVE tnvn muil ba less Uian « Piiah ai

pnple. Fur. 11 naii utiie saneone else is ion) <cu

ruruons. Ve>senZ4.aiupdaleUver!ai^oniisi
243, iEbdfS rxq ties. PAL support, overscan*) and

Motoary dskj. parts I wl 2 en dak 4K and pam 3

wenj \ m&i I 5. an updale 10 versoi on a * £21

compurw VtnJon 1 0 biriarr coly source tvatobe from

s-t<r-b<.Th]0 ma^a iupcfl. maroved part operabon.

and4tmdaU57 Aulhor: AndersB/arin

Biriary orry Aiahor Stephen Lebans

amhoi Author. Patrick Evans

beCHaiSJlateaon. KAUlMBgrarm. and FFTs. Binary

Holds up a tuv urtil a giv»n lima end ften reteosfi rt 10

only. Author- Gary Mibom

A program IdarHilar oarabase packso* Pal provides a
logical anersun 10 -crass". The ID laoliy sorts Irs

IrrugeLab

the manual and examptn nearly II up lout tiandard

CUanuel

ManMPAUG
A version ol MandFIP wtn oxiplM online heb. a kity
anplementfti Mandetvol and Jjta sel "movie mode", and
manyjmprovemertsinfteuserrienace. VersionZI,
binary only, source tvaiabfe. Author Bruce Damson.

A &oBaire earn* Fealuras idide al pokW* movas
shown win ipubng orwn box around Ihe card. rtshrEle,
unhrnded imOo anJ loumamflnl mode. Binary only. A uirw:
SlfphwOrr.GreojryM.SWina*
A prognm to com*n Alarl ST ttri relociUbW
tiKuabtu n Amoi tonm ntDcauCIa eiaoiabies. k>

substcjuen ba*>j no the FtaScuRS doassemtw and

Autnor GabeDabec
Demo verson of a/i ancharfng new game torn
Psygnesa- The lemmnes are cme Idle guys you haye to

eonvwson 10Amqi SIMnica thnad jfco oompst ud

guoe aonHI -a screen turn one 1e>vl k3 If* nail. m*r

run on an ST Version 1.1, rckidas C sovt*. AuTer Datid

and unoei and imnd various obstacles. by usng your

u
A snaD wirrjis sciwn hack lha pushes me screen around
using Ihfl vm porl. and ^inutales a (bating motion Binary

mouse ard chanoirig each lemming's chanctaristcs to
eel lliem 10 perlorm varbus usaftjf tasks such as buWng

Lerr.rrBigs

brtlgas or digging thrall obffades. Binary onry.
Auriic: Dave JJr«.G*y fimwrs. Scott Johnston, and

crty. source nsUble Iran Whw Aillw Patrick Evans

Parts 3 and 4 oT a compkHe C manual tor lha Amiga
vrtikJi descrbn ho* to open and «ork win Scream.
Windows. Graphics. Gadgels, Requeslars. Mem. Menus,
IDOJP. Spnm. VSoniai. AmigaDOS.Lo- Lev*
Graphics Rcmres. Hrls and Tbs, etc. The manual also
eiptins hov 10 use vour C Comcder and gn*s you
iTpcnan nbrmaion about hon me Arrija norkj an)
how your prognms snaid be ctaoned. Th* manual
conssts ol IS chapters logeSur wih mote han 100 Wy
executable examples wlri source code. Wnen unpacked,
■he manual and examples nearly II up lour standard
Aaafa feppv). Tt* B vwiion ID. an uprMa 10 v*nbn

ArrugaTraton A "ConoentraTion' Ike game kx trie Am ba. "here you
must locale matchng lies on a grid lhat can imge Irom
4it|»ajylWII.12(drSa*). Versionlnbnerionly.

IOondvkW7

Becaus(olliBZ>.lilCUr|iu(edon

Law

hn inry risU. pans 1 and 2 on doa, 4M an) parti 3
and 4 on dak 4S7. Aulhor Anders Sjem
A she! mn»n B anttsnee ihe barttones CLI vnth

Oufckfleq

lealures lha many peajk fnd useU in Da UNK esh,
Induing rolory, aiases a directory stack, etc Version
1.15. includes source. Author John D. Aycock
An "Ask UpV to replace t» 'ask' oommao) from
AirigaOOS QuckReq can kad arguments Irom lex Ihus

Brian Johnson

Frwl Fltti Pitma

APrcjecUeUnicipMM. FVtt tie path ol a ptqaole

ritiv) 1 peatbia B h«no> Inq ouasnra and lem.

fired irin a vanaUe ntul vekxfy ant angle. DuoHy can
besdM.tndUnectnbeaocelerated Theprogram
rfturq iu rMUnc* bovalad and the Dme I look. This is
version 101, ftdudeswuroa, Author. ChnsHspps

Aan tupp«» =f«o™l *» breaks 11 BodyTeO. an opWn

A uiiUy proo/am E^eatcally targeted ai hard drto users

displays

emiialca. The aumor has laken grea pars lo support ms

U etonale tha IruSralon ol bunding program; on ihe

source. Ainrw MarkusAalo

MVTIIQspK SispofisAfJSIcolors scumrsptite

Amga. t ekninaat the need 10 cpen WoU*odi

XPS eternal praocob. uw seleddile bnls. AA111. anj

■indan anacr remember and type ii bnj pafhrancs to
eieoublei Vanion 1.0.b«uryor*y.AulhB- Gre(

PrcfJol
ine ok) O4»l sin* Ycv rantrol a cue Mile ciurieir md

hop hn around pilhwavi n > cbgonal Vnl ol noU. -f.i
liying lo svoij b*J tii^J wd each good Ihnas Smary
onJy. Aulhor Innarprbe
AlulleaMedVT52VTlMVTIuaVT2Mlamlnal

Quick

more. Thu b wwn 2 2Cc an 1410A u vwsun 2 12j 01

ooi number 173. Binary oniy. srsrewata Author Ere

la carter led 10 miaow. DtaptiyBeep nrhan requester is
acuvaled. laflb^ your own FEontPan number, specifying
requesters nidUi and height and al kinds ol overscan

ATCopr

RslpufalK release Vmon 2.0. Includes

A program 10 copy Bes Iran Ihe Amiga id* ol 1 sy-dem
wifcaros CopM OVeafy traough me shared memory.
Suppcraaian)WorkBenchusage. Thubvenoi22.

A solme b for pioarami tin use innruclions •rracii

canbedBollyei)on«iiyANSIcornpa!»jlelarmlnal Thus

arepnvieOgedonlheEeoluuSOOX. UpdMUIhe

anipdaelovanbn2lcnrWi«9. Itawlaaliiat
include much lasler copying and selection ol al options

version 0 \, includes source in ausmbly Au

versiciondck 13

using WorkBench Sharawaia. binary ovV Author. Paw

Turns any rmcokx ba-res IFF pciurt kilo ANSI leil IhU

Decigel

ByreeHesba

Amazing Computing

kxkjdmsourcenassembry.Aumor:

BaBPBMIMd

■

Demo vtnon ol an Iriudon based Font shado*
generalor. In seconds you can convert your lavorfte lonls

To !he besl of our knowledge. Ihe materials In itiis Ibrsry

aie treeiy disnbmawe.

This means they were ether

puWicfy preted and plaad in the pubfic Oomarn try their
aullwrs. or they have restrictions pubfchsd in their ffles to
wheh we have adhered. K you become aware ol any
violation of the authors' wishes, please contact us by mail

IMPORTANT NOTICE!
Ths is is compiled and published as a service to [ha
Commodore Amiga community tor informational purposes
only. Its use is restricted to non-commercial groups onryl
Any duplication tor commercial purposes is strictly forbid

den. As a part of Amazing Computing™, lilts list is inlwrenily copyrighted. Any infringement on this proprietary
copyright without eiptessed written permission ol the pub

lishers will incur the fun fores ol legal actions.
Any non -commercial Amiga usa r group wishing to duplicate

this list should contact:
PiM Publications. Inc.
P.O.Boi8G9
Fa! River. MA 02722

equbped *tfi a PC ATfridoeboard. 10 lha PC vi*. uirg

Goby

HMtai

94

be prepared 10 defend yovsad and lake wfial b youm!

Vmion t.l, an mUU lo «™n 3.10 on dok OS.

Slevs Lawjui, >ny HeJden

IRZAral

ederdng ycur damnon. This is a hAplcyer game, so

[sucri B encryprkn ol On ojpu: Be} and a Id more.

Vt

JES Includes source in C. Author: EottyCarrol

FLOOemo

tha cahiy you wi End. you an ml lha anty one

subset, ol 41O5J ermiafcr. currenty h use a SIAC
(Stanlord linear Accelerator Cemerj. Alhough lha

the Saw If F knaion s rteabled and IS p>g« ol ctp

dbplays lha pcljs on any AKSI compalbie lennhal.
Etery orry. soxci ivalabto hn auLnor Auffior Pa.nt*

Hmdihake

cb not wsh 10 accept your rule, thaw you must conquer
lor they wa yleU more vakatde rasouroH. As you daim

VLTaboAiVT1uOemulaMardaTektninri|1014plis

mvbkidung 10 can Kcess on« tiit ol 1 FIFO csmKlion

p

Safari

ready lor you locobrire Some worlds have rut™ «ho

souce it WorXU II Aurrcr Andreas Guns«

nat«Uok>an;ingHdoltigFiFO;d>vn V™! 11

Amha: Parit* Evbh

STZAmol

Conqued

by (library. HnanlnutonandaShelineruEe.Uri

CheaiSheel Acent^ixolcheau hrti.bactaoco.rWjMtujs.

run. Vmion I 0a binHr only, souro ivalabla torn amhci.

SofcateX

inllauneh other programs These budom an My
contguraileloniiianyprconnyouirart Vanion 1J.4,
binary orry. Author GaryKn^hl
Lore cl Conguesi is a vrar garna sirdar in coweif Lj Sv
board game Risk. YcuarethebrdolanenUiimU,
destined lo rule Ihe galaxy Some worlds are virgin huh.

Version I, shareware, hdudes

ip.-scn Vertanl2.anupcalelonnicninondst

ipja« B vtrjiwi sn oW < K. hduoVl $em* tourw

On Time

ol buttons on Ihe WorkBewh screen Dial, when pressed,

pogrsn. kKLiMt icuce. AuVdt Unkrtnvn. Amiga porl
A ?nal memvy -,;- -?

•t?ri* avadabh torn autar A_oc* Panck Ekarn

Budoel

An Amiga version ol A* NeXTs 'dock*, bul more
versatile and not M limited Provides you will a number

thedala compression ■' decompression akjonDsns used

fruf Flii OUt 456

each geto*} In* sam» i)aa steam, sffioem rtjcSng and

ISonUat

AiiDocl

AlaslandeffidenlccpydBkarchMngulliiybisedon

br. Vary uwajl «f*n yw'ra i-j-ng 10 insul a rMr

F.-O aiiifiPE j.iscjs«lBil!3ifair>ra,>iBiiiinK

Apacliar^ofAIUxi(cists.lcrCy7uEdiiseri.wnlcrl
atomutalconrololAinDjiTDtornwOnCED. TNsb
venioriiiOe.bnvyonly.Author WotIFbujI

vtto&i permis sanding ihe Ion 10 a pnVdsr n a PosiScrbi

Aiar*- cu« «t«*i luck Vsreon ? 5» onar, crly

aulorrolK 01 mAnual fkr* ccnUol Piograms thai pt^uire

Author Christopher WEhua

Converls UaclMosh type 1 Aoobe ixti 10 a lorma
usable on the Amga. FWacbacompreuedUadnnh
format Adobe Ion He art] ireacks 110 an ASCII t«M (l»,

by.beF'earce
MemUon

own impisfnerdtfion. Filo Ltrary 5 a gvwfdl Etfo toary

ma

4 (bi ccp, pT>jn-\ ivr.S rfjlicnvMr Martxe Version
Andreas Gunser

PCS is useU br lail lhat is rested tequenlly. br

Porl

BTplttnenlation lha st^pcrts named Ito, wrong lotlh
rrom a lurd*ar« axceplion, miAiple readers on a Wo *lh

updateBversonZ104ondskW5. Ickitknsource.

!i'!|

2 0. shareware. KljdM »our» in MooMa n Aohor

The FlMsion Cortrol Sj^iem (fiCS) nunagn mjpli

Ao^anced Sloraoe SrMms
A Uanctotrct ownalicn praoram Uwtilw .tcu»I:

v«i^or. binary onty. Aulhor: Dfr John Oustefhoufl, Amiga

version20orenoHrtonn. Thisi>venicn2 lis.an

european t>v}uaon iDansft Fmnsri. FnncTi. German.

Whla

praoram sucn i) i*rt edtas. dducg«i. iuitaicrs.

RtoDm

Auto- PMPalenonandBenWianis
imi^DOS 1 3 prmlerdrnis la na IBU 4301 and 1X2
soTprrners. Version 1.0. bhary only. Author: OavM

appal Vsnon 2 05. binary onty. Aunor L»co Fttntal.

vienciid pnnuriy In z.y. -r. commands ■; i-'-"j-:. *

JM91PM

Conivisno^Wieranaoalom-jisinloCBUUaniUM

Vortex

24 ba ff Mes lor display on denas such as Black Bet
SySmlKAMEtirtuci Ytnion16.hnaryoily.

Am^aDOS pantions. tufkip loa Se. ailcnuud
uiifflantaitiaslmn. panevn maichi^. and jiHUmnj laps

wet as automatic border removal. Requires KkiSlarl

Ufiay
A unversal eccaried characttr ccnvprter lor AmioL CUPC, UacMoi.1. and CU Baa >ifun iimail *m

Itypy. U and nermertaltadms. tut a stkctnt

vnsonondskl3I Includessource.AKtionTomWucki
md Saonnno Vqu

SUtn

A ridmn oulknM *hoie kjnaon b 10 aeett omlnes

lynctn c ei port lc oirier procins 1jr#can sj^ an
ouUhe a ASCII ten and ■ ctftoerd ognpntM. Tr«
wson B*le> a nuntw ol AraijoOS 2 0 kMunn and

nrjion rl*rtact dda axrpession 907X nnlvi par

FlishBack

extra oplona kka oKhenrg, horizontal and verbcal Id aa

tram aJhrn. Aulhor R. J. [Diok} Bourne aM RlcUrd
Inar

*sk lormaaer and copier TNsiswscnS in update to Ihe

into IFF SHAM and 2JMILBM). t oilers ■ number ol

lovwBon12ondak3l7 Bnvyonly.Kuo>avstable

b«ar> ortfy. reqiMiAmicjaDOSIu Aulhor UoonUgrMt

DFC

rebrmafled documenlabcn inciudHfovce. AuTnor

iW"sdrjawiyi'E.ranjoraaesesi! Tnauseimay
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Address
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State

[

ZIP

Charge my CVisa JMC #_

UasterCarc

1

Expiration Date

]

VISA,

1

Signature

Please circle to indicate this is a New Subscription or a Renewal
PROPER ADDRESS REQUIRED: In order lo eipedita and guaranloo your ordor. all large Public Domain Soltware orders, as well as most Back
issue orders, are shipped by Unilod Parcel Service. UPS requires Iha! all packages be addressed 10 a sireel address lor correct delivery.
PAYMENTS BY CHECK; All payments made by check or money order musl be In US funds drawn on a US bank.

Save over 49%

One Year

□

524.00 US

544.00 Foreign Surface

12 monthly issues of the number-one resource lo the Commodore Amiga, C

of

Amazing!

Amazing Computing at a savings of over $23.00 off the newsstand price! C

One Year

Save over 46%
□
12 monthly issues ofAmazing Computing PLUS AC GUIDE/AMIGA j

ofAC
SuperS ub!

2 Product Guides a year! A savings of $31.30 off the newsstand price!

24 monthly issues of the number one resource to the Commodore Amiga,

Amazing!

Amazing Computing at a savings of over S56.H0 off the newsstand price!

Two Years

ofAC

Save over 56%
24 monthly Issues of Amazing Computing PLUS AC" GUIDEJ&MIGA

SuperSub!

4 Complete Product Guides! A .savings of $75.60 off the newsstand price!

Please circle any additional choices below:

□

1,1

6.1

1.2

2.12
4.7
6.2

1.3

3.1
4.8
6.3

1.4

1.5

3.2
4.9

3.3
4.10

1.6

3.4
4.11

17

3.5
4.12

1.8

3.6
5.1

1.9

37
5.2

2.1

3.8
5.3

$38.00 US
(sorry no foreign orders

available at this frequency)

□

$59.00 US

(sorry no foreign orders

available at this frequency)

(Domestic and Foreign air mail rales available on request)

Back Issues: $5.00 each US, $6.00 each Canada and Mexico, $7.00 each Foreign Surface.
2.11
4.6

S36.OO US
S64.00 Foreign Surface
$54.00 Canada and Mexico

Save over 59%

Two Years

of

$34-00 Canada and Mexico

2.2

3.9
5.4

2.3

3.10
5.5

2.4

3.11
5.6

2.5

3.12
5.7

2.6

4.1
5.8

27

4.2
5.9

2.8

4.3
5.10

2.9

2.10

4.4
5.11

4.5
5.12

Back Issue Volumes: Volume 1-$19.95" Volume 2-$29.95'
Volumes 3.4. or5-$29.95* each
'All volume orders musl include postage and handling charges: $4.00 each sel US. $7.50 each set Canada and Mexico.
and $10.00 each set for foreign surface orders. Air mail rales available.

NEW! AC TECHJ^MIGA Single issues just $14.95 each: Premiere (V1.1)

Subscription:

$_

Back Issues:

S

AC'S TECH:

$

PDS Disks:

$

V1.2

Order a One-Year Subscription to AC's TECH Now - Get 4 BIG Issues!
Charter Rate Offer: $39.95 (limited time offer - US only)!

Canada & Mexico: $43.95

Foreign Surface: $47.95

Call or write for Air Mail rates!

Freely Distributable Software - Subscriber Special (yes, even the new ones!)
1 to 9 disks

$6.00 each

10 to 49 disks

$5.00 each

50 to 99 disks
100 or more disks
$7.00 each tor non subscribers
Amazing on Disk:

AC01

$4.00 each
$3.00 each
(three disk minimum on all foreign orders)

..Source & Listings V3.B 4 V3.9

AC*3 ..Source 8
AC»5 ..Source S
AC»7 ..Source 8
AC#9 ..Source S

AC»2 ...Source 8 Listings V4.3 8 V4.4

Listings V4.5 8 V4.6
Listings V4.9
Listings V4.t2 8 V5.1

AC#4 ...Source S Listings V4.7 & V4.8
AC«6 ...Source 8 Listings V4.10 4 V4.11

Listings V5.4 S V5.5

ACI10 ...Source 8 Listings V5.6 4 5.7

AC»11 ...Source 4 Listings V5.8,5.9 4 5.10

InNOCKulatlon Disk: IN#I ...Virusprotection

AC#8 ...Source & Listings V$2 8 S.3
AC#I2 ...Source 8 Listings V5.11. 5.12 8 6.1
AC*I3 ...Source 8 Listings VG.2 4 6.3

Please list your Freely Redistributable Software selections below:

AC Disks

(numbers 1 through 12)

AMICUS

(numbers 1 through 26)

Fred Fish Disks
(numbers J through 460; FF395 is currently unavailable. Please remember
Fred Ftsb Disks 57, 80, & 81 have been removedfrom the collection)

Complete Today, or Telephone 1-800-345-3360

Total:
(subject to applicable sales tax)
Please complete this form and
mail with check, money order or
credit card information to:

P.i.M. Publications, Inc.
P.O. Box 869
Fall River, MA 02722-0869
Please allow 4 to 6 weeks (or delivery of
subscriptions in US.
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An interview with GVP's Gregg Garnick
}ust twenty minutes from the US home of

growing, able to make money, hire people,

Commodore Business Machines resides one of

and develop new products for this platform,

then. We have been going flat out for three

CBM's biggest competitors for the Amiga

we are very happy with the Amiga.

years.

GG: We are still as pumped now as we were

peripheral market, Great Volley Products. We

The Amiga is a very interesting product

recently met Mr. Gregg Garnick, GVP's V.P. of

line. The strength that it has overseas really

AC: The Scries II boards were a change.
GG: Yes, the Series II wasa long undertaking

Sales and Marketing, at their-new 11,000-square-

helps. Even though the platform is not diver

to implement our custom chips on our prod

foot facility.

sified — we are dependent upon Commo

ucts. To stay on top, you must have the latest

The bright, freshly painted offices created

dore in a lotof regards since they havediverse

in technology, from both a price-competitive

the perfect background for the quick talking and

channels of distribution — it makes it a lot

standpoint and a performance standpoint.

highly motivated Mr. Garnick. At 27, Mr. Gantick

more exciting and makes it a lot easier to

We always want to build a better

is one of the youngest Amiga developers, with

handle the ups and downs of theUS economy.

mousetrap for the consumer and this is a

GVP having become one of the largest Amiga

AC: When did Gerard Bucas come aboard?

multifunctiona. board which allows a high-

vendors. With an assortment of hardware prod

GG: Gerard Bucas, who was V.P. of World

performance SCSI controller, 8 megabytes of

uctsfor the Amiga 500 and Amiga 2000 oj'around

Wide Engineering for Commodore, came in

memory installed, as well as a hard drive, to

100 configurations, GVP is distributed in 20

after we were going a bit. The timing was

be mounted on the same board. We are sav

countries.

right for him. We were a fresh startup and he

ing the consumer slots as well as the ability to
buy one product rather than two products.

That has been cur strategy.
We have the Ricoh removable drives
that we announced under the Series II pro
gram, as well as some video-oriented prod
ucts that we are doing for the Amiga 3000. We

To stay on top, you

must have the latest
in technology...
are also involved with products for Amiga
UNIX. To bring multimedia into the UNIX
community is a whole new thing.
AC: And now software?
GG: Yes, the software is new for us. We were
at Koln for Amiga '90 this past November.
We saw SCALA, which was designed by
Digital Visions in Norway. We thought it was

a spectacular program. I am a sales and mar
keting guy and I thought that this was a
AC: How many people started with GVP?

was a little frustrated at Commodore after

perfect tool and it was needed. It fit very

GG: In the beginning really two people — it

being there for four years. He felt that the

nicely in our product line. For example, mov

was just me and Dave Zeimbicki. At that

Amiga had a lot of potential. He is a brilliant

ing IFF files in:o the program and creating

lime, Dave had manufacturing capability.

guy. A lot of his frustration came from his

animations with an accelerator card is very

AC: What were your duties?

desire to get certain products to market that,

helpful. So if the software is hard drive or

GG: Early on we were both doing every

for whatever reason, Commodore was hav

accelerator-intensive, it becomes a perfect fit

thing: shipping, technical support, etc. 1 was

ing problems doing. He just felt frustrated.

in our product line.

working out of my 850-square-foot apart

He felt that there must be someone who

AC:

ment. We needed to channel the money into

could take these ideas that he had and make

GG: The initial reaction has been phenom

the right areas—forcxample, product devel

them happen for the Amiga.

enal. This is the first product. It will not end

opment, marketing, and advertising areas
rather than secretaries and telephones.

We said, "Instead of buying a chair to
day, let's wait a month, and then we'll buy

Gerard thought about it long and hard

here. There are exciting new things that will

and saw that we needed more expertise than

be added to the product as well as hardware.

we had and we needed more capital and he

SCALA is very exciting.

brought both. He became President.

AC: Has GVP wade a difference?

the chair. We can sit on the floor just as well

With Gerard, we were able to attract

GG: I came to the Amiga to build a company.

to present our ideas to dealers ou t in the field

higher echelon people. Not only attract them,

I was looking at long term. We have good

by phone." In six months, we ran out of room.

but we were able to afford them. We always

products and we have good support. What

AC: How many people work at GVP today?

stressed new product development and we

ever it takes to make the customer happy, we

GG: We have about 40 people today. We

needed more people in that area. We wanted

are willing to do.

have in-house board layout equipment and

to get all development in house to do quick

AC:

systems for custom chip layout.

turnarounds and get products out to market

GG: I believe :hat the Amiga is a product

Where do you see the Amiga going?

a lot faster. We were fortunate to attract Jeff

with its own synergy. From video to UNIX,

into R&D all for the Amiga. People think that

Boyer, who is now V.P. of Engineering.

we find the market very exciting.

we are absolutely crazy, but as long as we are

AC: And today?

We have placed a lot of our resources

96

What has been the reaction?

Amazixg Computing

Finally a fantastic mouse for only $49.95. The Beetle Mouse has a resolution of 320dpi and is
economically designed to fit your hand. New light weight components make the Beetle Mouse
ultra-light and fast with high quality switches that will last. Winner of the TIDEX 90" Award for
innovative product design. Available for the Amiga and Atari computers. Includes MOUSE PADI

TALON TECHNOLOGY INC.
243 N. Hwy 101 Ste. #11, Solana Beach. Ca. 92075
VISA

TEL: (619) 792-6511

FAX: (619) 792-9023

Prices subject to change without notice. Shipping and handling are extra.
Circle 113 on Reader Service card.

♦** Dealer Inquiries Welcome ♦♦♦

All photographs are of
a<tuai DCTV screens.

A Paint, digitize and display full color NTSC video graphics on any
A Capture a video frame in 10 seconds from any color video camera (Also

%orks »fitli;still video tflm^ras/vicleo ii^imd:itillWom^ca^

A Display and capture full color 24 bit high resolution images.

A Convert DCTV™ images to or from any IFF

ySsploy format (including HAM and 24 bit).

A Paint, digitize and conversion software

5 are all included.

;^ !

A Works with all popular 3D programs.

A Animate in full NTSC color.

■

-

.-

$495

- * Min. 1 Meg. required

DCTV "(Digital Composite Television) is a revolutionary new video display and digitizing system for
the Amiga. Using the Amiga's chip memory as its frame buffer memory, DCTV'creates a full color NTSC display
software are all combined into one easy to use package included with DCTV.1 DCTV also works with all popular
3D programs to create full color animations that can be played back in real time.

DIGITAL
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2865 Sunrise Boulevard Suite 103 Rancho Cordova CA 95742 Telephone 916/344-4825 FAX 916/635-0475
©1990 Digital Creations. Amiga is a registered trademark of Commodore Business Machines. Patents applied or.
Circle 163 on Reader Service card.
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